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Introduction

 

This manual provides detailed information on the Model Builder menu structure, and the operation of 
each sound object.

NOTE: Not all of the features and menu items that appear in this manual may be on your system; these 
depend on your system's software and hardware configuration.
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Model Builder Menus

 

Main Menus

 

The Model Builder software contains the following major areas:

• Communications / Aural Cue model development, status, and runtime areas. 

• Host computer interface control and status. 

• DIS or HLA interface, control and status. 

• Time Division Multiplexer (TDM) and/or Waveform Synthesizer (DSP or 8AFA) software and 
hardware monitoring. 

• System status and error displays.

A sound model consists of a group of sound, mixing, and control objects that control a single DSP or 
TDM; hence a 3 DSP or TDM system would contain 3 models.

Each Model contains five lists of objects segregated by function, namely:

• Control objects, which interface the model with the incoming/outgoing ethernet packets or handle I/
O from PIUs and RIUs.

• Signal objects, which provide the fundamental sound sources via the DSP.

• Feeder objects which determine the mixing ratios for each signal onto the signal highway, and 
hence to the analog outputs.

• Function objects, which provide mathematical relationships, such as polynomials and table look-
ups.

• Sound file objects and groups, which provide a directory of prerecorded sounds.

The user interface for each of the above is via a series of pull-down menus, which are graphically docu-
mented in the following pages.
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The main menu provides access to:

 

Model Menus - 

 

Model development, and runtime environment monitoring and control.

 

Cell Interface Menus – 

 

The cell interface status and control areas.

 

Host Interface Menus - 

 

The host computer interface.

 

DIS Network Menus - 

 

The DIS status and control areas.

 

HLA Network Menus - 

 

The HLA status and control areas.

 

Local Network Menus – 

 

Information regarding non-networked radios.

 

Waveform DSPs Menus - 

 

The waveform DSP status and control pages. 

 

DOS Menus - 

 

The DOS shell.

 

Error Page - 

 

The error-reporting page.

 

Status Page - 

 

The status message page. 

 

Exit to DOS - 

 

DOS by quitting Model Builder.
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Models Menus

 

The model menu provides:

• Access to up to three models. (The number of models is the same as the number of DSP boards in 
the system.) 

• A timing page, which lists the current duration of each model, the total time, spent processing all 
models, the system master model rate, and the individual model rates. This menu is described in 
detail below. 

• A memory page which lists the current filename of each model, the total memory used for all mod-
els, and the Model Builder Version under which the model was saved.

• An options display page displaying the currently installed software packages.

• A pasteboard model, which facilitates inserting parts of other sound models into an existing model. 

• A save all option that allows all models and changes to be saved.

Each model has a configuration window that provides control over:

• Model filename 

• Freeze state 

• Model Frame Rate (Iteration Rate)

 

1

 

 

• DSP sample rate

 

1

 

• Highway width

 

1

 

 

• Sound file buffer size

 

1

 

 

• Number of voice streams received per radio

 

1

 

 

• Number of RIUs on the system (TDM Systems only)

 

1

 

 

• Control value initialization selection.

 

1

 

 

• Communication between a pair of DSPs 

• Analog input preamplifier gain control

The F2 key provides access to the model sub-menu, which in addition to bringing up the five object lists 
that constitute the bulk of the model, also provide:

• Model re-initialization 

• Model loading 

• Model saving 

• Merging of objects from the pasteboard

 

1.  The parameters set in these fields are retained when the model is saved.
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Model Configuration Window

 

Sample Rate, DSP Sample Rate

 

The DSP sample rate is the number of digital samples of a waveform that are processed per second, as 
well as the rate at which external audio input is sampled. The highest frequency reproducible is one half 
of the DSP sample rate.

The sample rate is any number entered by the user. The DSP can only run specific sample rates - the DSP 
sample rate will be the closest rate possible to the user entered sample rate.

The sample rate can run from 7,000 to 48,000 Hz. Increasing the sample rate increases the processing 
load on the DSP board.

If several DSPs are linked via the global bus then the Master DSP determines the sample rate for the slave 
DSPs.

 

Model Rate

 

The model rate is a parameter that is set in the Model Timing Window or from the start up configuration 
file, and is the same for all models. It determines the maximum rate at which changes in the model param-
eters will be sent to the DSP cards. It should be equal to or slightly higher than the rate at which the host 
computer sends Ethernet packets to the DACS.

The model parameters are changed, for example, when a Press to talk button is pushed or a radio fre-
quency is changed. The model will react to these changes no faster than the model rate.
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Frame Rate

 

The frame rate determines at what fraction of the model rate the given model will have its parameters 
updated. If set to full, the model gets updated at the model rate. If set to half, it gets updated at half the 
model rate. This is useful because there is one model rate for all the DSP boards - if some models do not 
need to be updated as often the frame rate for those models can be reduced to reduce the processing load.

The frame rate can be set to full, half, quarter, or eighth. For fractional rates, the frame in which the 
model gets updated is also specified. For example, if the model rate is 24 Hz and one model is set to half 
-1 and the other is set to half -2, both models will be updated at 12 Hz, and will be updated in alternate 
frames. This allows the processing load to be optimized to avoid overrunning the system frame time (See 
also Model Timing & Memory window).

 

Frame Count

 

This is a counter that indicates the number of frames processed. If the model is running normally this 
counter will be incrementing. 

 

Highway Width

 

Number of output sound channels. A channel is one analog input and one analog output - so a channel 
width of two would be two inputs and two outputs.

The waveform synthesizer can only use up to eight channels. A TDM controller card (with RIUs) can 
support up to 24 channels.

 

Global DSP Bus

 

Indicates whether or not the DSP is connected to the Global DSP bus. The Global DSP Bus allows sound 
to be passed from one DSP card to another.

Enabling the global bus for the DSP card is done through either the Model Timing Page, or the configura-
tion file. See the sections on Global Channels and System Configuration for more information.

 

DSP Number

 

The number of the current DSP board. 

 

DIS RX / Radio

 

Determines the number of independent simultaneous sound streams that can be taken from the DIS net-
work and listened to on a single radio or network intercom.

Increasing this number increases the buffer memory allocated to each radio on the DSP card - so the 
higher the number, the fewer radios which can be used.

When simulating FM communications over the DIS network, a value of one is sufficient, as an FM radio 
can only pick up one audio stream at a time. When using AM radios or Intercom buses over the network, 
a higher value may be necessary. 

 

Freeze State

 

If the freeze state is set to run, the model runs. If it's set to freeze, the model freezes. This only affects one 
model.

 

Total Freeze F3

 

Hitting the F3 key at any time will freeze all of the models. Hitting F3 again will unfreeze them. This field 
indicates whether F3 has been pressed.
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Sound Block Size

 

The sound block size is only used when sounds are being played from files on the disk. It indicates the 
size of the buffer memory on the DSP card allocated to holding the recorded sound before it's played 
back.

For larger sound block size, fewer sound files can be played at the same time, and less CPU time is used. 
A smaller block size allows more sounds to be played from the disk but could cause gaps in the sounds if 
the CPU is heavily loaded.

 

Time (ms)

 

This is the time per frame that the CPU spends servicing the model.

 

Initialize Control Inputs

 

This field determines the initial value state of the control objects when the DACS is started before the 
Host computer. Additionally the DACS can be instructed to revert to the initial values specified in the 
Control objects if the Host computer stops sending information.

The selections are: On Model Load or Source fail
On Model Load
None
Use the +/- keys to toggle thru these values.
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Model Timing and Memory Windows
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System

 

A flag for freezing all of the models. Changing this field is equivalent to hitting F3.

 

Model Rate

 

The model rate. Each individual model will have its parameters updated at this rate, or at some even frac-
tion (half, quarter or eighth) of this rate.

 

Master/Slave

 

For systems with two communicating DSP boards, one must be set as a master and one as a slave. Leav-
ing these fields at zero will disable communication between DSP boards. In addition to these fields, mas-
ter and slave jumpers must be set on the DSP boards.

The sample rate of communicating boards must be the same. The rate is taken from the master board. 
Other than this, there is no distinction between master and slave boards.

 

Model Execution Time

 

Lists execution times and parameters for all the models.

First, the frame rate as a fraction of model rate is given. This is the same as the Frame Rate field in the 
model configuration window.

Next is the Run/Freeze state of each model. This is the same as the Freeze State field in the Model Con-
figuration window.

Next are listed execution times for Main, DSP, and Disk for each model, in milliseconds.

 

Timing Table

 

The timing table gives a detailed account of the use of CPU time on the system. The times needed for the 
CPU to complete the various necessary tasks are given in milliseconds. Model is the amount of time spent 
computing the radio-received powers, updating counters, etc. DSP is the time the CPU spends sending 
updated information to the DSP boards. Network is the amount of time the CPU spends servicing the eth-
ernet connection. Cell is the amount of time the CPU spends servicing cell communications.

Eight frames are listed because a given model could be running at a fractional frame rate, so it wouldn't 
use full resources on every frame. If all the models are running at the Full frame rate, each column of 
numbers should be roughly equal.

The total time CPU time available per frame is one over the frame rate (e.g. for a frame rate of 25 Hz, 
there are 40 ms /frame to complete the necessary tasks.) At the bottom is the percentage of the frame 
being used, which is just the total ms per frame divided by the time available per frame. These numbers 
can go up to 100% before OverRuns start occurring.

Note that due to the way model builder operates, a particular frame may overrun 100% load and not cause 
any noticeable performance issues since the long frame will feed forward with the next frame. It is only 
when the average frame time exceeds 100% that performance affecting overruns may be experienced.

 

Master Frame Count

 

This counts the master frames being executed. 
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OverRun

 

This counts the number of frames that were not processed properly because of an excessive burden on the 
CPU. This number should be zero in normal operation - if it is incrementing, the CPU cannot keep up 
with the demands of the models. If this were occurring, possible solutions would be reducing the frame 
rate, reducing the model complexity, or upgrading the CPU board.

 

Model Memory Window

 

The model memory window lists the model name for each model, the version of Model Builder the model 
was saved from, the available memory and the memory used, and the soundfile preload. The soundfile 
preload indicates the number of bytes of a soundfile that are preloaded into the computer memory from 
the disk when the model is replaying a recorded sound. 
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Controls List Menus

 

The controls option on the model sub-menu provides access to the list of control objects. These are prin-
cipally the ethernet interface and local i/o variables used by this particular sound model.

In common with all of the object lists the following keys are active:

• Cursor arrows, Page up, page Down, Home, and End for movement of object highlight. 

• Enter (CR): brings up inspector panel for currently highlighted object. 

• Ins: Inserts a new object in list. 

• Del: Deletes current object. 

• F1: steps through alternative list display formats 

• F2: brings up list submenu. 

• F3: freezes/ unfreezes all models. 

• F4: marks an object as well as the beginning and end of a block. 

• Shift F4: moves marked object or block of objects to current position. 

• Control F4: creates a new copy of the marked object or block of objects. 

• Replace text feature: allows the user to change text in the name and description fields of all the 
objects in a selected block. (A block of objects must be selected with the F4 key).
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Note

 

: In the previous diagram, the “Local I/O” objects are not shown. The Local I/O submenu appears 
when the “localio=on” command is used in the configuration file.
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Signals List Menus

The signals list is the set of sound source objects in the model and has the same keystroke access as the 
control list.
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Feeders List Menus

The feeders list is the set of highway mixing objects in the model and has the same keystroke access as 
the control list.

Note: In the RIU Insert Menu portion of the following diagram, the “Output 3D RIU” object is not 
shown.
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Functions List Menus 

The functions list is the set of math function objects in the model and has the same keystroke access as 
the control list.
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Sound Files List Menus

The sound files list consists of all the pre-recorded sounds that are available to be replayed from the hard 
disk. The list contains individual files or groups of files. Grouping allows the host to dynamically select 
files from within a predefined subset, using an integer file identifier. The “Message List” control object 
may be used to seamlessly stream together individual sound files in a group.

The active keys are the same as the controls list, with the F2 bringing up the soundfile submenu, as shown 
in the diagram below.

The inspector panel for each sound file allows for modification of:

• Sound file name 

• File index (used as part of file group access) 

• Replay start position 

• Replay finish position 

• File Validity 

Flags to control playback formats, such as always playing to completion, looping, random start, and 
delay. 

The F2 key when used with the inspector panel allows access to the sound file submenu which:

• Provides an “off-line” recording and editing capability 

• Can save a file 

• Allows trimming of a file to exact length 

• Updates limits in file 

• Can create a new file or clear an existing one

Can save a section of the sound file to another file 

Note: if the selected filename does not exist then only the create option is available.

For more information on recording and playing sounds, see the Sound Files, Record/Replay signals, and 
Record/Replay Feeders sections.
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Host Interface Menus
The host interface menu set allows user access to the Ethernet data and interface status. For a complete 
description of the Ethernet control and status windows, see the Ethernet Configuration Commands sec-
tion.

Support is provided for:

• Display of current receive data buffer for up to eight ports 

• Display of current transmission buffer 

• Modification of data in either buffer 

• Buffer display formats including floating point, integer (32, 16 and 8 bit), and ASCII string. 

• Support for different byte orders, i.e. Little Endian and Big Endian. 

• Ability to save a buffer image to a file for later recall for test purposes. 

Display of current raw and UDP level interface status. For more information on the Ethernet status and 
control windows, and on host interfacing, see the section entitled “Ethernet Configuration Commands”.
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Waveform DSP Menu

The digital signal processor (DSP) menu provides access to four pages of information relevant to the cur-
rent running state of the DSP waveform synthesizers.

Support is provided for:

• Display of frame rates and spare time availability 

• Display of internal status counters 

• Memory buffer usage 

• Preamp gain settings (Waveform synthesizer only)

• RIUs present on a TDM ring
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The Gains page shows the Preamp gain settings for the 8 channel waveform synthesizers. If no numbers 
appear, it means that either the card is not present, or it is a TDM card.

The top of the DSP timing page indicates the amount of the DSP processor time that is being used. The 
time available is one over the sample rate. The bottom of the DSP timing page indicates the DSP frame 
information. It includes the amount of spare processing that is available on the DSP as objects that are 
added to the model.

• The frame count, 

• The frame overrun (which is the number of frames incorrectly processed to an overload of the DSP 
processor), and 

The Com OK (which increments when two DSP boards are linked and set up as a master and a slave), and 
the ComFail (which increments when two DSP boards are set up to communicate over global channels 
but fail to do so properly). 

The second screen indicates the usage of the DSP memory. The memory is divided into three sections 
(Control, Buffer, and Signal), each of which can go up to 100% memory usage before problems occur.

The third screen shows, for each TDM card, which RIUs are present on the TDM ring. The RIU number 
will only appear if there is an input feeder for the RIU, and the RIU is actually attached to the ring and 
functioning properly.

Note: In the preceding diagram, the “RIU Status Page” for individual RIUs is not shown. This feature is 
available in Model Builder versions 4.06 and higher.
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DIS Network Menus

The DIS (Distributed Interactive Simulation) Network menus provide control and monitoring of the DIS 
network attachment. For a more detailed description of the status and protocol windows, refer to the sec-
tion entitled “DIS Configuration Commands”.

Support is provided for

• Status of D.I.S. objects, system addressing, and network parameters 

• Control of D.I.S. protocol options 

• D.I.S. network activity, including simulated radio transmissions received over the D.I.S. network 

• List of Entity PDU's received over D.I.S. Network 

• List of transmitters from the DACS that are transmitting over the D.I.S. network

• Interfacing with a Terrain Server

• Transmission/Reception of Tactical Data Link messages
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Note: In the preceding diagram, the “Terrain”, and its accompanying “Paths rx-tx” menu options are not 
shown. These options become available when “terrain=on” is specified in the configuration (.cfg) file.

When “dis_bridge=on” is in the configuration file, the DIS Network menu will also display the “Bridge 
TDL” submenu (not shown).
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Local Network Menus

The Local Network menus provide monitoring of radio traffic on the Local Network, which is used to 
connect DSP cards within a single DACS. The term, “Local Network”, applies to radios that are only 
present on the DACS. “Local Network” in this case is not equivalent to LAN.

The Local Network Menu provides access to lists of the objects transmitting over the Local Network, 
along with their frequencies, entity ID's, and radio ID's.

For more information on using the Local Network, see the section entitled “Global Channels”.
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Object Inspector Panel
Inspector Panel

Object Type Name
Indication of the type of object currently being inspected.

Identifier1

Used to give each object a unique name.

Description1 
Description field to clarify display.

Result
All Control objects have an output result which is picked-up by any other model object that is connected 
to it.

Result - Float2

Output result from control object - a floating point value.

Result – Integer2

Output result from control object - Integer (rounded value of floating point result)

1. For clarity during model development the user is strongly encouraged to give each object a unique name and 
description.   MB associates functionality with how objects are connected together, not how they are named.

2. Model Builder uses the appropriate results field based on the connection mode. For example, if a Boolean is used 
to control the on/off for a floating point value, the result of 0.000000 or 1.000000 is selected.
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Result - Boolean
Output result from control object - Boolean (Binary value of floating point result, with < 0.3 being Off, > 
0.7 being On).
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Model Connections

Panels within Model Builder have the same basic construction. 

Each connection field is preceded by a character to indicate the type of object targeted by the connection. 

• Colons (:) indicate the field connection is to a control object (e.g. Host input, counter, or Math 
Function). 

• Carat (^) indicates the signal output can be connected to a feeder. 

• Arrow (>) indicates the selection of a math function from the user provided list (Table lookup, add, 
subtract etc.). 

• Double Quotes (“) indicate the connection to a soundfile from the list, which can be either individ-
ual files or groups of files.

• Semicolon (;) indicates the field connection to a signal object. 

Where a connection is made to a control object, as in the Gain field above, the result value is obtained 
from the target control, multiplied by the scaling factor (user modifiable) to create the displayed final 
value.
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User Note: In order to add on object to a field, use the arrow keys to highlight the field and press the 
“Enter” key.

The appropriate list (Control, signal, etc.) appears. Use the arrow keys to move through the list and when 
the desired object is highlighted, press the “Tab” key to insert. If the connection was made in error 
another object may be directly inserted over the original. If it is desired to remove the object altogether, 
press the “Delete” key and the field will return to its dashed out “- - - -” condition. The object connections 
are saved when the model is saved.
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Basic Signals
Sine Wave Signal

This signal source produces a sinusoidal wave signal, which can be mixed in any proportion on any of the 
analog output channels. Both amplitude and frequency can be controlled by input variables from else-
where in the model, or from the host interface. The frequency can also be modulated by another signal 
within the signal processor, with the model having control over the depth of modulation. This is shown 
diagrammatically above. Minimum requirement to achieve a usable signal are non-zero values set for the 
frequency and gain fields.
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Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model. 

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value or if no frequency connection, a fixed frequency value.

Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of sine wave generated by waveform synthesizer. If the frequency connection is 
blank then the frequency scale factor is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the scale 
factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value or if no gain connection, a fixed gain value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of sine wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the gain 
value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Frequency Modulation Connection
Connection to the frequency modulating signal, which is scaled by the modulation depth and added to the 
frequency.

Modulation Depth Connection
Control object connection to provide frequency modulation depth control from elsewhere in model.
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Modulation Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency modulation depth control value.

Modulation Depth
Frequency modulation depth value, controls the effect of the frequency modulation signal:

ActualFreq = Freq x (1 + (ModDepth x ModSignal))

Usually it falls in the range 0 to 1.0, when used in conjunction with a unity gain modulation signal. Note: 
To avoid unpredictable behavior care should be taken to ensure that the product of modulation depth and 
modulation signal does not span a range greater than -1.0 to +1.0.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the sine wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Triangle Wave Signal

This signal source produces a triangle wave signal that can be mixed in any proportion on any of the ana-
log output channels. Both amplitude and frequency can be controlled by input variables from elsewhere 
in the model, or from the host interface. The frequency can also be modulated by another signal within 
the signal processor, with the model having control over the depth of modulation.

The triangle wave is identical in operation to the sine wave, and requires non-zero values for frequency 
and gain (as a minimum) to produce a usable signal.
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Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model.

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value or if no frequency connection, a fixed frequency value.

Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of triangle wave generated by waveform synthesizer. If the frequency connection is 
blank then the frequency scale factor is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the scale 
factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value or if no gain connection, a fixed gain value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of triangle wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Frequency Modulation Connection
Connection to the frequency modulating signal, which is scaled by the modulation depth and added to the 
frequency.

Modulation Depth Connection
Control object connection to provide frequency modulation depth control from elsewhere in model.
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Modulation Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency modulation depth control value.

Modulation Depth
Frequency modulation depth value, controls the effect of the frequency modulation signal: 

ActualFreq = Freq x (1 + (ModDepth x ModSignal))

Usually it falls in the range 0 to 1.0, when used in conjunction with a unity gain modulation signal. Note: 
To avoid unpredictable behavior care should be taken to ensure that the product of modulation depth and 
modulation signal does not span a range greater than -1.0 to +1.0.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the triangle wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Sawtooth Wave Signal

This signal source produces a sawtooth wave signal that can be mixed in any proportion on any of the 
analog output channels. Both amplitude and frequency can be controlled by input variables from else-
where in the model, or from the host interface. The frequency can also be modulated by another signal 
within the signal processor, with the model having control over the depth of modulation.

The sawtooth wave is identical in operation to the sine wave, and requires non-zero values for frequency 
and gain (as a minimum) to produce a usable signal.
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Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model.

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value or if no frequency connection, a fixed frequency value.

Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of sawtooth wave generated by waveform synthesizer. If the frequency connection 
is blank then the frequency scale factor is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the 
scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value or if no gain connection, a fixed gain value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of sawtooth wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Frequency Modulation Connection
Connection to the frequency modulating signal, which is scaled by the modulation depth and added to the 
frequency.

Modulation Depth Connection
Control object connection to provide frequency modulation depth control from elsewhere in model.

Modulation Scale Factor
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Scaling factor for frequency modulation depth control value.

Modulation Depth
Frequency modulation depth value, controls the effect of the frequency modulation signal: 

ActualFreq = Freq x (1 + (ModDepth x ModSignal))

Usually it falls in the range 0 to 1.0, when used in conjunction with a unity gain modulation signal. Note: 
To avoid unpredictable behavior care should be taken to ensure that the product of modulation depth and 
modulation signal does not span a range greater than -1.0 to +1.0.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the sawtooth wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Square Wave Signal

This signal source produces a square wave signal that can be mixed in any proportion on any of the ana-
log output channels. Both amplitude, frequency and mark/space ratio (duty cycle) can be controlled by 
input variables from elsewhere in the model, or from the host interface. The frequency can also be modu-
lated by another signal within the signal processor, with the model having control over the depth of mod-
ulation. Non-zero values for frequency and gain are required (as a minimum) to produce a usable signal.
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Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model. 

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value or if no frequency connection, a fixed frequency value.

Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of square wave generated by waveform synthesizer. If the frequency connection is 
blank then the frequency scale factor is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the scale 
factor times the output result of the control object.

Mark Space Connection
Control object connection to provide mark space control from elsewhere in model.

Mark Space Scale Factor
Scaling factor for mark space ratio control value.

Mark Space Ratio
Mark to space ratio for square wave. Value ranges from 0 to 1.0 with 0 being all space, 1.0 being all mark. 
If the M/S connection is blank then the M/S scale factor is used as the value; otherwise the M/S is the 
scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value or if no gain connection, a fixed gain value.
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Gain
Amplitude gain of square wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Frequency Modulation Connection
Connection to the frequency modulating signal, which is scaled by the modulation depth and added to the 
frequency.

Modulation Depth Connection
Control object connection to provide frequency modulation depth control from elsewhere in model.

Modulation Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency modulation depth control value.

Modulation Depth
Frequency modulation depth value, controls the effect of the frequency modulation signal: 

ActualFreq = Freq x (1 + (ModDepth x ModSignal))

Usually it falls in the range 0 to 1.0, when used in conjunction with a unity gain modulation signal. Note: 
To avoid unpredictable behavior care should be taken to ensure that the product of modulation depth and 
modulation signal does not span a range greater than -1.0 to +1.0.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the square wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for details. 
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Filter Signal

This signal source produces a filtered copy of the selected signal, which can be mixed in any proportion 
on any of the analog output channels. The type of filtering can be selected from low-pass, band-pass or 
high-pass. The filter quality factor, roll-off frequency, and gain can be controlled by input variables from 
elsewhere in the model, or from the host interface. The default signal is the internal pseudo random noise 
source, providing an improved noise source with better tunability.
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Signal Connection
Connection to the signal to be used as input to the filter. Deleting this connection selects the default inter-
nal white noise generator.

Filter Type
Selects a two pole filter type from; Low-pass, Band-pass, High-pass, Low-passQ, Band-passQ, High-
passQ, Notch or AllPass. The three Q filters are amplitude adjusted such that the filter has unity gain at 
the roll-off frequency, and maintains this gain as the quality factor is increased. The band-pass filters have 
the low-pass and high-pass poles at the same roll-off frequency.

Filter Enable Connection
Control object connection to provide filter enable control from elsewhere in model.

Local Filter Enable
Local value for the filter enable. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive or func-
tion for inverting the enable control state

Filter Enable
The current filter enable state, when On the filter will be active, when Off the signal will be passed 
through with gain control only.

Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model. 

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value.
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Frequency
Roll-off frequency (in Hertz) of filter. If the frequency connection is blank then the frequency scale factor 
is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the scale factor times the output result of the 
control object.

Q Factor Connection
Control object connection to provide quality factor control from elsewhere in model.

Q Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Q factor control value.

Q Factor
Quality factor for filter. If the Q factor connection is blank then the Q scale factor is used as the Q value; 
otherwise the Q is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of filtered source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the filtered source into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for details. 
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Parametric Filter Signal

This signal source produces a filtered copy of the selected signal, which can be mixed in any proportion 
on any of the analog output channels. The filtering can be selected to either boost or attenuate the desired 
frequency across the specified bandwidth. The filter bandwidth, center frequency, and gain can be con-
trolled by input variables from elsewhere in the model, or from the host interface. The default signal is the 
internal pseudo random noise source, providing an improved noise source with better tunability.
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Signal Connection
Connection to the signal to be used as input to the filter. Deleting this connection selects the default inter-
nal white noise generator.

Filter Enable Connection
Control object connection to provide filter enable control from elsewhere in model.

Local Filter Enable
Local value for the filter enable. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive or func-
tion for inverting the enable control state

Filter Enable
The current filter enable state, when On the filter will be active, when Off the signal will be passed 
through with gain control only.

Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model. 

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value.

Frequency
Center frequency (in Hertz) of filter. If the frequency connection is blank then the frequency scale factor 
is used as the frequency value; otherwise the frequency is the scale factor times the output result of the 
control object.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of filtered source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the filtered source into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where other models running on other DSP boards can pick it 
up. See the section on Global Channels for detail

Boost/Cut Gain
Control object connection to provide filter gain parameter control from elsewhere in model.

Boost/Cut Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Boost/Cut control value.
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Boost/Cut
The level of signal gain or attenuation to be provided across the bandwidth. If the Boost/Cut connection is 
blank then the Boost/Cut scale factor is used as the Boost/Cut value; otherwise the result is the scale fac-
tor times the output result of the control object.

Bandwidth
Control object connection to provide quality factor control from elsewhere in model.

Bandwidth Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Q factor control value.

Bandwidth
Quality factor for filter. If the Q factor connection is blank then the Q scale factor is used as the Q value; 
otherwise the Q is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.
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Sound File Signals
Play Soundfile

Sounds that have no dynamically varying elements (except for overall volume level) are best handled as 
fixed off-line recorded sound files. (E.g. Missile launch)

The output signal from a pre-recorded sound file can be mixed in any proportion on any output channel.

The file to be replayed is selected from the soundfile directory list. If the files are grouped together, then 
an integer file number can be used to select from a set of mutually exclusive files.

The trigger boolean, the file index number and the overall gain are controllable from elsewhere in the 
model or directly from the host input variables.

Local mode control is available to determine whether the file is played continuously or single shot, if 
there is a delay after completion of replay when in continuous mode, and whether the file plays to the end 
or can be truncated.

Local control of the trigger boolean allows the starting signal to be either an off to on transition, or an on 
to off.
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SoundFile Connection
Sound file selection from model's soundfile directory list

Trigger Connection
Control object connection to start/stop control elsewhere in model.

Local Trigger
Local value for the trigger. If no connection is made this allows the trigger to be left permanently in the 
On position. If a trigger connection is made then this provides an exclusive or function for inverting the 
trigger control state

Trigger
The current trigger state, a value of On starts the soundfile playing. If in continuous mode the file replays 
while this trigger is On, else if in one-shot mode the file replays once for each Off to On transition of the 
trigger.

Pause Connection
Control object connection to provide pause control from elsewhere in model.

Local Pause
Local value for the pause. If no connection is made this allows the pause to be left permanently in the off 
position. If a pause connection is made then this provides an exclusive or function for inverting the pause 
control state.
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Pause
The current pause state, a value of on freezes the soundfile playing, a value of off allows the play to con-
tinue from the current file position

Index Connection
Control object connection to provide file selection control from elsewhere in model.

Local Index
Local value for the file index. If a connection is made then this value is added to the incoming index 
value; otherwise it provides a default value for the file index.

Index
The current value of the file index. This index is used to select one of a group of files from the sound files 
list. It is only active when the soundfile connection is made to a file group, and the index matches that of 
one file in the list. If no matches are found then no file is replayed.

Begin Connection
Control object connection to provide begin position control from elsewhere in model.

Begin Scale Factor
Local value for the begin position or scaling factor for begin position connection

Begin Position
The current begin position offset as a fraction of the selected files total length, i.e. a value of 0.5 starts file 
half way into normal play section.

End Connection
Control object connection to provide end position control from elsewhere in model.

End Scale Factor
Local value for the end position or scaling factor for end position connection.

End Position
The current end position offset as a fraction of the selected files total length, i.e. a value of 0.1 stops the 
file at 90% of it's normal end point

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of file replay source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as 
the gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the replayed sound source into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Record Highway

The record highway object provides the ability to record any output highway channel to or from a 
selected file on the hard disk, under host computer control.

A position input provides the host with a repositioning capability for both record and replay.

The record highway object can be linked to a file group such that a different series of files can be used for 
the recording process. This is useful for demonstration or debrief purposes.

The Record Highway object is identical to the Record sound signal, except that it takes a Highway chan-
nel as its input instead of a signal object.

Note that a valid soundfile must have been created within the model for this object to function. If using a 
soundgroup then a sound file with an appropriate index must be created.
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SoundFile Connection
Sound file selection from model's soundfile directory list

Control Connection
Record / replay mode connection to elsewhere in model.

Local Control
Provides local offset for control mode value (useful for testing only).

Control Mode
The record/replay control variable, with defaults of 0 = Stop, 1 = Replay, 2 = Record.

NOTE: this field should not be changed directly from replay to record, or vice versa. Instead, the field 
should be made to go to stop after either record or replay.

Position Connection
File position connection to elsewhere in model.

Local Position
Provides local offset for position value (useful for testing only).
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Position
File start position (32 bit integer in milliseconds) from start or end of file. This value is used to reposition 
the file while in the stop mode. When in continuous loop mode, a positive value provides an offset for-
ward in the file, while a negative offset repositions the file back from the last stop position. When not in 
loop mode, a positive position provides an offset from the start of the file, while a negative number is an 
offset from the end of the file. A value of zero leaves file pointer at its current position. (See the figure on 
the next page.)

Soundfile Index Connection
Control object connection to provide file selection control from elsewhere in model.

Local Index
Local value for the file index. If a connection is made then this value is added to the incoming index 
value, else it provides a default value for the file index.

Index
The current value of the file index. This index is used to select one of a group of files from the sound files 
list. It is only active when the soundfile connection is made to a file group, and the index matches that of 
one file in the list. If no matches are found then no file is recorded or replayed.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide input/output amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for input/output gain control value.

Gain
Input/output amplitude gain of file record source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor 
is used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Loop Mode
The continuous loop mode sets the recording and replay such that the effective end of recording marker 
moves in a continuous loop. This allows the file to act as a recorder for the last few minutes of sound that 
is continuously overwritten until a stop command is issued. If this mode is Off the file is recorded once 
only, completing when the maximum duration is reached.

Control Values
The record/replay control variable, uses default values of 0 = Stop, 1 = Replay, 2 = Record. These fields 
allow the user to define other more convenient mappings of these three commands.

Maximum Duration
The maximum record/replay time allocated to the soundfile (in seconds).

Highway Channel
Selects which output highway channel provides the source for the recorder.

Output Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the replayed sound source into the signal highway.
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Sound File Definition

A sound file contains a recorded sound which can be played by the Replay Sound signal. The sound can 
be recorded by the Record Sound signal or the Record Highway feeder.

Sounds which have no dynamically varying elements (except for overall volume level), are best handled 
as fixed off-line recorded sound segments stored in sound files. (E.g. Missile launch)
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Filename
Sound file name. File format extensions supported include:

.au (Sun)

.asd (ASTi)

File Index
File index number, used for indexing into a group of files (only valid when the file has been installed in a 
file group).

Play All Mode
Mode control flag, if set On forces the sound file to be played in its entirety, if Off the file will stop play-
ing when the trigger switches off, if this occurs before the file has completed.

Continuous Mode
If this flag is On, the sound file will be repeated continuously while the trigger is in the On state. When 
the trigger changes to Off, the sound will cease playing. If the play all flag is set then the sound file will 
play to completion.

Delay Time
When in continuous mode the delay time provides a space (in seconds) between restarting the play of the 
sound file.

Start Position
Start position for replay, allows the sound to be trimmed at the front.

End Position
End position for replay, allows the trailing end of a recording to be trimmed.

Limit Position
Last sample in sound file, defines maximum value of start or end position values.

Random Start Mode
This field can either be set to “Random” or “Normal” If set to “Normal”, the Play Sound signal will begin 
playing at the beginning of the file, or at the begin offset. If set to Random, the Play Sound signal will 
have a counter running, and will start the sound at the counter position when the sound is triggered.

Sample Rate
Indicates the number of sound samples per second in the sound file.

Format
Indicates the format of the sound file audio data. 1 is an 8 bit mulaw file, 256 is ASTi 8 bit mulaw file, 257 
is CVSD Type I, and 258 is CVSD Type II. Other formats are not currently supported. If a format type 
appears other than those listed above, the data type is incompatible and the sound file should be converted 
using a standard conversion utility.

File Valid Flag
Indicates whether the sound file exists and is a valid format.
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Recorder Panel

The recorder panel is used to record sounds into sounds files “off-line” for playback during model execu-
tion. Sounds can be recorded either directly from an analog input or from a channel highway (meaning 
the input sound can be filtered or modified by a model.) It also allows a sound file to be “cropped”, elimi-
nating the need for precise timing control over the starting and stopping the recording.

Sounds cannot be recorded during normal model execution with this panel. That can be done with the 
Record Objects which come with the record/playback software.

In order to play back sounds from the Recorder Panel, the “Output” object must be in the feeders list. 
(See the “Analog Out” feeder object.). If using TDM/RUI you also need “RUI_Input” and “RUI-Output” 
with the corresponding highways.

To get to the recorder panel, hit F2 from the Soundfile object. In addition to the record panel, you can 
clear the sound file with the “Clear” option, or save the section of the soundfile between “Begin Posn” 
and “End Posn” to a new soundfile, thus cropping the ends off of the file.Mode

This can be set to playing, recording, or idle. Hitting the `+' key toggles between playing and idle, while 
hitting the `-' key toggles between recording and idling.

Pause/Run
Pauses the playback or recording.

Play
This can be set to Once or Continuous. If set to Once, the sound playing back will stop at the end of the 
file during playback from this panel. If set to continuous, the sound will repeat from the beginning when 
the end of the file is reached. 

Recording always stops at the end of the file.
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Record Mode
If this is set to AnalogIn, the recorded sound comes from the channel specified in channel in. If it is set to 
Highway, the recorded sound is taken from the sound highway specified by channel in. For recording 
from the highway, some model must be set up so that sound is being played on the highway.

Length sec
Gives the maximum length of the sound file, in seconds. The mode will automatically switch from record 
to idle when the recorded sound reaches this length.

Channel In
Specifies the analog input or highway input that is being recorded.

Channel Out
Specifies the Analog output that the sound is played back to.

Gain In
Specifies the input gain for the sound being recorded. Note that if you are recording from a microphone 
or low level audio signal, it is necessary to set the preamplifier gain in the model configuration window as 
well.

Gain Out
Specifies the output gain during sound playback.

Posn Begin, Posn End
Specifies the starting and ending position for the sound playback, in sound samples. Right after record-
ing, the begin position will be zero and the end position will be proportional to the length of the sound.

After the sound is recorded, these numbers can be changed to cut off some portion of the beginning and 
the end of the sound file. Once the desired cropping is achieved, you can use the “save section to” option 
in the sound file sub menu to save the cropped sound to its own file.

Posn Limit
The maximum position that the Posn End can be adjusted to. This is the number of sound samples in the 
sound file.

Signal Level
During recording, this field indicates the strength of the signal being recorded. This is shown both in digit 
form and visually in the form of a “bar graph” type display. The audio level should not exceed and indi-
cated value of 1.0 (also shown by a row of **'s) signifying overload or clipping.

File Mode
Indicates whether the file is playing, recording, or idle.

File Posn
Indicated the current position in the file.

Max
Indicates the maximum position in the file. This number is equal to the length, in seconds, times the sam-
ple rate.

File Name
Indicates the name of the sound file being used.
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Sound File Group

The sound file group provides an indexed directory of sound files. The index is a 16 bit integer which is 
user definable and unique to the individual sound group. When used with any sound replay object it 
allows the host computer to dynamically select files for replay from a predefined set. (e.g. selecting high 
speed or low speed gunfire, or different airport facility ATIS messages.)

File Identifiers
Object name identifiers for each sound file.

Filenames
Pathname and filename for each sound file in the group.

File Indexes
List of file indexes used to fetch correct sound file from group. The indexes need to be unique to the 
group. 

NOTE: The file indexes page is displayed by toggling the page format with the F1 key
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Record Sound

The record sound object provides the ability to record any input signal to or replay from a selected file on 
the hard disk, under host computer control.

A position input provides the host with a repositioning capability for both record and replay.

The record sound object can be linked to a file group such that a different series of files can be used for 
the recording process. This is useful for demonstration or debrief purposes.

Note that a valid soundfile must have been created within the model for this object to function. If using a 
soundgroup then a sound file with an appropriate index must be created.
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SoundFile Connection
Sound file selection from model's soundfile directory list

Control Connection
Record / replay mode connection to elsewhere in model.

Local Control
Provides local offset for control mode value (useful for testing only).

Control Mode
The record/replay control variable, with defaults of 0 = Stop, 1 = Replay, 2 = Record.

NOTE: this field should not be changed directly from replay to record, or vice versa. Instead, the field 
should be made to go to stop after either record or replay.

Position Connection
File position connection to elsewhere in model.

Local Position
Provides local offset for position value (useful for testing only).
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Position
File start position (32 bit integer in milliseconds) from start or end of file. This value is used to reposition 
the file while in the stop mode. When in continuous loop mode, a positive value provides an offset for-
ward in the file, while a negative offset repositions the file back from the last stop position. When not in 
loop mode, a positive position provides an offset from the start of the file, while a negative number is an 
offset from the end of the file. A value of zero leaves file pointer at its current position. 

Soundfile Index Connection
Control object connection to provide file selection control from elsewhere in model.

Local Index
Local value for the file index. If a connection is made then this value is added to the incoming index 
value, else it provides a default value for the file index.

Index
The current value of the file index. This index is used to select one of a group of files from the sound files 
list. It is only active when the soundfile connection is made to a file group, and the index matches that of 
one file in the list. If no matches are found then no file is recorded or replayed.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide input/output amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for input/output gain control value.

Gain
Input/output amplitude gain of file record source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor 
is used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Loop Mode
The continuous loop mode sets the recording and replay such that the effective end of recording marker 
moves in a continuous loop. This allows the file to act as a recorder for the last few minutes of sound 
which is continuously overwritten until a stop command is issued. If this mode is Off the file is recorded 
once only, completing when the maximum duration is reached.

Control Values
The record/replay control variable, uses default values of 0 = Stop, 1 = Replay, 2 = Record. These fields 
allow the user to define other more convenient mappings of these three commands.

Maximum Duration
The maximum record/replay time allocated to the soundfile (in seconds).

Highway Channel
Selects which output highway channel provides the source for the recorder.

Output Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the replayed sound source into the signal highway.
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Advanced Signals
Audio Input

Brings an audio input channel in as a signal which can be mixed, filtered, or added into any combination 
of highway channels via a feeder connection.

Note: This object replaces the analog input objects of earlier revisions of Model Builder, since all three 
analog input feeders can be replaced by this one object used in conjunction with either a balancer, or a 
signal mixer.

Input Channel
Input channel on waveform synthesizer or input highway from “RIU_Input” feeder object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the analog input into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details
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VOX

The VOX object allows VOX or push to talk control over an input channel or a signal. If the filtered input 
sound level exceeds the VOX level, the VOX comparator will turn on. Once the input signal level has 
dropped below the VOX threshold, the VOX object will remain ON for the period of time specified by the 
VOX delay.
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Input Channel1

Analog input channel on waveform synthesizer or TDM input picked up by an RIU. This should be set to 
zero if the input is taken from the Signal Connection.

Signal Connection
Connection to an input signal. If this field is not empty, then the input channel should be set to zero.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of the output signal. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as 
the gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

PTT Connection
Connection to a control object that provides a Press to Talk value.

Local PTT
Provides a local Exclusive Or value for the Press to Talk Connection.

1. In MB 4.06 and later, if the channel number is negative (-), the VOX object picks up the audio on the corresponding 
highway. This can be used to pick up both what is said and heard for operator communications panels. The audio is typically 
sent to an observer station or recorded for After Action Review (AAR).
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PTT
If the Press To Talk is ON, then the input signal will be passed to the output.

Signal Level
Indicates the sound level of the input signal. 0.03-0.07 is a good idle signal level while 0.3-0.7 is a good 
active signal level. If the level shows 10.000E-09 then there is no signal available on that channel or the 
incoming signal has been deactivated.

VOX Level Connection
Provides a connection to a control object which allows the host computer to control the VOX level.

VOX Level Scale Factor
Provides an offset value for the VOX level Connection. If the VOX Level Connection Field is empty, then 
this becomes the VOX Level.

VOX Level
If the VOX enable is on, then the Signal Level is compared to the VOX Level. If the signal level is higher, 
it enables the input to be fed through for a period of time equal to the VOX Delay. If the signal level 
exceeds the VOX level while the timer is on, it will reset the timer. (i.e. If the input signal exceeds the 
VOX level at least once every delay time, the input signal will be continually fed through.).

VOX Delay
The amount of time after the Signal Level falls below the VOX level that the input signal will continue to 
be fed through.

Filter Type
Type of filter the input signal will be filtered by. The filtering occurs before the VOX compares the signal 
level to the VOX Level. If no filtering is desired, the filter type should be set to AllPass.

Filter Frequency
Provides the characteristic frequency of the filter.

Filter Q Factor
Provides the Q factor for the filter.

VOX Enable Connection
Connection to a control object that allows host control over the VOX Enable.

Local VOX Enable
Provides an exclusive or value for the VOX enable connection. If the VOX Enable Connection is empty, it 
provides the value for the VOX Enable.

VOX Enable
If the VOX enable is on, the VOX comparator (whose action is described in VOX Level) can enable the 
feeding through of the signal. If it is off, the signal can only be fed through by the Press to Talk.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the output into the signal highway.
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Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.

Global In

For information on the Global In signal, see the section on global channels.
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Amplitude Modulator

The amplitude modulator provides a signal multiplication capability between two signals, a carrier wave-
form and a modulating envelope. This is useful for general warning tones (e.g. Radar Warning Receivers). 
Complex warning tones can be generated when the amplitude modulator is used with one of the pulse sig-
nals described later.

The modulation signal can be offset from zero to allow for control of the modulation depth. A lag filter is 
also provided to soften the edges which occur when square wave modulating a sine wave. The filter con-
stant determines the effective slew rate of the modulating signal.

The filter function is defined as:

Y N = Y N-1 + K(X N - Y N-1)

Where 

X N = new input value

Y N = new output value

Y N-1 = last frame's output value

K = filter constant

where:

K = π x (FilterFreq / SampleRate)
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Modulation Signal Connection
Connection to the modulating signal.

Filter Constant
Value for modulation signal lag filter, roll-off frequency (in Hertz).

Modulation Offset Connection
Connection to a control for the offset to be added to the modulation signal.

Modulation Offset Scale Factor
Scaling factor for modulation offset.

Modulation Offset
Value added to modulation signal prior to multiplication by carrier signal. If the offset connection is blank 
then the offset scale factor is used; otherwise the offset is the scale factor times the output result of the 
control object.

The modulation offset should be 1.0 to provide a full depth of modulation from a square or sinusoidal 
source. This assumes the gain of the originating signal is set to 1.0, in which case it will swing between -
1.0 and 1.0, hence the need for a 1.0 offset. 

If a pulse stream is used then this offset should be set to 0.0 for an on/off modulation of the carrier.

Modulate Connection
Connection to a control for the modulation state.
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Local Modulate
Local state for modulation.

Modulate Value
Modulate control, when On carrier is modulated; otherwise, the carrier passes through with no modula-
tion. If the modulate connection is used then the modulate value is the exclusive-or of the connected con-
trol value and the local modulate flag.

Carrier Signal Connection
Connection to the carrier signal to be used by the modulator.

Carrier Offset Connection
Connection to a control for the carrier offset to be added to the carrier signal.

Carrier Offset Scale Factor
Scaling factor for carrier offset.

Carrier Offset
Value added to carrier signal prior to multiplication by modulation signal. If the offset connection is blank 
then the offset scale factor is used as the value; otherwise the offset is the scale factor times the output 
result of the control object.

The carrier offset can be used to effectively mix a proportion of the modulation signal with the modulated 
carrier.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of amplitude modulated source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor 
is used as the gain value; otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the modulated wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Signal Mixer

The signal mixer provides a controlled mixing of up to eight signals into a single signal. Control is pro-
vided over which of the eight signals should be mixed, with both individual signal and overall gain con-
trol. If more than 8 signals need to be mixed together simply cascade the mixers by making the “Input 
Signal” another mixer.

Note: When connecting the output of the signal mixer to any other signal object (e.g. Filter, Frequency or 
Amplitude Modulator) the input signals should be restricted to the basic signal sets. The complex signals 
that are in the Radios, Nav-Aids and Intercom packages will not always be mixed into this signal output 
correctly, but will be mixed into the signal highway correctly. This is a result of the radio and intercom 
matching being performed at the highway interface and not within this mixer object.
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Signal Connections
Signal connection from the signal list, for the eight signals which are mixed into a composite output by 
the selector. There is also a ninth signal, the In Signal, which is mixed into the output independent of the 
Control Mask.

Local Signal Gains
Local gain control for each signal.

Signal Gains
Overall gain for each signal, taking into account each signal's control bit (on or off).

Signal Control Connection
Connection to control section of model for switching signals on or off. If connected to a boolean all the 
signal will be switched together. If connected to an integer, the least significant byte provides a bit mask 
for each signal, with the l.s.b. controlling signal1 and the m.s.b. signal8.

Local Signal Control Mask
Local control mask for the eight signals. When a connection is present the local mask acts as a bit enable 
which is the and of the local mask and the connection value.

Signal Control Mask
Individual signal control byte. Each bit enables on of the eight signals. When the l.s.b. is 1 the signal is 
added to the group. The remaining signals are controlled by each bit in sequence, with the m.s.b. being 
the control for signal8.
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In Signal Connection
Provides a signal connection field that can be summed with the output of the mixer and is intended to 
allow mixers to be chained together to provide greater than 8 wide mixing to be possible.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the gain value; otherwise the gain is the 
scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the total signal sound source into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Pulse Stream and Pulse Sequence
Pulse Signal

This signal source produces a pulse stream signal which can be mixed in any proportion on any of the 
analog output channels.

NOTE: A pulse signal is similar to the square wave except it is limited to positive amplitudes. Both gain, 
frequency and mark/space ratio can be controlled by input variables from elsewhere in the model, or from 
the host interface.

Both the frequency and pulse amplitude can be modulated by other signals within the signal processor, 
with the pulse signal object having control over the depth of modulation.
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Unit
Defines whether the pulse parameter is frequency (Hz) or time (µS)

Time/Freq Connection
Control object connection to provide overall time or frequency control from elsewhere in model, depen-
dent on Unit field.

Time/Freq Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency or time control value.

Time/Freq
The unit of this field is dependent on the Unit variable. Frequency (in Hertz) of the pulse signal generated 
by waveform synthesizer. If the frequency connection is blank then the frequency scale factor is used as 
the frequency value, else the frequency is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

PW / Mark Space Connection
Control object connection to provide pulse width or mark space control from elsewhere in model.

PW / Mark Space Scale Factor
Scaling factor for pulse width or mark space ratio control value.

PW / Mark Space Ratio
Pulse width or Mark to space ratio for square wave. Value ranges from 0 to 1.0 with 0 being all space, 1.0 
being all mark. If the M/S connection is blank then the M/S scale factor is used as the value, else the M/S 
is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.
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Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of square wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Frequency Modulation Connection
Connection to the frequency modulating signal, which is scaled by the modulation depth and added to the 
frequency.

Modulation Depth Connection
Control object connection to provide frequency modulation depth control from elsewhere in model.

Modulation Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency modulation depth control value.

Modulation Depth
Frequency modulation depth value, controls the effect of the frequency modulation signal: 

ActualFreq = Freq x (1 + (ModDepth x ModSignal))

Usually it falls in the range 0 to 1.0, when used in conjunction with a unity gain modulation signal. 

CAUTION: To avoid unpredictable behavior care should be taken to ensure that the product of modula-
tion depth and modulation signal does not span a range greater than -1.0 to +1.0.

Amplitude Modulation Connection
Connection to the pulse amplitude modulating signal. No connection defaults to a fixed amplitude pulse 
stream.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the square wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same sound that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Pulse Stream Signal

The Pulse Stream signal source is a sophisticated signal source which generates a stream of pulses. Like 
the Pulse signal, the pulses have an amplitude between 0 and 1.

Through the next few pages is a series of diagrams explaining how the Pulse Stream Signal works. The 
parameters referred to are set in the Pulse Stream Object Inspector screen, which is shown below. You 
may want to refer to that periodically while reading this section.

The pulse stream is typically used to frequency or amplitude modulate other signals, to provide time 
varying tones.

Figure 1 shows a Pulse stream. The pulse width and PRI (Pulse Repetition Interval) are shown. The PRI is 
usually the Main PRI (supplied in the Object Inspector) modulated by some other signal or function. 

There are several ways to Modulate the timing between pulses. These different modulation methods are 
called Pulse types, and are specified in the Pulse Type field. Each Pulse type has a number from 1 to 255 
and a name.

For each pulse type, some of the parameters are ignored. A table of which pulse types use which parame-
ters is given in figure 6. 

The next few pages describe the various pulse types. 
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Signal Modulated

Figure 2 shows how the first few Pulse Types work. The graph shows the PRI (Pulse Repetition Interval) 
as a function of time. The specific example is a triangle modulated pulse stream (Pulse type 3, Triangle.) 
Built into the object are sine, triangle, sawtooth and square wave modulations. You can also use an arbi-
trary signal to modulate the PRI by selecting Pulse Type 9 (external) and entering a signal in the PRI 
Modulation field. For the built in modulation signals, you need to specify a modulation frequency and 
modulation depth. For the external pulse type, the modulation frequency is ignored and the modulation 
depth becomes a scale factor for the external modulation signal.
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Dwell

Pulse types 101 to 150 are called dwell1 to dwell 150. The spacing between pulses (PRI) is modulated in 
a step like fashion. The length of time on each step is given by the dwell time, and the number of steps is 
the dwell number plus one. (e.g., for dwell5 there will be six steps.) The steps are evenly spaced, and their 
height is given by the modulation depth, as shown.

The PRI time varies between

PRI Main x (1 - Modulation Depth)

and

PRI Main x (1 + Modulation Depth)
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Random Dwell

Figure 4 shows the Random Dwell Pulse Type (Pulse types 151-199). The random dwell is the same as 
the dwell, except that instead of stepping sequentially through the levels it jumps randomly among them. 
The number of levels is given by the Random Dwell number + 1 - i.e., Random Dwell 5 would jump 
through 6 different PRI modulation times.

In addition, there is a Random Dwell with no number (Pulse type 199). With this pulse type, the PRI time 
jumps randomly throughout it's allowed range, staying at each PRI time for a dwell time.

The allowed range for the random dwell is between 

PRI Main x (1 - Modulation Depth)

and

PRI Main x (1 + Modulation Depth)
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Stagger

The Stagger Pulse types operate differently from the other pulse types mentioned before. Instead of mod-
ulating the PRI, up to eight PRI values are given which define the spacing of the pulses. The number of 
pulses in the stream is given by the stagger number (e.g. Stagger 4 has four pulses per cycle.)

The length from cycle to cycle is given by the Main PRI value, while the placement of the intermediate 
pulses is shown in the diagram.

The stagger pulse type is the only one to use the Stagger PRI values. It ignores all of the PRI modulation 
fields.
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Pulse Stream Pulse Type Table
This pulse stream type table summarizes which parameters are used by which pulse types. 

Pulse Type Number PulseType Name Stagger 
PRIs

PRI Freq Modulation 
Depth

Dwell Time

1 steady N N N N
2 sine N Y Y N
3 triangle N Y Y N
4 sawtooth N Y Y N
5 square N Y Y N
6-8 steady N N N N
9 external N N Y N
10-100 steady N N N N
101-150 dwell1-dwell50 N N Y Y
151-198 randomdwell1 - random dewell 48 N N Y Y
199 random dwell N N Y Y
200 stagger1 Y N N N
201-208 stagger1-stagger8 Y N N N
209-219 stager8 Y N N N
220-255 steady N N N N
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Pulse Type Connection
Provides a connection to a control object to specify the pulse type.

Local Pulse Type
Provides an offset for the pulse type connection. If the pulse type connection field is empty, it provides 
the pulse type.

Pulse Type
This field determines the type of pulse stream. A detailed discussion of the different types of pulse 
streams are given in the immediately preceding pages. The pulse type is a number between 0 and 255. 
Each number has an associated name which appears next to the number. A pulse type of zero turns off the 
pulse stream.

Pulse Width Connection
Provides a connection to a control object which specifies the pulse width.

Pulse Width Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the Pulse Width Connection. If the Pulse Width Connection field is empty, this 
field provides the Pulse Width.

Pulse Width
Provides the width of the pulses in the pulse stream, in microseconds. See figure 1, above. 

NOTE: the resolution of the pulse width is limited to the sample rate of the DSP. If the DSP is running at 
8000 samples/sec, the pulse width resolution will be 125 microseconds.

Main PRI Connection
Provides connection to a control object which provides the Main PRI value. Main PRI Scale Factor

Provides a scale factor for the Main PRI connection. If the Main PRI connection is empty, this field pro-
vides the Main PRI value.

Main PRI
Provides the basic spacing between pulses, as measured from the beginning of successive pulses (see fig 
1, above). This spacing can be modulated by the different pulse types. The Main PRI is measured in 
microseconds. 

NOTE: the timing resolution of the Main PRI is limited to the sample rate of the DSP. If the DSP is run-
ning at 8000 samples/sec, the pulse width resolution will be 125 microseconds.

Stagger PRI Connections
Provide connections to control objects which provide the Stagger PRI values.

Stagger PRI Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Stagger PRI Connections. If any of the connection fields are empty, this pro-
vides the Stagger PRI value.

Stagger PRI's
Gives the stagger time, in microseconds, for the stagger pulse types. These values are only used by the 
stagger pulse types (pulse types 200 to 219). See figure 5 above for a detailed explanation.

NOTE: the timing resolution of the Stagger PRI's is limited to the sample rate of the DSP. If the DSP is 
running at 8000 samples/sec, the pulse width resolution will be 125 microseconds.
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PRI Modulation Connection
Provides a connection to a signal which modulates the Main PRI value. This field is only used by Pulse 
Type 9 (external).

PRI Mod Freq Connection
Provides a connection to a control objects which provide the PRI Modulation Frequency.

PRI Mod Freq Scale Factor
Provide scale factors for the PRI Modulation Frequency Connection. If any of the connection fields are 
empty, this provides the PRI Modulation Frequency.

PRI Mod Freq
For pulse types 2 through 5 (sine, triangle, sawtooth, square), this field provides the frequency of the sig-
nal modulating the Main PRI. It is ignored for other pulse types.

PRI Mod Depth Connection
Provides a connection to a control objects which provide the PRI Modulation Depth.

PRI Mod Depth Scale Factor
Provide scale factors for the PRI Modulation Frequency Connection. If any of the connection fields are 
empty, this provides the PRI Modulation Depth.

PRI Mod Depth
A number between 0 and 1 which determines the modulation depth for the Main PRI modulation. A 0 
indicates no modulation. The range of PRI values will be 

from

PRI Main x (1 - Modulation Depth)

to

PRI Main x (1 + Modulation Depth)

This field is ignored for the Steady and Stagger Pulse types.

Dwell Time Connection
Provides a connection to a control object which provides the dwell time.

Dwell Time Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the Dwell Time Connection. If the connection field is empty, this provides the 
Dwell Time.

Dwell Time
This is used by the dwell and random dwell pulse types (numbers 101 to 199). It gives the value, in sec-
onds, that the PRI stays on a particular value. See figures 3 and 4, above, for a detailed explanation.

Gain Modulation Signal
Connection to a signal which will modulate the amplitude of the pulse stream.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.
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Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of square wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the square wave into the signal highway.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same signal that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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Pulse Sequence Signal

The Pulse Sequence signal is a signal object that can generate a repeating series of up to eight pulses of 
arbitrary pulse width, pulse amplitude, and timing. Typically, this signal is used to frequency or amplitude 
modulate other signals.

Part (a) of the figure above shows what the various parameters in the Pulse Sequence specify. The paint 
count specifies the number of pulses, while the delays, amplitudes, and durations are specified as shown.

The pulse sweep time can be modulated by an external signal. How the pulses within the sweep act 
depends on whether the Paint Times are defined as "Fixed" or "Fractional".

For fixed paint times, the paint times and durations are defined in terms of the number of microseconds 
after the initiation of the sweep. Modulating the sweep time will not affect the time of the pulses, and if 
the sweep time cuts off a pulse it will not be generated. Part (b) of the figure shows the same pulse 
sequence as part (a), but with the sweep time shortened in fixed paint time mode.

For fractional paint times, the paint times and durations are defined in terms of the fraction of the total 
sweep time. Modulating the sweep time will compress (or extend) the pulses and move them closer 
together (or farther apart). Part (c) of the figure shows the same pulse sequence as part (a), but with the 
sweep time shortened in fractional paint time mode.
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Paint Count Connection
Provides connection to a control object which supplies the paint count.

Paint Count Offset
Provides an offset for the paint count connection. If the paint count connection is empty, the offset pro-
vides the paint count value.

Paint Count
The paint count is the number of pulses in a sweep. Allowable values are from 1 to 8. A value of 0 dis-
ables the pulse sequence. 

Sweep Time Connection
Provides connection to a control object which supplies the sweep time.

Sweep Time Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the sweep time connection. If the sweep time connection is empty, the scale 
factor becomes the sweep time, in uS.
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Sweep Time
Provides the length of the sweep that the pulses are contained in, in microseconds. See the figure above 
for details. 

NOTE 1: If the Paint Times flag is set to fractional, this field will be a frequency in hertz.

NOTE 2: The timing resolution of the sweep time is 1/sample rate. For a sample rate of 8kHz, the resolu-
tion is 125 microseconds.

Paint Times Fixed/Fractional
This is a flag which is set either to Fixed or Fractional. If set to Fixed, the sweep time, delay times, and 
durations are all measured in microseconds. 

If set to Fractional, the sweep is a frequency in hertz, and the Durations and delays are specified as a frac-
tion of the sweep time.

Pulse Delay Connections
Provide connections to control objects which determine the pulse delays.

Pulse Delay Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Pulse delay connections. If the connections are empty, the scale factors 
become the delays.

Pulse Delays
Provide the delay, for each pulse, between the beginning of the sweep and the beginning of each pulse. If 
a pulse delay puts a pulse outside the sweep, that pulse will not be generated. 

NOTE: The resolution of the Delays is 1/sample rate. For a sample rate of 8kHz, the resolution is 125 
microseconds.

Sweep Modulation Signal Connection
Provides connection to a signal which modulates the sweep time (Fixed mode) or the sweep frequency 
(Fractional mode).

Sweep Modulation Depth Connection
Provides a connection to a control object which gives the sweep modulation depth.

Sweep Modulation Depth Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the Sweep Modulation Depth Connection. If the connection field is empty, this 
field provides the Sweep Modulation Depth.

Sweep Modulation Depth
Provides the modulation depth for the sweep modulation signal. This should be between 0 and 1. A one 
means that if the modulation signal has a gain of 1, then the sweep time (or frequency) will get modulated 
between zero and twice it's normal value. A modulation depth of zero means that no sweep modulation 
will occur.

Gain Modulation Signal
Connection to a signal which will modulated the amplitude of the pulse sequence.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.
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Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of square wave. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the square wave into the signal highway.

Page Number
This object has three screens. The page number indicates what screen is being displayed. F1 toggles 
between the screens.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same signal that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.

Pulse Duration Connections
Provide connections to control objects which determine the pulse durations.

Pulse Duration Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Pulse Duration connections. If the connections are empty, the scale factors 
become the pulse durations.
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Pulse Durations
Provide the width of each pulse, in microseconds if in Fixed mode, or as a fraction of the sweep time in 
Fractional mode.

NOTE: The resolution of the pulse durations is 1/sample rate. For a sample rate of 8kHz, the resolution is 
125 microseconds.

Pulse Amplitude Connections
Provide connections to control objects which determine the pulse Amplitudes.

Pulse Amplitude Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Pulse Amplitude connections. If the connections are empty, the scale factors 
become the pulse Amplitudes.

Pulse Amplitudes
Provides the height of each pulse. Each pulse height should be between 0 and 1. 
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Pulse Step Signal

The Pulse Sequence signal is a signal object that can generate a repeating series of up to sixteen sequen-
tial pulses of arbitrary pulse width and pulse amplitude. The pulses follow immediately one after the 
other - there is no space between them. Typically, this signal is used to frequency or amplitude modulate 
other signals.

The string of pulses can be looped repeatedly with a specified loop time, or can be triggered as a "one-
shot" sequence. When looped, the loop time can be modulated with another signal. If the loop time is 
modulated, the pulses can be shortened and lengthened with the loop time (Fractional Step times) or kept 
at a constant length (Fixed step times.)

At the end of the pulses, the output of the signal goes to a constant amplitude which is specified in the 
"amplitude off" field (i.e. the amplitude when all the pulses are off.) 

In addition, the gain of the signal can be modulated by an external signal.
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Step Count Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the step count.

Step Count Offset
Provides an offset for the Step Count Connection. If the step count connection is empty, the offset value 
provides the step count.

Step Count
This number is an integer which provides the number of pulses. It must lie between 1 and 16. Setting the 
value to zero turns the pulse stream off, so the signal output is just the "amplitude off" value. If the pulse 
step signal is in One-Shot mode, then changing the Step count from zero to a non zero value will trigger 
the pulse stream to start.

Loop Time Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the Loop Time.
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Loop Time Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the Loop Time Connection. If the connection is empty, the scale factor 
becomes the loop time.

Loop Time (or Frequency)
The Loop Time (Fixed Mode) or Loop Frequency (Fractional Mode) determines the rate at which the 
pulses repeat themselves. If the loop time is zero, the Pulse Step object goes into One Shot Mode. 

In One Shot mode, the pulses are generated only when triggered by the Step Count changing from 0 to a 
non-zero value. The rest of the time the output is given by the Amplitude Off value.

Step Times Fixed/Fractional
This flag determines whether the pulse durations are given in absolute times in microseconds (fixed 
mode) or as a fraction of the loop time (fractional mode).

When the loop time is modulated, fractional mode causes the pulses to shorten and lengthen in proportion 
to the loop time. In fixed mode, the pulses remain at their fixed durations when the loop time is varied. If 
the loop time becomes less then the sum of the pulse durations in fixed mode, the end pulses will get cut 
off.

Normal/Playall Flag
This flag is used in One Shot mode. In normal mode, if the step count is toggled from 0 to a nonzero value 
and back to zero, the pulses will stop playing immediately when the step count goes back to zero. In Play-
All mode, the pulses will finish playing to the end of the sequence.

Pulse Amplitude Connections
Connections to control objects which provide the Pulse Amplitudes.

Pulse Amplitude Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Pulse Amplitude Connections. If any of the connections are empty, the Scale 
factor becomes the Pulse amplitude.

Pulse Amplitudes
Provides the amplitudes for the pulses. See the figure (above).

Amplitude Off Value 
Provides the amplitude of the signal when no pulses are being generated. This occurs either because the 
step count is zero or in the "dead time" at the end of a loop when there are no more pulses. 

Loop Modulation Connection
Provides connection to a signal which modulates the loop time (Fixed mode) or the loop frequency (Frac-
tional mode).

Loop Modulation Depth Connection
Provides a connection to a control object which gives the loop modulation depth.

Loop Modulation Depth Scale Factor
Provides a scale factor for the loop Modulation Depth Connection. If the connection field is empty, this 
field provides the loop Modulation Depth.
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Loop Modulation Depth
Provides the modulation depth for the loop modulation signal. This should be between 0 and 1. A one 
means that if the modulation signal has a gain of 1, then the loop time (or frequency) will get modulated 
between zero and twice it's normal value. A modulation depth of zero means that no loop modulation will 
occur.

Gain Modulation Signal
Connection to a signal which will modulated the amplitude of the pulse sequence.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of the signal. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the gain 
value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the signal into the signal highway.

Page Number
This object has three screens. The page number indicates what screen is being displayed. F1 toggles 
between the screens.

Global Channel
Connection to a Global Channel. If this field is non-zero, the same signal that gets sent to the feeder con-
nection will be sent to the global channel, where it can be picked up by other models running on other 
DSP boards. See the section on Global Channels for details.
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PAGE 2 OF 4
NOTE: Pages 3 and 4 are identical to pages 1 and 2, except they specify Durations and Amplitudes for 
Pulses 9 to 16.

Pulse Duration Connections
Connections to control objects which provide the Pulse Durations.

Pulse Duration Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the Pulse Duration Connections. If any of the connections are empty, the Scale 
factor becomes the Pulse Duration.

Pulse Durations
Provides the Durations for the pulses in microseconds (Fixed Times) or as a fraction of the Sweep Time 
(Fractional Times). See the figure (above).
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Radios
Radio Signals

The radio object simulates a receiver/transmitter unit, while the receiver objects provide a simulation of 
radio signal reception only. Each frame, the signal list is scanned to determine which radios or receivers 
are tuned to the same frequency as the various transmitters (see next section), then any signals attached to 
the matching transmitters (including the TX part of the radio) are passed across to each radio receiver. 

The radio object provides a simulation of the radio environment, which includes a discrimination for AM 
and FM band radios, and full background noise and signal strength effects.

Many radios can be handled at the same time, each with its own position. Positions are specified as world 
positions in X,Y, and Z or latitude, longitude, and altitude, with all of the range calculations being done 
automatically.

If the terrain interface package is installed, the DACs will determine in-tune transmitter-receiver pairs and 
will generate data packets containing the transmitter-receiver world positions. These packets may be pro-
cessed by the host computing system, combined with a suitable terrain database to determine highly 
accurate line-of-sight terrain obscuration checks in addition to the range calculations that are performed. 
Without the terrain package, ranging is limited by a calculation based upon earth curvature.

A radio can be configured to operate in up to 16 modes, each of which can be custom tailored to provide 
control over parameters such as AGC, antenna gain, internal radio noise, and other parameters. The 
default settings for these modes are commonly used radios, including UHF, VHF and SINCGARS. This 
allows the user to get started quickly, while retaining the flexibility to further fine tune the simulation.

Radios with Tactical Data Link (TDL) are capable of bridging data message streams, transmitted from 
host computers, to the ASTi radio environment where they are transported across DIS or HLA networks 
(in the same manner as voice streams) for reception by radios on remote ASTi nodes and bridging to 
receiving host computers. See ASTi App Note 26, “Using ASTi's Tactical Data Link” (http://www.asti-
usa.com/support/appnotes/26.html) for more information.

Extending the radios for DIS mode simply involves changing a flag in the attached World Position object 
and assigning appropriate DIS ID numbers. (See the World Position object for more information on this.) 
DIS radios can also be attached to other entities on the DIS network, through the Entity object.

Radios (hosted on Model Builder platforms) may be configured for use with ASTi Telestra processing 
systems to enable an extended set of advanced radio simulation features. Telestra software includes these 
optional radio features:

• HLA Communications Environment

• Satcom Server

• HF Server

• ALE Server

• Terrain Interface and Database Server

Refer to the Telestra User Guide for complete information about these advanced radio features.
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The DIS features of this radio includes, in addition to high fidelity simulation, compatibility with all 
known DIS radio implementations. In particular, type 3 and type 4 SINCGARS can both be simulated, 
with CCTT compatible CVSD or CECOM compatible CVSD. Mil Std 188 is also available as a CVSD 
compression algorithm. This compression scheme does not use the same level adjusting process as CCTT 
or CECOM and therefore its audio quality is better than the other z-encoding schemes.

For higher quality voice communications muLaw is still available and PCM has been added as a new fea-
ture. PCM has a higher fidelity and subsequent voice quality then muLaw but it has the disadvantage of 
consuming significantly more bandwidth.

Bandwidth consumed per voicestream*:

PCM: 150 Kbits/sec
MuLaw: 100 Kbits/sec
CVSD: 25 Kbits/sec

*8KHz sample rate

The radio will receive audio data with either CVSD type or mulaw automatically. Reception does not 
need to be limited to a single compression type.

Also, the ability to receive multiple voice streams (for AM radios) over the DIS network is supported.
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Radio Object
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The Radio Object, accessible from the Signals->Receivers menu, provides a generic, high level radio 
simulation, which includes transmit and receive operations, frequency tuning effects, AM or FM modes, 
signal strength variation due to range, sidetone, background noise, squelch, and AGC.

As with real world radio equipment, the Radio Object can both transmit and receive signals. Typically, a 
Radio Object is attached to a Communications Selector Panel, which provides the audio for transmission 
(usually a microphone), and which routes the received radio audio. Transmitted signals form the output of 
the Radio Object and are broadcast to all other Radio Objects in the model. With Local Net, the radio can 
broadcast to radios in other models running on different DSP cards in the DACS. Similarly, with DIS, the 
radio can transmit to other radios on a network.

Every frame, Model Builder scans all of the radio transmitters to determine which radios are in tune to the 
receiver. The received signal strength is computed for all in tune radios based on the power of the trans-
mitter, the antenna gains of the transmitter and receivers, and the relative world positions. If the terrain 
interface is installed, the gain factor for the in-tune radios is factored in the calculator. Model Builder 4.08 
features radio objects with variable bandwidth. This allows accurate simulation of the bandwidth charac-
teristics of various radios, including the tuning effects of wide and narrow band selection. In previous ver-
sions of Model Builder, the radio bandwidth was fixed at 25 KHz. This feature is described later under 
headings “Mode Bandwidth” and “Mode Overlap”. 

If frequency hopping or encryption is enabled, the parameters of the transmitter and receiver are com-
pared to see if the audio can be received. (In frequency hopping mode, the frequency field is ignored. The 
frequency is implied in the selected hopset).

If multiple transmitters are broadcasting on the same frequency, Model Builder will do one of two things. 
For AM signals, the received RF power will be combined and the received audio will be a sum of the 
transmitted signals in proportion to their signal strength. For FM signals, only the strongest received sig-
nal will be included.

Once the received power is determined, the RF signal/noise ratio is calculated. The noise level is deter-
mined by thermal noise, internal radio noise, and other parameters which can be set in the radio object. 
(The default values are set to give some common generic radios, and can be adjusted.) The signal/noise 
ratio is then compared to the squelch level. If the ratio is less than the squelch level, the signal will not be 
received. Setting the squelch to zero disables the squelch.

After the signal is determined to be received, the signal power and noise power are multiplied by the 
AGC. This simulates the AGC operation in a real radio, so even with high signal to noise ratio, a signal 
will be very low if the maximum AGC value is set low. Additionally, when the squelch is off, the maxi-
mum AGC will determine the background noise when no signal is being received.

Once the RF signal/noise is computed and Model Builder determines the audio is to be received, it com-
putes the audio signal to noise ratio. This is based on the simulated RF signal/noise ratio, the major and 
minor modulation type, noise bandwidth of the radio, whether the voice is analog or digital, and other 
parameters.

The received audio is then routed out. If the radio is attached to one or more communications select pan-
els, they receive the audio. Additionally, if the output feeder in the radio is specified, the audio is sent 
there as well. (This allows monitoring of a particular radio.) If the radio is connected to an intercom bus 
(by plugging the intercom bus signal into the transmit signal connection of the radio), the received sound 
is also put onto the intercom bus.
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The radio object can transmit as well as receive, just like a real radio. When the radio receives audio to 
transmit (either through the transmit signal connection or from a communications select panel), reception 
is cut off and the radio transmits. Transmit overrides receive for a half duplex radio.

There are also receiver and transmitter objects that are subsets of the radio object. The transmitter will 
only transmit and the receiver will only receive, but otherwise they function exactly the same way as the 
full radio described here.

Notes
1. For frequencies less than 3000, no background noise or signal attenuation effects are simulated. 

These frequencies provide a clear channel of communication, regardless of transmission power, 
world position, etc. Frequencies in this range need to be exactly the same in order to be received.

2. Any radio put at the world position 0,0,0 Geocentric (that is, the center of the earth) will receive 
any radios at the same frequency without any signal loss or occulting. This allows the model to 
include a radio that monitors a particular radio band, without regard to position or transmit power. 
For radios using Geodectic World Positions the required value for no ranging 0 latitude, 0 longi-
tude, (-radius of the earth, in meters).

3. Although the radio object has a “Full Duplex” flag to allow simultaneous transmission and recep-
tion, this is only meant to be used in the “Intercom Mode”, described in the intercom section of 
the manual.

If full duplex operation is needed in other situations, separate transmitters and receivers should be 
used.

Note for Beginners
ASTi radios incorporate a wide array features and corresponding parameter settings. However, there are 
only a few key parameters, which are necessary for basic radio operation:

POWER/MODE. Should be set from 1 to 16 to select one of the radio modes. A mode value of 0 disables 
the radio.

TUNE FREQUENCY. Should be set to some non-zero number. Remember the frequency is in Hertz. A 
frequency value of 0 disables the radio. 

WORLD POSITION CONNECTION. The radio must be connected to a world position control object, 
so it has a position to do ranging calculations with.

If DIS is being used, the exercise number and object entity number must be set to non-zero for the radio 
object to operate with this connection.

Connect the radio object to a Communications Select object to integrate radio operation with operators' 
audio and control interfaces. 

The combined set of DIS identification parameters (Site: Host: Entity: Radio IDs) must be unique for 
each radio operating in a given DIS exercise. 

For HLA enabled radios, the combination of radio object identifier and world position object (or entity 
object) identifier must be unique for each radio operating in a given federation.
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Please note that the following radio object images and descriptions are not shown:

Radio with Tactical Data Link
Please visit the ASTi website (www.asti-usa.com) and refer to Application Note 26: “Using ASTi's Tacti-
cal Data Link/Data Bridge Feature” for a full description, including screenshots, of Tactical Data Link 
capable radios.

Monitor Radio
Monitor Radios do not perform any ranging calculations and ignore encryption effects. The monitor radio 
can communicate with any in-tune radio, regardless of its position or Crypto status. The user must pro-
vide this radio with a valid frequency and modulation type.
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MB: Page 1 of 10

Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current radio tune frequency, in Hz.

Tune Frequency Offset
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection. All frequencies are in Hz.
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Tune Frequency
Frequency value in Hz used for comparison to determine which radios are connected to each other.

A zero value of frequency disables both transmission and reception, providing an easy equivalent to a 
power-off condition. Any frequency below 3,000 hz will give a clear channel of communication (that is, 
the ranging effects are ignored).

For frequencies above 100kHz: the radio will receive transmissions falling within it's passband. Radio 
passband is configured using the Tune Frequency, Mode Bandwidth and Mode Overlap parameters. Mode 
Bandwidth and Mode Overlap are described later. Transmissions falling within radio's reception passband 
are considered to be perfectly in-tune; that is: adjacent channel interference does not occur. This feature 
allows the use of floating point numbers as Tune Frequency variables, as rounding errors will not cause 
tuning problems.

Power/ Mode Connection
Provides a connection to a control object that selects the operating mode of the radio. The radio has six-
teen models of operation, and each mode can be configured by the user. A mode value of zero powers off 
the radio.

Power/Mode Offset
Provides an offset for the Power/Mode connection.

Power State
Indicates whether the radio is powered on or off. A powered off radio will not send or receive any audio.

The power state is set to off by selecting a mode of 0 or a tune frequency of 0.

Mode
Indicates which of the sixteen operating modes the radio is in. The mode characteristics are set on pages 
3, 4, 6 and 7 of the radio object.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the radio's world position, or attaches it to a DIS or HLA 
entity. For DIS applications, the world position object is used to configure a radio's site, host, entity IDs 
and exercise number. For HLA applications, the world position object provides the radio's federation 
number. Also, Model Builder combines the world position identifier with the radio identifier to provide a 
composite identification for the HLA radio (unique within the federation).

Squelch Level
When the received RF signal/noise ratio is less than the squelch value given in this field, the AGC gain is 
set to zero, providing the normal background noise suppression. To disable the squelch, set the squelch 
level to zero.

The squelch shown is given in dB's and is the squelch level connection times the squelch level scale factor 
times a factor of 20. 

Transmit Power
Indicates the transmission power of the radio, in watts. The total power is the power specified in the TX 
Power connection, reduced by the power losses specified in the individual radio mode and the antenna 
gain.
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Antenna Gain
Provides a linear gain for the power of the transmitted and received “radio signals”. This field simulates 
the size and radiative efficiency of the antenna. Note that all modeled antennae are isotropic.

Fade
Provides a random loss in received and transmitted RF power from 0 to the specified amount, in dB. The 
loss varies with time in a random way that mimics the loss found in measurements of antenna gain varia-
tion on actual aircraft due to multipath interference with the plane's skin.

Antenna Gain Function
Provides a connection to a function which specifies the antenna gain as a function of frequency. The nor-
mal antenna gain as a function of frequency for a fixed length antenna is already built into the model. This 
can be used to modify it, or to block out some portions of the radio spectrum.

This gain value is linear.

Received Signal/Noise
Indicates the received signal to noise ratio of the radio signal currently being received.

Receive State
If on, this indicates that the radio is receiving a signal. An “Active TX” appears when the radio is trans-
mitting.

Received Radio
Indicates the name of the radio or radios being received.

Received Range
Indicates the distance from the radio to the transmitter it is receiving, in kilometers. If the reception stops, 
the last received range will be displayed.

Frequency Dependent Loss
Indicates the power loss, in dB, from the antenna gain function.

Fade Loss
Indicates the power loss, in dB, from the Fade AND from the Antenna gain function.

Transmit Signal Connection
Provides a connection to an audio transmit signal.

This can be used in two ways:

4. If a simple sound is attached, such as a sine wave or recorded playsound, the radio will transmit 
that sound.

5. A filter object can be inserted into the transmit signal. When this filter is then attached to a comm 
panel, the comm panel will be attached to the radio, but the received sound will be filtered by the 
filter object. This can be used to simulate radios that have a “hollow” sound, or other sound distor-
tion.

Transmit Signal Gain
Provides a volume gain for any audio signal attached to the transmit signal connection.
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Data Signal TX Connection (for TDL capable radios)
Provides an input for digital data, usually provided via the host interface, for tactical data link emulation. 
When this is used, the mode voice type, on page 4 of 4 must be set to No Audio. See the TDL application 
note for further information. 

Local Data Signal TX
Provides a local Exclusive Or value for the data signal TX Connection.

Data Signal TX
If the data signal TX is ON, then the input data signal will be transmitted.

TuneTone Signal
The signal connection for any tones that need to be mixed into the receiver or sidetone signal path, such 
as local tuning tones, or weapon system cues.

RX Output Gain
Overall volume gain for received sound.

Output Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the radio onto the signal highway. 
This field can be left blank if the signal is to be picked up by a comm panel feeder object, or a selector or 
mixer.
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Radio ID
The Radio ID is used in conjunction with the Site, Host and Entity IDs (which are set in the World Posi-
tion object) to form a unique, composite identifier in DIS or Local Net applications. The use of the Radio 
ID is optional for HLA applications. The host number, site number, entity number and Radio ID must 
form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through the World Position Connection.

If a radio ID is not assigned (that is, if it would be set to zero), the software will automatically assign a 
value that is unique. Assigning a value through the connection field or the offset field will override the 
Model Builder assigned value. (In previous versions of model builder, this feature is not provided and the 
radio ID must be set explicitly for each radio.)

Transmitter Type
The transmitter type is a field required for all DIS radios. It has no effect on the operation of the radio.
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Transmit Tune Frequency Connection
This field is used to configure the radio with independent transmit and receive frequencies (to model the 
performance of a full duplex radio).  To model a dual channel, full duplex radio, connect a receive tune 
frequency control object to the Tune Frequency connection field and a transmit tune frequency control 
object to the Transmit Tune Frequency. All frequency values are in Hz. See the SATCOM Server chapter 
in the Telestra User Guide for related information. 

If this field is not connected to a control object (and the Transmit Tune Frequency Offset value is 0) , the 
radio will perform as a single channel radio, that is: the Transmit Tune Frequency will automatically 
assume the current value of the Tune Frequency. 

Transmit Tune Frequency Offset
Provides either a local fixed transmit tuned frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the 
Transmit Tune Frequency connection. All frequency values are in Hz.

Transmit Tune Frequency
For dual channel, full duplex radios: the transmit frequency value in Hz, resulting from the addition of the 
Transmit Tune Frequency (control object) value and the Transmit Tune Frequency Offset.

Frequency Hopping Parameters
The frequency hopping parameters provide a way to simulate the frequency hopping mode of a SINC-
GARS or HaveQuick radio. For example, frequency hopping will be enabled if the Mode System type is 
either "scgar" (SINCGARS type 3) or "SCGAR" (SINCGARS type 4) or HQ, HQII, HQIIA. Otherwise 
all the frequency hopping parameters will be set to zero and be ignored.

When the radio Mode System Type is a Sincgars  or HQ radio, and the Net ID is nonzero, the word 
"FreqHop" will appear on this screen to indicate the radio is in frequency hopping mode.

In frequency hopping mode, the tune frequency is ignored. (Actually this is not quite true - it is still used 
to determine the frequency dependent part of the antenna gain and the RF noise level). Radios will be 
considered in tune only if all of the Frequency Hopping parameters are the same.

The exception to this is that a value of zero, either in the transmitter or the receiver, acts as a wildcard. If 
either the transmitter or the receiver has one of the parameters (except Net ID) set to zero, the software 
will consider them to match.
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External Noise
Provides a connection to a signal which can be used for the audio noise heard on the radio if the standard 
white noise is not wanted. In order for the connected signal to be used as audio noise, the NoiseBW (on 
page four of the radio object) must be set to zero. Otherwise, the standard white audio noise will be used.

External Noise Gain
An audio gain for the external noise signal. This value will also increase the volume of the standard white 
noise, as well.

Mode Number
The radio object has eight user configurable operating modes, which are determined by the Power/Mode 
connection. The mode number is the number that the mode selection refers to.

Mode Name
This field provides a name for the operating mode. The mode name has no effect on the simulation.
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Mode Modulation Type
Indicates the modulation type of the radio mode. There are three major modulation types - FM, AM, and 
Intercom. In addition, there are several minor modulation types.

The FM modulation type receives only the audio stream of the signal with the strongest received RF 
power. The AM modulation type will mix the audio from multiple transmitters that are tuned to the same 
frequency. The audio volume of each signal will be mixed in proportion to the received RF power.

The intercom modulation type should only be used to attach intercom buses over DIS. It provides com-
munication with no ranging or signal loss. The method for attaching intercom buses over DIS using this 
feature is described in the "Intercoms" chapter of this manual.

The minor modulation types affect the audio noise of the received signal - the same RF signal/noise ratio 
will give different audio signal/noise ratios, based on the minor and major modulation type.

A radio in AM mode will only receive signals from other AM radios, and an FM radio will only receive 
other FM radios. The minor modulation types are not matched, however.

If an AM transmission is received by an FM receiver, or vice versa, the received signal will add to the 
noise power of the receiver and degrade the RF signal/noise ratio.

Mode System Type
Describes the radio type. "SCGAR" is a type 4 SINCGARS radio, and "scgar" is a type 3 SINCGARS 
radio. They are both provided to allow compatibility with other systems. The other system types 
(Generic, HQ, HQII) have no effect on the simulation, but are included in the DIS transmitter PDU.

Mode Voice Type
Determines whether the voice is being sent as analog or digital.

Analog voice will have audio noise mixed in at the received end, based on the received RF signal/noise 
ratio and the modulation type.

Digital voice will be heard with no background noise if the signal is received, and not be heard at all if it 
is not. The radio must be set to digital voice to use the crypto features on page two of the radio object.

There is a third voice type called "No Audio". It is used in DIS simulations. It will cause the radio to 
broadcast DIS transmitter PDU packets for the radio, but not any signal PDU packets.

Mode Sound Encoding Type.
For broadcasts over DIS, the analog sound can be compressed using either PCM Mulaw, Mil Std 188 
CECOM compatible CVSD, or CCTT compatible CVSD. This field affects broadcast only - received 
audio will be decoded based on the audio type. 

Thus, a receiver can receive audio that is compressed either through PCM mulaw or through one of the 
three CVSD types.

Mode Audio Noise Bandwidth
This affects the bandwidth of the audio noise heard on the receiver. The noise heard is bandwidth limited 
white noise.

If this field is set to zero, the audio noise heard will come from the External Noise signal connection on 
page two of the radio object.
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Mode Duplex
This should be left to half duplex for any radio mode except the intercom mode.

Mode Occulting
Determines whether the radio mode will receive a transmitter that is below the horizon, or whether that 
receiver would be occulted.

The overhorizon determination is based on the world positions, and the smooth ellipsoidal earth model 
WGS84. 

For local terrain occulting, see the App Note entitled "Using the Terrain Database Interface".
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Mode Number
Described previously.

Mode Name
Described previously.

Mode Bandwidth
The Mode Bandwidth serves two key functions:

1. Mode Bandwidth, in conjunction with the tuned frequency, determines the transmission and 
reception bandpass of the radio.  The radio's bandpass is: the tuned (center) frequency, plus and 
minus 1/2 the mode bandwidth.  Mode bandwidth is variable. The default value is 25 KHz.

Note - The transmitting and receiving radios' bandpasses and Mode Overlap values determine in-
tune conditions. Refer to ASTi Application Note 58, "Using the Variable Bandwidth feature in 
Model Builder" for a full description of these features.

2. The Mode Bandwidth is used to determine the level of noise, mixed with the received audio 
stream.

Mode Overlap
Mode Overlap determines the amount of transmitting and receiving radio bandpass overlap that is 
required for an in-tune condition. Refer to ASTi Application Note 58, "Using the Variable Bandwidth fea-
ture in Model Builder" for a full description of this feature. See also Mode Bandwidth.

Mode Antenna Gain
Gives an antenna gain for the operating mode. This value is in dB.
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Overall Antenna Gain
Indicates the total antenna gain, in dB, computed from the mode antenna gain and the overall antenna 
gain specified on page on of the radio object.

Mode Noise
Gives the simulated thermal noise for the radio mode. This affects the simulated RF noise.

Mode Internal Noise
Gives the simulated internal noise for the radio receiver for the mode. This affects the simulated RF noise.

Mode Max AGC
Determines the maximum AGC for the radio operating mode. The AGC is set based on the simulated 
received signal strength.

Current AGC
Indicates the current value of the AGC. This is determined by the simulated received signal strength and 
the Mod Max AGC value.
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Crypto Key  / Crypto System
The combination of Crypto Key and Crypto System control values enable secure radio communications 
effects. Secure radio effects are enabled if the Crypto Key and Crypto System values are both non-zero. If 
either Crypto Key or Crypto System values are zero, the radio operates in the non-secure (or plain) mode. 

The Crypto Key value is common to all sixteen radio modes. The Crypto System is a fixed value for each 
of the 16 radio modes.   

Crypto effects (based on secure or plain state of transmitter and receiver) include: passing or blocking 
reception of communications traffic, triggering various crypto-related cueing sounds (pre- and post-amble 
tones, mismatch or bad fill, clear or plain tones).   

Here is a list of the main secure radio states and resulting effects:

1. Secure transmitter and secure receiver, share matched (common) values for both Crypto System 
and Crypto Key: voice transmission is received, transmit preamble sounds are triggered, receive 
pre/post-amble sounds are triggered,

2. Secure transmitter and secure receiver have mismatched values for (either) Crypto System and 
Crypto Key: voice transmission is not received, transmit preamble sounds are triggered, receive 
crypto mismatch sound is triggered.

3. Secure transmitter and plain receiver: voice transmission is not received, transmit preamble 
sounds are triggered, receive crypto mismatch sound is triggered.

4. Plain transmitter and secure receiver: voice transmission is received,  clear transmission tone is 
triggered at receiver.

For a complete description of secure radio setup and operation, refer to ASTi App Note 47:  "Encrypted 
Radios in Model Builder"

Note: The Crypto Key wildcard value is 65535 (Hex FFFF).  

Note:  The Crypto Key Connection value (via external control object) + Crypto Key Offset (fixed constant 
value) = Crypto Key result 

Crypto Sound Signal Connection
Crypto Sound signal connections are intended for use with soundfile libraries consisting of various crypto 
sound cues. Each soundfile within a sound library is preset with a pre-defined index value corresponding 
to a secure radio state. The receiving radio's embedded algorithm automatically triggers corresponding 
soundfiles from within the library, based on the secure / plain state of the radio. There are sixteen Crypto 
Sound signal connections, one fixed value for each mode, providing the capability to model unique crypto 
effects for each radio mode.

For complete guidance on using the crypto sound feature, refer to ASTi App Note 47:  "Encrypted Radios 
in Model Builder"

Crypto Rx Type
Crypto Rx Type controls how radio reception behaves when the radio is configured for secure mode.  If 
this field is configured to "Crypto+Clr", the radio receives from either a secure transmitter with matching 
crypto settings or a plain transmitter.  If this field is configured to "CryptoOnly", the radio receives from 
only a secure transmitter with matching crypto settings.
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Crypto Mode
Crypto Mode displays the current crypto mode number and state description of the radio.

Crypto Soundfile Position
Crypto Soundfile Position displays the current soundfile sample position, as the soundfile plays between 
the start and end points.

Jammer Sounds
Jammer Sound signal connections are intended for use with soundfile libraries consisting of various jam-
ming sound cues. Each soundfile within a sound library is preset with a pre-defined index value corre-
sponding to a transmitting jammer's modulation type. The receiving radio's embedded algorithm 
automatically triggers corresponding jamming soundfiles from within the library, based on the modula-
tion type of the received radio transmission. There are sixteen Jamming Sound signal connections, one 
for each mode, providing the capability to model unique jamming effects for each radio mode.

Crypto / Jammer Sounds Gain
Crypto / Jammer Sounds gain is a fixed constant value applied to both crypto and jammer sounds. Crypto 
/ Jammer sound gains are available for each of the sixteen radio modes.

MB: Page 6 of 10

Same as page 3, except for radio modes 9 - 16.

MB: Page 7 of 10

Same as page 4, except for radio modes 9 - 16.

MB: Page 8 of 10

Same as page 5, except for radio modes 9 - 16.
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Rx Mode
Rx Mode indicates the number and state of each signal that the radio is receiving. The first two characters 
of this filed indicate if the signal is being received and if it is a valid signal or a jamming signal. The last 
character indicates the order number of a signal. The defined values for this field are as follows:

!J0 = Signal is a jamming signal due to either a bandwidth mismatch or modulation mismatch

*R# = Signal # is the primary incoming signal that is being received

.r# =  Signal # is an alternate incoming signal tha is being received

blank = Signal exists on network and is in-tune, but is not being received due to FM capture effects, 
ranging, or line-of-sight

Tx Identifier
Tx Identifier displays the ID of the source transmitter of the incoming signal.  

Note: In HLA mode, this field displays the internal Model Builder ID of the transmitter not the HLA ID. 

Clear Comm
Clear Comm Flag displays "Clr" if the transmitter, the radio, or both are located at the center of the earth 
(0,0,0).
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Crypto Mode
Crypto Mode displays one of the following values under the listed conditions:

KeyClear = Radio is in secure mode and transmitter is in plain mode 

KeyOK = Radio and transmitter are both in secure mode and have matching crypto system and crypto 
key values

KeyNotOK = Either radio and transmitter have non-matching crypto system and crypto key values or 
the radio is in plain mode while the transmitter is in secure mode

blank = Both the radio and the transmitter are in plain mode

Data PDUs
Data PDUs displays an incrementing counter as the radio receives simulated TDL message PDUs over 
the given signal path. For a complete description of the tactical data link bridge feature, please refer to 
ASTi App Note 26: "Using ASTi's Tactical Data Link".

Voice PDUs
Voice PDUs displays an incrementing counter as the radio receives voice over the given signal path.
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Rx Mode, Tx Identifier, Clear Comm
Each described previously.

Tx Power
Displays the transmitter power of the source transmitter in dBm.  This value includes antenna gains.

Bandwidth Loss
Displays the loss due to a difference between the radio bandwidth and the transmitter bandwidth.

Note:  If the difference in bandwidths is high enough, the receivng radio will be out of tune with the trans-
mitting radio

Path Loss
Displays the free space path loss applied to the given signal.

Terrain Loss
Displays the loss due to terrain effects. This loss is supplied to the DACS by an external terrain server.  
For a complete descripion of the terrain server interface, refer to ASTi App Note 16: "Using the Terrain 
Database Interface".

Rx Power
Displays the composite received power value that includes all losses along the signal path.

Range
Displays the distance from the radio to the source transmitter.  This field is blank when the path is Clear 
Comm.
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Intercom Signal
Intercom Signals

The Intercom signal is a special object for local (intra DACS) and networked intercom, interphone and 
Public Address communication simulation. It works with the Comm Panel objects described later. The 
Intercom signal acts as an intercom bus.

Intercom

The Intercom Object provides a simple simulation of an intercom bus between communication panels. 
The input signal from a Comm Panel object will be mixed with an optional warning signal and routed to 
any other selected Comm Panel or feeder output 

Note: This connection to the comm panel is performed transparently. To complete the connection, use this 
intercom bus as a signal input connection to the comm panel object. Sidetone level is controlled through 
the comm panel, or locally on the RIU (see appropriate sections of this document for details).

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The intercom power state, when on the intercom bus is active, when off it is inactive, simulating a power 
off condition.

Warning Signal
The signal connection for any tones that need to be mixed into the intercom, such as voice alerts, or warn-
ing tones.
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Warning Priority
The priority level for the warning signal. When used with a comm select panel feeder that supports prior-
ity levels, all voices and warning signals can be prioritized such that only the highest priority signals can 
be heard (1 is the highest priority and 255 is the lowest.) If two or more signals have the same priority, 
they will be mixed together. Signals with lower priorities will be muted.

If the priority is set to zero, then the warning signal will be heard by everyone but will not override any 
other signals.

Current Priority
Priority level currently asserting itself on the intercom bus. This is the highest priority signal the Intercom 
object is receiving. All signals of this priority will be heard. 1 is the highest priority, 255 is the lowest.

Warning Gain Connection
Host control of warning gain.

Warning Gain Scale Factor
Local value or connection scale factor for warning gain.

Warning Gain Output Gain Connection
Overall gain connection for host control of intercom volume or on/off capability.

Output Gain Scale Factor
Local value or connection scale factor for output overall gain.

Output Gain
Overall output gain for intercom.

Global Channel
Used to connect to intercom buses on different DSPs. To use this feature, set up an Intercom object in 
each model. Assign each of them the same number in this field. The intercoms will act as a single inter-
com bus.

Global Priority
For intercom objects on separate DSPs connected by a global channel, this number indicates the highest 
priority level coming from the other DSP boards.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the intercom onto the signal highway. 
This field can be left blank if the signal is to be picked up by a Comm Panel
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Network Intercom

The Network Intercom Object provides a simple simulation of an intercom bus between communication 
panels which are located across the DIS network. The input signal from a Comm Panel object will be 
mixed with an optional warning signal and routed to any other selected Comm Panel or feeder output.

Note: This connection to the comm panel is performed transparently. To complete the connection, use this 
intercom bus as a signal input connection to the comm panel object. Sidetone level is controlled through 
the comm panel, or locally on the RIU (see appropriate sections of this document for details). Power Con-
nection Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.
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Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The intercom power state, when on the intercom bus is active, when off it is inactive, simulating a power 
off condition.

Comm Channel
defines the intercom channel number. In order to be received across the network, both channel numbers 
must be equal. Valid values: 0-100,000

Source Entity
defines the entity to which this intercom is attached. 

Mode Voice Type
defines whether the voice is being sent as analog or digital. Valid values: MuLaw, CVSD CCTT, CVSD 
Cecom

Comm ID
The comm ID defines this intercom station. Valid values: 0-65535

Warning Signal
The signal connection for any tones that need to be mixed into the intercom, such as voice alerts, or warn-
ing tones.
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Warning Priority
The priority level for the warning signal. When used with a comm select panel feeder that supports prior-
ity levels, all voices and warning signals can be prioritized such that only the highest priority signals can 
be heard (1 is the highest priority and 255 is the lowest.) If two or more signals have the same priority, 
they will be mixed together. Signals with lower priorities will be muted.

If the priority is set to zero, then the warning signal will be heard by everyone but will not override any 
other signals.

Current Priority
Priority level currently asserting itself on the intercom bus. This is the highest priority signal the Intercom 
object is receiving. All signals of this priority will be heard. 1 is the highest priority, 255 is the lowest.

Warning Gain Connection
Host control of warning gain.

Warning Gain Scale Factor
Local value or connection scale factor for warning gain.

Warning Gain Output Gain Connection
Overall gain connection for host control of intercom volume or on/off capability.

Output Gain Scale Factor
Local value or connection scale factor for output overall gain.

Output Gain
Overall output gain for intercom.

Global Channel
Used to connect to intercom buses on different DSPs. To use this feature, set up an Intercom object in 
each model. Assign each of them the same number in this field. The intercoms will act as a single inter-
com bus.

Global Priority
For intercom objects on separate DSPs connected by a global channel, this number indicates the highest 
priority level coming from the other DSP boards.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the intercom onto the signal highway. 
This field can be left blank if the signal is to be picked up by a Comm Panel.
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Receiver Signals
Receiver Signals

The receiver signals contain several receiver objects. The receiver objects provide a simulation of radio 
signal reception only. One receiver has a beat frequency oscillator capability. Each frame the signal list is 
scanned to determine which radios or receivers are tuned to the same frequency as the various transmit-
ters (see next section), then any signals attached to the transmitters (including the TX part of the radio) 
are passed across to each radio receiver. This provides a simulation of the radio environment, which 
includes a discrimination for AM and FM band radios, and full background noise and signal strength 
effects.

The DME receiver and TACAN receiver function identically, the only difference being that the TACAN 
and DME receivers can be tuned automatically to the standard TACAN and DME frequencies.

The Receiver object is the same as the radio object with all the fields relating to transmission removed. 
This will not be described here. For a description of how the reception works, see the section on the Radio 
object.

There is one special receiver object (the receive signal PDU object) that receives sound streams from a 
DIS or HLA network without regard to frequency, world position, or other effects.

Receiver 

The Receiver Object provides a generic, high level radio receiver simulation, which includes frequency 
tuning effects, AM or FM bands, signal strength variation due to range, sidetone, background noise, 
squelch, and AGC.

The receiver object functionality and associated Model Builder screens is the same as the Radio object, 
with the fields relating to transmission removed. For a description of the fields in the receiver object, refer 
to the section on the Radio object.
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DME Receiver/TACAN Receiver

The DME and TACAN Receiver Objects provide a generic, high level radio receiver simulation, which 
includes frequency tuning effects, AM or FM bands, signal strength variation due to range, sidetone, 
background noise, squelch, and AGC. 

Except for a preconfiguration of radio mode to DME or TACAN (as appropriate), it functions identically 
to the receiver part of the Radio object, described on the previous pages. 

For tune channels from 1 to 10000 Hz, all background noise, power loss, interference and occulting 
effects are ignored to provide clear channels of communication.
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Signal PDU Receiver

The signal PDU receiver picks up the signal PDUs coming in over Ethernet on DIS and sends it to an out-
put feeder. It will pick up the signal PDUs from a given radio, without regard to transmitter frequency, 
world position, or any other of the normal radio receiving parameters.

It can be used as a debugging tool when setting up a DIS system. It is primarily used for recording audio 
for After Action Review. For instance, a pilot’s comm. panel audio is put into a TX PDU object and sent 
over the network to a record box. The record box has a Rx sig PDU object, with corresponding DIS ID 
numbers, that picks the audio from the network. The audio is played on monitors speakers and/or 
recorded for debrief purposes.
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World Position Connection
Provides connection to an Entity control object, which specifies the entity whose sound stream you want. 
For example, to hear a radio transmitting over DIS with entity ID 234:123:7, this field would attach to an 
entity control object which specified the ID 234:123:7.

Radio ID Connection
Provides a connection to a control object that will give an offset for the Radio ID.

Local Radio ID
Provides either an offset for the Radio ID number, or, if the connection field is empty, provides the Radio 
ID.

Radio ID
The ID number of the Radio on the Entity that you want to pick up.

Output Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which determines the Output Gain.

Local Gain Factor
Local value or connection scale factor for output overall gain.

Output Gain
Overall gain for receiver.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the received signal onto the signal 
highway. 
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Receiver with BFO (Adf)

This Object is a receiver with added Beat Frequency Oscillator, it provides all of the features of the 
receiver described in the previous pages. Its four pages are identical to the receiver pages with the excep-
tion of page 1 of 4 which is described below and page 4 where mode 1 is predefined to CW. 

The BFO is an additional oscillator whose tone strength is proportional to the received carrier strength. It 
is generally used for detecting the Morse code keying present on a continuous wave beacon, which has 
very basic carrier keying, with no tone modulation.
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current radio tune frequency, in Hz.

Tune Frequency Offset
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection. All frequencies are in Hz.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value in Hz used for comparison to determine which radios are connected to each other.

A zero value of frequency disables both transmission and reception, providing an easy equivalent to a 
power-off condition. Any frequency below 100,000 hz will give a clear channel of communication (that 
is, the ranging effects are ignored).

Frequencies above 100 kHz are treated as being tuned to the tune frequency value with a 25kHz “band” 
being applied around the center value (i.e. tune frequency ±12.5kHz with 100kHz as a lower cut-off 
value). Transmissions within this band are assumed to have the same frequency - there is no adjacent 
band interference. This feature allows floating point numbers to be used in the frequency without having 
to worry about rounding effects.
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Power/ Mode Connection
Provides a connection to a control object that selects the operating mode of the radio. The radio has eight 
modes of operation, and each mode can be configured by the user. A mode value of zero powers off the 
radio.

Power/Mode Offset
Provides an offset for the Power/Mode connection.

Power State
Indicates whether the radio is powered on or off. A powered off radio will not send or receive any audio.

The power state is set to off by selecting a mode of 0 or a tune frequency of 0.

Mode
Indicates which of the eight operating modes the radio is in. The mode characteristics are set on pages 
three and four of the radio object.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the radio's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity. The 
world position attachment also supplies the site, host, entity information and exercise number required by 
DIS if DIS is being used.

Squelch Level
When the received RF signal/noise ratio is less than the squelch value given in this field, the AGC gain is 
set to zero, providing the normal background noise suppression. To disable the squelch, set the squelch 
level to zero.

The squelch shown is given in dB's and is the squelch level connection times the squelch level scale factor 
time 20. 

BFO Frequency Connection
Beat frequency oscillator connection field for host control of BFO tone.

BFO Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor, or local value for BFO frequency.

BFO Frequency
Beat frequency oscillator tone frequency.

BFO Level Connection
Beat frequency oscillator connection field for host control of BFO tone level.

BFO Level Scale Factor
Scaling factor, or local value for BFO tone level.

BFO Level
Beat frequency oscillator tone level. The actual tone level is a product of this value and the received signal 
strength.

Antenna Gain
Provides a linear gain for the power of the transmitted and received “radio signals”. This field simulates 
the size and radiative efficiency of the antenna. Note that all modeled antennae are isotropic.
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Fade
Provides a random loss in received and transmitted RF power from 0 to the specified amount, in dB. The 
loss varies with time in a random way that mimics the loss found in measurements of antenna gain varia-
tion on actual aircraft due to multipath interference with the plane's skin.

Antenna Gain Function
Provides a connection to a function which specifies the antenna gain as a function of frequency. The nor-
mal antenna gain as a function of frequency for a fixed length antenna is already built into the model. This 
can be used to modify it, or to block out some portions of the radio spectrum.

This gain value is linear.

Received Signal/Noise
Indicates the received signal to noise ratio of the radio signal currently being received.

Receive State
If on, this indicates that the radio is receiving a signal. An “Active TX” appears when the radio is trans-
mitting.

Received Radio
Indicates the name of the radio or radios being received.

Received Range
Indicates the distance from the radio to the transmitter it is receiving, in kilometers. If the reception stops, 
the last received range will be displayed.

Frequency Dependent Loss
Indicates the power loss, in dB, from the antenna gain function.

Fade Loss
Indicates the power loss, in dB, from the Fade AND from the Antenna gain function.

TuneTone Signal
The signal connection for any tones that need to be mixed into the receiver or sidetone signal path, such 
as local tuning tones, or weapon system cues.

RX Output Gain
Overall volume gain for received sound.

Output Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the radio onto the signal highway. 
This field can be left blank if the signal is to be picked up by a comm panel feeder object, or a selector or 
mixer. 
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Transmitter Signals
Transmitter Signals

The Transmitter signals contain special objects for transmitting the various signals needed for a radio 
environment simulation. They work with the radio and receiver objects described in the previous section. 
Each frame the signal list is scanned to determines which radios and transmitters, or jammers, are tuned 
to the same frequency, then any signals attached to the transmitters (including the TX part of the radio) 
are passed across to each radio receiver. This provides a simulation of the radio environment, which 
includes a discrimination for AM and FM band radios, and full background noise and signal strength 
effects. 

Many of the transmitter parameters are the same as the ones described in the Radio object.

Transmitter

The Transmitter Object provides a generic, high level radio transmitter simulation including frequency 
tuning effects, AM or FM bands, and signal strength variation due to range. 

The transmission signals are connected through the `Transmit Signal' connection field and are typically 
navigation station identifier tones, marker tones or voice messages; but since the Radio Object uses any 
signal source, combinations of sounds can be transmitted. The resulting transmit signals are broadcast to 
all Radio Objects in your model, and are received by those tuned to the same frequency and on the same 
AM or FM band.

The world position connection determines the transmitter's position on the globe. Occulting effects and 
diminishing power with distance according to an inverse square law are computed based on the world 
positions.

A frequency value of 1 to 10,000 provides a clear communication channel, with no attenuation, power 
loss, or occulting effects.
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency in Hz.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, in Hz, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the 
tune frequency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value (in Hz) used for comparison to determine which radios will receive the transmission sig-
nal. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

A frequency value of 1 to 100000 provides a clear communication channel, with no attenuation, power 
loss, or occulting effects.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission to all other radios on matching frequencies.

Transmitter Type
This field indicates a transmitter type. The transmitter type information is sent out on DIS when DIS is 
being used, but otherwise is not currently used in the simulation.
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Transmit Signal Gain
Amplitude gain for transmission signal.

Data Signal TX Connection
Provides an input for digital data, usually provided via the host interface, for tactical data link emulation. 
When this is used, the mode voice type, on page 4 of 4 must be set to No Audio. See the TDL application 
note for further information. 

Local Data Signal TX
Provides a local Exclusive Or value for the data signal TX Connection.

Data Signal TX
If the data signal TX is ON, then the input data signal will be transmitted.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power.

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides a scaling factor for the transmit power connection.

Transmit Power
Transmission Power, in Watts.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.
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ID Numbers
Indicates the Site, Host, Entity, and Radio IDs for the transmitter. The Radio ID is determined by the 
Radio ID connection and the Radio ID offset. The site, host, and entity ID's are determined by the world 
position object in the world position connection.

Crypto System
This is used for simulating encrypted communications. It will only be nonzero when the radio voice type 
is digital. For an explanation of how encrypted communications work, see the Radio object.

Crypto Key
This is used for simulating encrypted communications. It will only be nonzero when the radio voice type 
is digital. For an explanation of how encrypted communications work, see the Radio object.

Note that unlike the Radio object, the Transmitter object does not provide a Crypto Sound Signal Connec-
tion field. See the Radio object for crypto soundfile library information.
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Frequency Hopping Parameters
These fields provide the parameters used to simulate the frequency hopping of a SINCGARS radio. See 
the Radio object for an explanation.

Transmitter Parameters
These fields determine the modulation type, system type, voice compression, and other parameters for the 
transmitter. For a detailed explanation of these objects, see the Radio object.
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Jammer

The Jammer Object provides a specialized transmitter for broad band signal sources. It functions the 
same as a transmitter, except it has a range of channels over which it can transmit its signal. 

The world position connection determines the jammer's position on the globe. Occulting effects and 
diminishing power with distance according to an inverse square law are computed based on the world 
positions.
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Upper Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the upper transmitter tune frequency in Hz.

Upper Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency in Hz, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the 
upper tune frequency connection.

Upper Tune Frequency
Frequency value, in Hz, used for upper range of comparison to determine which radios will receive the 
jammer's signal.

Lower Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the lower transmitter tune frequency in Hz.

Lower Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, in Hz, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the 
lower tune frequency connection.

Lower Tune Frequency
Frequency value, in Hz used for lower range of comparison to determine which radios will receive the 
jammer's signal.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state
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Power State
The transmitter power state, when on the transmitter is active, when off it is inactive, simulating a power 
off condition.

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission to all other radios on matching frequencies.

Signal Gain

Amplitude gain for transmission signal.

Transmit Range
Indicates whether the jammer is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power.

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides a scaling factor for the transmit power connection.

Transmit Power
Transmission Power, in Watts.

Transmit Range
Indicates whether the transmitter is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This 
is used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position. Note: The jammer can not be 
used over DIS, HLA, or Local Net. To set up a Jammer over Local net, you can set up identical jammer 
objects in each model, and feed them all the same signal via a global channel.
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Signal PDU Transmitter

The Signal PDU Transmitter is used to broadcast signal PDUs, without any associated transmitter PDUs, 
on a DIS or HLA network.

This can be used in conjunction with the Signal PDU Receiver to establish simple point to point contact 
across a network.

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on the transmitter is active, when off it is inactive.

Transmit Signal
Audio signal used transmitted. If no transmit signal is connected, no signal PDUs will be generated.

Transmit Signal Gain
Amplitude gain for transmission signal.
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World Position
Connects the PDU transmitter to a world position or entity object. The connected object serves only to 
assign the Site, Host, and Entity ID numbers to the Signal PDU Transmitter. The actual world position 
information is ignored.

If an entity object is connected, a world position object must be put in the “Default World Position” field 
of the entity object. Otherwise, no signal PDUs will be transmitted.

Compression Type
Determines whether the transmitted signal PDUs will be mulaw compressed or CVSD compressed. 

Transmit ID Numbers
Indicates the site, host, entity, and Radio ID numbers which will be used in the signal PDU packets. The 
site, host, and entity ID are taken from the world position connection, and the radio ID is determined by 
the Radio ID offset and connection.

Transmitted Byte Count
Indicates the number of bytes of sound information broadcast. When the transmitter is active, this number 
will be incrementing.

Radio ID Connection
Provides a connection to a control object to provide the radio ID.

Radio ID offset
Provides an offset for the radio ID connection, or in the absence of a connection, provides the radio ID.
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Communication Panels
Single & Quad Communications Selector Panel

The Single and Quad Communications Selector Panels are accessible from the Signals->Intercoms menu 
and provide a simulation of a radio/communications control panel. It provides for separate signal and 
sidetone paths to allow more flexible control over sidetones than is offered by the stand-alone radio or 
intercom objects. The outputs signals can be mixed into multiple highway channels via the main output 
and sidetone feeders. A single PTT input can be used to control the input status of all comm panel inputs 
collectively. Local on/off control is provided over the eight output signals and eight sidetone signals, as 
well as individual and overall signal gains. Input microphone gain and control provide for microphone 
keying when used in conjunction with a radio object.
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Input Signal Connection
Connection to input signal to comm panel. VOX or audio input objects are used in this field.

Output Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the main composite output onto the 
signal highway. 

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state.

Power State
The comm panel power state; when On the panel is active, when Off it is inactive, simulating a power off 
condition.

PTT Connection
Connection to a control object which provides PTT control of all signals collectively. 

Local PTT State
Local value for the PTT state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or function 
for inverting the PTT control state.

PTT State
The comm panel PTT state; when On the PTT is active, when Off it is inactive.

Input Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the input amplitude gain for the signal feed from the 
selected input channel to the enabled signals.

Input Gain Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for input gain connection value.

Input Gain
Input (microphone) gain.

Output Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall output amplitude gain for the signal feed onto 
the selected highway channel.  This is equivalent to the “Master” volume control of a comm. panel.

Output Gain Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for overall output gain connection value.

Output Gain
Overall comm panel output gain.
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Input Control Connection
Connection to a control object which provides control of which signal connections have the input micro-
phone routed to them (Operator voice from the microphone to the radio or intercom).

Local Input Control Mask
Local value for the Input Control value.  This field provides a logical AND function that conditions the 
Input Control value by disabling certain bits.  If a bit is disabled in this field, microphone input through 
the corresponding signal path is also disabled.

Input Control Mask
Bit control value for microphone input channels. A zero bit disables the microphone input through to the 
appropriate signal. The microphone input is then passed through to the selected object. Bit 0 (lsb) con-
trols signal 1, bit 7 (msb) signal 8, with a 1 being on and a 0 being off.

Output Control Connection
Connection to a control object which provides a bit mask enable for each of the eight signals in the 
comm. panel (Audio from the receiver, radio, or intercom to the operator headset).

Local Output Control Mask
Local value for the Output Control value.  This field provides a logical AND function that conditions the 
Output Control value by disabling certain bits.  If a bit is disabled in this field, audio output from the cor-
responding signal path is also disabled.

Output Control Mask
Bit control value for channel selection. A zero bit disables the output of the appropriate signal. Bit 0 (lsb) 
controls signal 1, bit 7 (msb) signal 8, with a 1 being on and a 0 being off.
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Sidetone Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the composite sidetone output onto 
the signal highway. This field can be left blank if the highway channel value is non-zero.

Sidetone Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall sidetone amplitude gain for the signal feed onto 
the selected highway channel.  

Sidetone Gain Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for overall sidetone gain connection value. This value is usually con-
trolled by the same variable as the “Out Gain” control but scaled slightly lower.

Sidetone Gain
Overall comm. panel sidetone gain
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Sidetone Control Connection
Connection to a control object which provides a bit mask enable for the sidetone for each of the eight sig-
nals in the comm. panel.

Local Sidetone Control Mask
Local value for the Sidetone Control value.  This field provides a logical AND function that conditions 
the Sidetone Control value by disabling certain bits.  If a bit is disabled in this field, the sidetone path 
from the corresponding signal is also disabled.

Sidetone Control Mask
Bit control value for sidetone channel selection. A zero bit disables the output of the appropriate signal. 
Bit 0 (lsb) controls signal 1, bit 7 (msb) signal 8, with a 1 being on and a 0 being off.  This field is typi-
cally just left at FF or controlled by the same objects as input CH connection.

Duplex Control Connection
Connection to a control object which provides a bit mask enable for duplex mode for each of the eight 
signals in the comm panel.

Local Duplex Control Mask
Local value for the Duplex Control value.  This field provides a logical AND function that conditions the 
Duplex Control value by disabling certain bits.  If a bit is disabled in this field, the duplex mode the corre-
sponding signal is half duplex.

Duplex Control Mask
Bit control value for duplex mode.  A zero bit forces the correpsonding signal to half duplex mode.   Bit 0 
(lsb) controls signal 1, bit 7 (msb) signal 8, with a 1 being full-duplex and a 0 being half-duplex.  Note 
that this field only affects signals that are already configured to support full duplex communication (e.g. 
an intercom).

Signal Priority Levels
Priority level for each of the eight signals. This is used by the Intercom Object to determine which sounds 
are heard on the Intercom Bus. 1 is the highest priority, and 255 is the lowest. A priority of 0 is a wildcard 
- signals with a priority of 0 will always get mixed on the bus, regardless of the current priority level.

Signal Connections
Connections to signal objects (radios, intercoms or basic signals) to be used for channels 1 through 8 of 
the Comm Panel. For radio and intercom signals, the Comm Panel input is fed to the radio or intercom 
and the output and sidetones are fed back to the Comm Panel. The signal priority is sent to intercom 
objects only.

For basic signals such as warning tones or voice threats, the signal output is fed to the Comm Panel, but 
the Comm Panel input is not used.

Output Signal Gain Connections
Connection to a control objects which provide the individual gain for each output signal. 

Output Signal Gain Factors
Gain scale factors for each output signal.
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Output Signal Gains
Final output signal gains for each signal (1 thru 8), including overall gain factor, control bit (on/off) and 
individual gain connection values. 

Sidetone Local Byte
An eight bit mask which determines, for each Comm Panel channel, whether the sidetone is taken from 
the connected object or is taken from the Comm Panel input. A 1 value of the bit means the sidetone is 
generated locally, while a 0 bit means it is taken from the object connected via the Signal Connection. Bit 
0 (lsb) controls signal 1, bit 7 (msb) controls signal 8.  If multiple operators are sharing the same radio 
and “Sidetone Local” is false then each operator can hear what the other operators say when they transit 
on the radio or intercom.  If the value is true then the operators only hear their own contribution to the 
transmitted signal.

Local Gain Bypass Byte
An eight bit mask which controls whether the sidetone gain is multiplied by the output signal gain. If the 
bit for a signal connection is set to 0, the sidetone gain for that channel is multiplied by the Output Signal 
Gain for the signal connection. Bit 0 (lsb) controls signal 1, bit 7 (msb) controls signal 8. This provides 
simultaneous control for the sidetone and output volumes.

If the bit is set to one, the sidetone gain is unaffected by the Output Signal Gain.

Notes on the Quad Comm Panel Implementation
The Quad comm panel is essentially identical to the single comm panel except that it allows 32 signals to 
share a single audio input (compared to 8). These 32 signals are broken down into four groups of eight, 
where each of the four groups has independent control of In, Out, and Sidecom and Sidetone. These four 
groups however, share primary parameters such as input and output feeders, power, PTT, and sidetone 
gain, thus forming one large, 32 signal comm panel.  Quite commonly page 1 is used for the radios, page 
2 for the navigational aid receivers, warming tones, and voice messages, and page 3 is used for intercoms.
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Navigation Aid Signals
Navigation Aids Signals

The Navigation Aids signals are special objects for transmitting the various signals needed in a full navi-
gation beacon simulation. They work with the radio and receiver objects described in the previous sec-
tion. Each frame, the signal list is scanned to determine which radios, transmitters, beacons, or jammers 
are tuned to the same frequency. Any signals attached to the transmitters (including the TX part of the 
radio) are then passed to each radio receiver. This provides a simulation of the radio environment, includ-
ing a discrimination for AM and FM modulation radios, and full background noise and signal strength 
effects, with appropriate signal degradation and background noise effects based on range, frequency, 
modulation type, etc.

VOR Beacon

The VOR Beacon object is a transmitter with an embedded identifier tone element. It mixes an identifier 
keyed tone with an optional transmission signal to produce a simulation of a VOR beacon which can be 
heard over a suitably tuned radio or receiver.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe.
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios and transmitters are connected to each 
other. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state.

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying.
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Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier signal.

Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission to all other radios on matching frequencies.

Transmit Range
Indicates whether the VOR is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power.

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Scale factor for the transmission power.

Transmit Power
Transmission power, in Watts.

Transmit Signal Gain
Signal strength scale factor for transmission.

Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for identifier amplitude.

Identifier Frequency
Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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NDB Beacon

The Non Directional Beacon (NDB) object is a transmitter with an embedded identifier tone element. It 
mixes an identifier keyed tone with an optional transmission signal to produce a simulation of an NDB 
which can be heard over a suitably tuned radio or receiver.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe. 
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios and transmitters are connected to each 
other. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying.
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Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.

Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission to all other radios on matching frequencies.

Transmit Signal Gain
Amplitude gain for transmission signal.

Transmit Range
Indicates whether the beacon is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power. 

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Scale factor for the transmission power.

Transmit Power
Transmission power, in Watts.

Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for identifier amplitude.

Identifier Frequency
Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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DME Beacon

The DME Beacon object is a transmitter with an embedded tone element. It produces an identifier keyed 
tone simulation of a DME beacon which can be heard over a suitably tuned radio or receiver.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe. 
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios and transmitters are connected to each 
other. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying.
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Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.

Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power. 

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides either a local fixed transmission power, or a scaling factor for the transmit power connection.

Transmit Power
Transmission power, in Watts.

Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for identifier amplitude.

Identifier Frequency
Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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TACAN Beacon

The Tacan Beacon object is a transmitter with an embedded tone element. It produces an identifier keyed 
tone simulation of a Tacan beacon which can be heard over a suitably tuned radio or receiver.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe. 
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios and transmitters are connected to each 
other. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying.

Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.
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Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power.

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides a scaling factor for the transmit power connection.

Transmit Power
Transmission Power, in Watts.

Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for identifier amplitude.

Identifier Frequency
Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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Continuous Wave Beacon

The Continuous Wave NDB is an older style of beacon that uses basic carrier modulation, with no identi-
fier tone, the keying can only be heard via a receiver's beat frequency oscillator. This object provides a 
simple signal strength keyed transmitter object, which has adjustable depth of modulation and an optional 
additional carrier signal for any voice transmissions.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe. 
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Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmitter tune frequency.

Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the tune fre-
quency connection.

Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios and transmitters are connected to each 
other. Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state.

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying.

Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.
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Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmit Range
Indicates whether the beacon is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current transmit power.

Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides a scaling factor for the transmit power connection.

Transmit Power
Transmission Power, in Watts.

Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for identifier keyed signal strength. This is the modulation depth for the continuous 
wave keying.

Note: The transmission signal does not amplitude modulate the carrier, and hence does not fully simulate 
a voice modulated continuous wave NDB with BFO on.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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Collocated VOR/DME

The Transmitter Object provides a generic, high level radio transmitter simulation including frequency 
tuning effects, AM or FM bands, and signal strength variation due to range. 

The transmission signals are connected through the `Transmit Signal' connection field and are typically 
navigation station identifier tones, marker tones or voice messages; but since the Transmitter Object uses 
any signal source, combinations of sounds can be transmitted. The resulting transmit signals are broad-
cast to all Radio Objects in your model, and are received by those tuned to the same frequency and on the 
same AM or FM band.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe.
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VOR Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the VOR transmitter tune frequency.

VOR Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the VOR tune 
frequency connection.

VOR Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios will receive the VOR transmissions. 
Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

DME Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the DME transmitter tune frequency.

DME Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the DME tune 
frequency connection.

DME Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios will receive the DME transmissions. 
Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.
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Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying for both VOR and DME transmitters.

Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.

Identifier
Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission to all other radios on matching frequencies the VOR source.

Transmission Signal Gain
Amplitude gain for VOR transmission signal.

VOR Transmit Range
Indicates whether the VOR is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

VOR Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the VOR transmit power.

VOR Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides either a local fixed transmission power, or a scaling factor for the VOR transmit power connec-
tion.

VOR Transmit Power
Signal power, in watts, of VOR transmission.

DME Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the DME transmission power.

DME Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides either a local fixed transmission power, or a scaling factor for the DME transmit power connec-
tion.

DME Transmit Power
DME transmission power, in Watts.
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VOR Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for VOR identifier amplitude.

VOR Identifier Frequency
VOR Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

DME Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for DME identifier amplitude.

DME Identifier Frequency
DME Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

DME Identifier Count
Number of Keyed identifiers to skip before Keying DME identifier. The VOR and DME identifier tones 
are mutually exclusive.

Current DME Identifier Count
Local count of identifiers skipped.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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Collocated VOR/TACAN

The Transmitter Object provides a generic, high level radio transmitter simulation including frequency 
tuning effects, AM or FM bands, and signal strength variation due to range. 

The transmission signals are connected through the `Transmit Signal' connection field and are typically 
navigation station identifier tones, marker tones or voice messages; but since the Transmitter Object uses 
any signal source combinations of sounds can be transmitted. The resulting transmit signals are broadcast 
to all Radio Objects in your model, and are received by those tuned to the same frequency and on the 
same AM or FM band.

The world position connection determines the beacon's position on the globe. 
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VOR Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the VOR transmitter tune frequency.

VOR Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the VOR tune 
frequency connection.

VOR Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios will receive the VOR transmissions. 
Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.

TACAN Tune Frequency Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the TACAN transmitter tune frequency.

TACAN Local Tune Frequency
Provides either a local fixed tune frequency, or an offset for the tune frequency provided by the TACAN 
tune frequency connection.

TACAN Tune Frequency
Frequency value used for comparison to determine which radios will receive the TACAN transmissions. 
Note: A zero value of frequency disables transmission.
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Power Connection
Control object connection to provide power control from elsewhere in model.

Local Power State
Local value for the power state. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive-or func-
tion for inverting the power control state

Power State
The transmitter power state, when on and the tune frequency is non-zero the transmitter is active, when 
off it is inactive, simulating a power off condition.

Identifier Key Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the identifier keying for both VOR and TACAN transmit-
ters.

Local Identifier
Local Identifier state, used to invert identifier.

Identifier state, On state produces ident tone, Off state produces no tone.Identifier

Transmission Signal
Signal used for transmission on the VOR frequency along with the keyed tone.

VOR Transmit Range
Indicates whether the VOR is capable of transmitting over the horizon or only in a line of sight. This is 
used by a receiver in conjunction with a world position control. If the transmitter can only operate on a 
line of sight then the altitude of the receiver will be taken into account such that the reception will be cut 
off by the curvature of the earth.

VOR Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the VOR transmit power. 

VOR Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides either a local fixed transmission power, or a scaling factor for the VOR transmit power connec-
tion.

VOR Transmit Power
Signal strength scale factor for VOR transmission.

TACAN Transmit Power Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the TACAN transmit power. 

TACAN Transmit Power Scale Factor
Provides either a local fixed transmission power, or a scaling factor for the TACAN transmit power con-
nection.

TACAN Transmit Power
TACAN transmission power, in Watts.

VOR Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for VOR identifier amplitude.
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VOR Identifier Frequency
VOR Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

TACAN Identifier Gain
Signal Gain factor for TACAN identifier amplitude.

TACAN Identifier Frequency
TACAN Identifier tone frequency (in Hertz).

TACAN Identifier Count
Number of Keyed identifiers to skip before Keying TACAN identifier. The VOR and TACAN identifier 
tones are mutually exclusive.

Current TACAN Identifier Count
Local count of identifiers skipped.

World Position Connection
Connection to a control object that specifies the beacon's world position, or attaches it to a DIS entity.

Radio ID
ID number of transmitter that must be assigned to use DIS, HLA, or Local Net. The host number, site 
number, entity number and Radio ID must form a unique set. All numbers but the radio ID are set through 
the World Position Connection.
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Marker Tone

This provides a simulation of the tones for a standard marker beacon with support for outer, middle, inner 
and back course markers. The marker is controlled by an input marker number (0 through 8) which 
selects which marker characteristic to generate. Each of the eight types of marker are user definable with 
separate control of tone frequency, Morse key string, Morse dot rate and repeat rate.
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Marker Number Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the current marker number (1 through 8).

Local Marker Number
Provides either a local marker number, or a bit mask of the marker no. provided by the marker connec-
tion.

Marker Number 
Marker number currently selected (1 through 8). A marker value of 0 disables the tone generator.

Marker Tone Frequency
Sine wave frequency used for each marker.

Marker Keying Rate
Dot keying rate (in dots per second) to be used for each marker.
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Marker Morse String
Four character Morse code string used for each of the eight markers. (* and - provide dot and dash capa-
bility respectively.

The default configurations are:

Marker 1 is the outer marker (one dash)

Marker 2: middle (dot-dash)

Marker3: inner (all dots)

Marker4: Backcourse (double dots).

Marker Repeat Rate

Repeat rate (in seconds) for transmission of Morse string. Different for each marker. A value of zero 
means continuous repetition, with no gaps at the end of the string.

Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the sine wave amplitude gain.

Local Gain Value
Value for gain, or scaling factor for gain connection value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of waveform generated by synthesizer.

Current Morse 
Morse string in use currently.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which provides a mechanism for outputting the marker tone onto the signal high-
way. This field can be left blank if the signal is to be picked up by a selector or mixer.
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Feeders
Feeders

Feeders are the objects that connect either a signal source or analog input through to the mixing highway. 
They are divided into:

• Basic feeders, which provide connection for one signal onto one or more channels of the highway 

• Mixing feeders which allow for simple selection of multiple signals onto a single highway channel 

• Analog input feeders, which provide summation of one or more analog input sources onto a single 
highway channel 

• Analog output feeder, which connects a series of highway channels to the analog output

Buffer

The buffer is a feeder which allows a signal source to be mixed onto a single channel on the mixing high-
way.
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Highway Channel
Highway channel to which signal source will be added (1 through 8).

Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall amplitude gain.

Local Gain Value
Value for gain, or scaling factor for gain connection value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of waveform generated by synthesizer.
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Balancer

The balancer is a feeder which allows a single signal source to be mixed onto a number of channels on the 
mixing highway. This allows you to `balance' the signals between highway channels in a similar way to 
which the balance control works on a hi-fi system.

Note: the number of channels available will depend on the master setting for highway width on the Model 
Configuration Window. For a system using Waveform Synthesizer cards, the maximum this will be is 8 
and for a TDM based system, the maximum is 24.
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Overall Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall amplitude gain for all highway feeds.

Overall Gain Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for overall gain connection value.

Overall Gain
Overall amplitude gain of waveform generated by synthesizer.

Individual Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the amplitude gain for each of the individual highway 
feeds.

Individual Gain Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for each individual gain connection value.

Individual Gain
Amplitude gain of waveform generated by synthesizer for each of the highway feeds.
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Stereo Pan

The Stereo Pan allows a single source to be mixed between two channels, such that it can be panned from 
one side to the other with a single control.
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Left Highway Channel
Predominant Highway channel to which signal source will be added when Position > 0.0 (1 through 8).

Right Highway Channel
Predominant Highway channel to which signal source will be added when Position< 0.0 (1 through 8).

Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall amplitude gain.

Gain Scale Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for gain connection value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of waveform generated by synthesizer.

Position Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the position.

Position Scale Factor
Value for position, or scaling factor for position connection value.

Position
Value of position, 0.0 allows signal to be equally mixed between left and right channels. If position >= 
1.0 then signal is only on left channel. If position <= -1.0 then only on right. Values between 1.0 and -1.0 
provide sound in each channel, with:

LeftGain = (1 + Position) / 2

RightGain = (1 - Position) / 2
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Link

This feeder provides a way of linking the output of one highway channel to another. The source channel 
can be gain controlled and mixed into one or more other highway channels. Note: care should be taken to 
ensure that there is no feedback from the destination channels to the source channel, else there can be 
either a feedback howl effect, or a d.c. level build up resulting in the signal output being driven to one or 
other rail.
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Source Highway Channel
The highway channel used as the source for the signal to be linked to one or more destination highway 
channels. In a master/slave synthesizer configuration, a negative value is used to access the highway 
channel on the other synthesizer (e.g. -3 selects highway channel 3 on the other synthesizer as the source 
highway channel).

Destination Highway Channel
The highway channel into which the source channel is to be mixed. Note: The feeder connection allows 
more than one channel to be used as the destination. In that case the destination channel should be set to 
zero.

Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall amplitude gain.

Gain Scale Factor
Value for gain, or scaling factor for gain connection value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of signal linked from source to destination highway.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the source highway channel into the signal highway.
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Link Filter

This feeder provides a way of linking the output of one highway channel to another via a filter. The 
source channel can be gain and frequency controlled and mixed into one or more other highway channels. 
The type of filtering can be selected from low-pass, band-pass or high-pass. The filter quality factor, roll-
off frequency, and gain can be controlled by input variables from elsewhere in the model, or from the host 
interface. Note: care should be taken to ensure that there is no feedback from the destination channels to 
the source channel, else there can be either a feedback howl effect, or a d.c. level build up resulting in the 
signal output being driven to one or other rail.
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Source Highway Channel
The highway channel used as the source for the signal to be linked to one or more destination highway 
channels. In a master/slave synthesizer configuration a negative value is used to access the highway chan-
nel on the other synthesizer (e.g. -3 selects highway channel 3 on the other synthesizer as the source high-
way channel).

Destination Highway Channel
The highway channel into which the source channel is to be mixed. Note: The feeder connection allows 
more than one channel to be used as the destination. In that case the destination channel should be set to 
zero.

Filter Type
Selects a two pole filter type from; Low-pass, Band-pass, High-pass, Low-passQ, Band-passQ, High-
passQ, Notch or AllPass. The three Q filters are amplitude adjusted such that the filter has unity gain at 
the roll-off frequency, and maintains this gain as the quality factor is increased. The band-pass filters have 
the low-pass and high-pass poles at the same roll-off frequency.

Filter Enable Connection
Control object connection to provide filter enable control from elsewhere in model.

Local Filter Enable
Local value for the filter enable. If an enable connection is made then this provides an exclusive or func-
tion for inverting the enable control state

Filter Enable
The current filter enable state, when on the filter will be active, when off the signal will be passed through 
with gain control only.
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Frequency Connection
Control object connection to provide overall frequency control from elsewhere in model. 

Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factor for frequency control value.

Frequency
Roll-off frequency (in Hertz) of filter. If the frequency connection is blank then the frequency scale factor 
is used as the frequency value, else the frequency is the scale factor times the output result of the control 
object.

Q Factor Connection
Control object connection to provide quality factor control from elsewhere in model.

Q Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Q factor control value.

Q Factor
Quality factor for filter. If the Q factor connection is blank then the Q scale factor is used as the Q value, 
else the Q is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Connection
Connection to a control object which provides the overall amplitude gain.

Local Gain Value
Value for gain, or scaling factor for gain connection value.

Gain
Amplitude gain of signal linked from source to destination highway.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the source highway channel into the signal highway.
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Engine Sounds
Engine

The engine signal provides a composite source suitable for simulating a single jet engine. It uses three tri-
angle waves and two band-limited white noise sources. 

Control is provided over triangle wave frequencies and amplitudes, noise bandwidth and gain, and overall 
gain for the composite engine sound.
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Whine Frequency Connections
Provide control connections for the three whine frequencies.

Whine Frequency Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each whine frequency control.

Whine Frequencies
The frequency (in Hertz) of each of the three triangle waves used to produce the engine whines.

Whine Gain Connections
Provide control connections for the three whine gains.

Whine Gain Function Connections
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the whine gains based upon the input control 
connection.

Whine Gain Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each whine gain control.

Whine Gains
The final gain factor for each of the three triangle waves used to produce the engine whines.

Noise Frequency Connections
Provide frequency control connections for the two bandwidth limited noise sources.
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Noise Gain Function Connections
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the noise roll-off frequency based upon the 
input control connection.

Noise Frequency Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each noise frequency control.

Noise Frequencies
The roll-off frequency (in Hertz) of each of the two bandwidth limited noise sources used to produce the 
engine hiss/roar.

Noise Gain Connections
Provide control connections for the two noise gains.

Noise Gain Function Connections
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the noise gains based upon the input control 
connection.

Noise Gain Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each noise gain control.

Noise Gains
The final gain for each of the two noise sources.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall amplitude gain control of the composite engine sound from 
elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Gain
Overall amplitude gain of the engine source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is 
used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the engine sound into the signal highway.

Note: Each individual whine signal uses a common control connection for both frequency and gain. The 
noise sources however have separate connections for frequency and gain, allowing control from different 
parts of the model. 
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Small Engine

The small engine signal provides a simplified composite source suitable for simulating a single jet engine. 
It uses two triangle waves and one band-limited white noise sources. 

Control is provided over triangle wave frequencies and amplitudes, noise bandwidth and gain, and overall 
gain for the composite engine sound.
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Whine Frequency Connections
Provide control connections for the three whine frequencies.

Whine Frequency Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each whine frequency control.

Whine Frequencies
The frequency (in Hertz) of each of the three triangle waves used to produce the engine whines.

Whine Gain Connections
Provide control connections for the three whine gains.

Whine Gain Function Connections
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the whine gains based upon the input control 
connection.

Whine Gain Scale Factors
Scaling factors for each whine gain control.

Whine Gains
The final gain factor for each of the three triangle waves used to produce the engine whines.

Noise Frequency Connection
Provide frequency control connection for the bandwidth limited noise source.

Noise Gain Function Connection
Connection to a selected table or function for controlling the noise roll-off frequency based upon the 
input control connection.
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Noise Frequency Scale Factor
Scaling factors for noise frequency control.

Noise Frequencies
The roll-off frequency (in Hertz) of the bandwidth limited noise source used to produce the engine hiss/
roar.

Noise Gain Connection
Provide control connection for the two noise gain.

Noise Gain Function Connection
Connection to a selected table or function for controlling the noise gain based upon the input control con-
nection.

Noise Gain Scale Factors
Scaling factor for noise gain control.

Noise Gains
The final gain for the noise source.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall amplitude gain control of the composite engine sound from 
elsewhere in model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Gain
Overall amplitude gain of the engine source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is 
used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the engine sound into the signal highway.

Note: Each individual whine signal uses a common control connection for both frequency and gain. The 
noise sources however have separate connections for frequency and gain, allowing control from different 
parts of the model
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Propeller

The Propeller object provides a composite sound for a rotating propeller blade. It includes the three prin-
cipal sources of noise; Air noise from the movement of air over the blades, Force noise from the impact of 
the blade with the air medium, and thickness noise due to the dual edge sound sources on a blade. 

The overall sound can be tuned based upon blade parameters such as radius and blade count, with overall 
gain control based on both RPM and blade angle.
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RPM Connection
Provides control connection for the blade shaft RPM (Revolutions per Minute).

RPM Scale Factor
Scaling factors for blade RPM.

RPM Value
The frequency (in Revolutions per Minute) of the blade shaft.

Blade Angle Connection
Provides control connection for the blade angle.

Blade Angle Scale Factor
Scale factor for blade angle.

Blade Angle Value
The Blade angle value.

Noise Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the noise gains based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Noise Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for noise gain.
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Noise Gain
The gain for the air noise component of the blade sound. If the no function connection is made then the 
noise gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of the selected function of 
RPM and Blade Angle.

Force Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the force gain based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Force Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for force gain.

Force Gain
The gain for the principle component of the blade sound due to the air force on the blade. If the no func-
tion connection is made then this gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of 
the selected function of RPM and Blade Angle

Thickness Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the thickness gain based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Thickness Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for thickness gain.

Thickness Gain
The gain for the thickness noise component of the blade sound. If the no function connection is made 
then the noise gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of the selected func-
tion of RPM and Blade Angle. This component is the impulsive sound associated with transonic tip 
speeds characteristic of helicopter rotor blades, and increases significantly in volume as the tip mach 
speed approaches 1.0.

Tip Mach
The calculated tip mach speed, which is:

TipMach = (2π x EffectiveBladeRadius) / (60 x SpeedOfSound)

Note: Speed of Sound is assumed to be constant for this model.

Mach Limit
A limit for the calculated tip mach speed. This keeps the maximum mach speed to a predetermined maxi-
mum. Usually between 0.95 and 0.99, depending how dominant the thickness noise is required. The 
sound model is not accurate above 0.99 since supersonic effects start to dominate the sound spectrum.

Effective Blade Radius
Constant used to scale tip mach speed based on blade radius (in meters).

Blade Number
Number of blades on shaft
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Blade Passing Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of blades passing a stationary point. 

BPF = (BladeNumber x ShaftRPM) / 60

Note: The default functions for the noise and force gains are dependent on the blade angle. 

Gain = 1 + | BladeAngle |

The effect of tip mach speed is already accounted for in the sound effect model. This default was selected 
since the effect and range of Blade Angle is aircraft dependent, with no clear default function derived 
from the underlying physics of sound production from a moving blade. The above equation provides a 
simple gain effect based on a linear increase in sound level as the blade moves away from a flat (zero 
angle) position. The thickness noise is not usually dependent on blade angle, hence a unity function has 
been selected for it's default. If however it is necessary to change these overall gains the stack setup for 
these functions has the tip mach speed at the top and the blade angle second. 

Noise Signal Connection
Connection to the signal to be used as the air noise input to the filter. Deleting this connection selects the 
default internal white noise generator.

Noise Filter Type
Selects a two pole filter type from; Low-pass, Band-pass, High-pass, Low-passQ, Band-passQ, High-
passQ. The latter three are amplitude adjusted such that the filter has unity gain at the roll-off frequency, 
and maintains this gain as the quality factor is increased. The band-pass filters have the low-pass and 
high-pass poles at the same roll-off frequency.

Q Factor Connection
Control object connection to provide quality factor control from elsewhere in model.

Q Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Q factor control value.

Q Factor
Quality factor for air noise filter. If the Q factor connection is blank then the Q scale factor is used as the 
Q value, else the Q is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

BPF Frequency Scale Factor
Scale factor for noise filter roll-off frequency.

BPF Frequency
Noise filter roll-off frequency, which is:

Freq = ScaleFactor x BPF

Noise Lag Filter Frequency
Roll-off frequency for noise envelope lag filter (in Hertz).

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.
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Gain
Amplitude gain of prop/rotor composite sound source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale 
factor is used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control 
object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the prop/rotor sound into the signal highway.
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Rotor

The Rotor object provides a composite sound for a rotating helicopter blade. It includes the three princi-
pal sources of noise; Air noise from the movement of air over the blades, Force noise from the impact of 
the blade with the air medium, and thickness noise due to the dual edge sound sources on a blade. 

The overall sound can be tuned based upon blade parameters such as radius and blade count, with overall 
gain control based on both RPM and blade angle.
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RPM Connection
Provides control connection for the blade shaft RPM (Revolutions per Minute).

RPM Scale Factor
Scaling factors for blade RPM.

RPM Value
The frequency (in Revolutions per Minute) of the blade shaft.

Blade Angle Connection
Provides control connection for the blade angle.

Blade Angle Scale Factor
Scale factor for blade angle.

Blade Angle Value
The Blade angle value.

Noise Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the noise gains based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Noise Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for noise gain.
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Noise Gain
The gain for the air noise component of the blade sound. If the no function connection is made then the 
noise gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of the selected function of 
RPM and Blade Angle.

Force Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the force gain based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Force Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for force gain.

Force Gain
The gain for the principle component of the blade sound due to the air force on the blade. If the no func-
tion connection is made then this gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of 
the selected function of RPM and Blade Angle.

Thickness Gain Function Connection
Connections to a selected table or function for controlling the thickness gain based upon RPM and Blade 
Angle. The RPM is the top of stack value, while the Blade Angle is second.

Thickness Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for thickness gain.

Thickness Gain
The gain for the thickness noise component of the blade sound. If the no function connection is made 
then the noise gain equals the scale factor, else it is the scale factor times the result of the selected func-
tion of RPM and Blade Angle. This component is the impulsive sound associated with transonic tip 
speeds characteristic of helicopter rotor blades, and increases significantly in volume as the tip mach 
speed approaches 1.0.

Tip Mach
The calculated tip mach speed, which is:

TipMach = (2π x EffectiveBladeRadius) / (60 x SpeedOfSound)

Note: Speed of Sound is assumed to be constant for this model.

Mach Limit
A limit for the calculated tip mach speed. This keeps the maximum mach speed to a predetermined maxi-
mum. Usually between 0.95 and 0.99, depending how dominant the thickness noise is required. The 
sound model is not accurate above 0.99 since supersonic effects start to dominate the sound spectrum.

Effective Blade Radius
Constant used to scale tip mach speed based on blade radius (in meters).

Blade Number
Number of blades on shaft.
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Blade Passing Frequency
Frequency (in Hertz) of blades passing a stationary point. 

BPF = (BladeNumber x ShaftRPM) / 60

Note: The default functions for the noise and force gains are dependent on the blade angle. 

Gain = 1 + | BladeAngle |

The effect of tip mach speed is already accounted for in the sound effect model. This default was selected 
since the effect and range of Blade Angle is aircraft dependent, with no clear default function derived 
from the underlying physics of sound production from a moving blade. The above equation provides a 
simple gain effect based on a linear increase in sound level as the blade moves away from a flat (zero 
angle) position. The thickness noise is not usually dependent on blade angle, hence a unity function has 
been selected for it's default. If however it is necessary to change these overall gains the stack setup for 
these functions has the tip mach speed at the top and the blade angle second. 

Noise Signal Connection
Connection to the signal to be used as the air noise input to the filter. Deleting this connection selects the 
default internal white noise generator.

Noise Filter Type
Selects a two pole filter type from; Low-pass, Band-pass, High-pass, Low-passQ, Band-passQ, High-
passQ. The latter three are amplitude adjusted such that the filter has unity gain at the roll-off frequency, 
and maintains this gain as the quality factor is increased. The band-pass filters have the low-pass and 
high-pass poles at the same roll-off frequency.

Q Factor Connection
Control object connection to provide quality factor control from elsewhere in model.

Q Scale Factor
Scaling factor for Q factor control value.

Q Factor
Quality factor for air noise filter. If the Q factor connection is blank then the Q scale factor is used as the 
Q value, else the Q is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

BPF Frequency Scale Factor
Scale factor for noise filter roll-off frequency.

BPF Frequency
Noise filter roll-off frequency, which is:.

Freq = ScaleFactor x BPF

Noise Lag Filter Frequency
Roll-off frequency for noise envelope lag filter (in Hertz).

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide amplitude gain control from elsewhere in model.

Gain Factor
Scaling factor for gain control value.
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Gain
Amplitude gain of prop/rotor composite sound source. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale 
factor is used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control 
object.

Feeder Connection
Connection to a feeder, which adds the prop/rotor sound into the signal highway.
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RIU Feeders
RIU Feeders

In a system with RIUs, all of the audio comes from and goes to the RIUs. Dependent on a number of sys-
tem specific factors, a model can have multiple audio channels coming into it (the input highways) and 
multiple audio channels being sent out (the output highways). 

The model takes sound from the input highways through the Audio In and Vox objects. It puts sound out 
to the output highways with a variety of feeders, including buffers, balancers, and others.

Each RIU has four analog inputs, four analog outputs, CODECs, and a DSP processor. Because it has an 
on board DSP processor, it can mix sounds locally. 

The RIU feeders map the input and output highways to the RIU inputs and outputs. 

The mappings do not need to be one to one - a single output highway can be sent to many RIU outputs, 
and inputs on a single RIU can be mixed together on the RIU and assigned to a single input highway. The 
feeders also allow sound to be routed from an RIU input to an output on the same RIU, without using any 
input or output highways.

If two output highways are assigned to the same RIU output, they will get mixed together on the RIU.

Note to Users: In order for the RIUs to work correctly you must have an “RIU Input” object for each RIU 
on the TDM ring. The “RIU Input” in the object must correspond to the physical address (set by rotary 
switch) of the RIU.
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RIU Audio Input

The RIU audio input feeder assigns the audio inputs from a single RIU to one of the input highways.

This feeder specifies a particular RIU. The four audio inputs from the RIU are mixed together and 
assigned to an input highway. Once the input highway is assigned, the sound is brought into the model by 
using the Audio In object or the Vox object.

The four physical inputs on the RIU can be mixed in any proportion and assigned to one input highway. 
The mixing ratio can be dynamically changed in the model. If you want more than one independent audio 
input from an RIU, just use more than one RIU Audio Input objects.
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Highway Channel
Input highway channel to which the audio will be routed (1 through 24). To get the audio from the input 
highway, the Audio In object or Vox object is used.

RIU Number
Specifies the RIU from which the input audio will be taken. This corresponds to the setting of a rotary 
switch on the RIU. A value of zero will render the object inoperative, as it does not specify a valid RIU.

Control Word Connection
A connection to an 8 bit control object which determines the control word. Only the 4 least significant 
bits are used.

Control Word Mask
Provides a mask for the control word connection. In the absence of a connection, this provides a control 
word.

Control Word
The control word is determined by the Control Word Connection and the Control Word Mask.

It determines which of the four input channels are to be mixed together. The highest order four bits are 
automatically set to zero. The least significant bit corresponds to input channel A on the RIU.

Individual Gain Connections
Provides connections for the individual gains.

Individual Gain Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the individual gain connections. In the absence of gain connections, these pro-
vide the gains themselves.
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Individual Gains
Indicates the multiplicative factor for each input signal. After the signals are multiplied by the individual 
gains, they are mixed together.

Overall Gain
After the inputs are multiplied by the individual gains and mixed together, they are multiplied by the 
overall gain and sent to the input highway. 
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RIU Audio Output

The RIU audio output feeder assigns an output highway channel to RIU outputs. The feeder acts as a 
local balancer for the RIU, taking one highway channel and splitting the sound out to the four audio out-
puts on the RIU in any proportion specified.
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Highway Channel
Output highway channel which will be the source of the sound for the RIU. The total number of output 
highway channels is assigned in the model configuration window. To put audio onto the output highway, 
use another feeder (such as the buffer or the balancer.)

RIU Number
Specifies the RIU to which the output audio will be sent.

Control Word Connection
A connection to an 8 bit control object which determines the control word. Only the 4 least significant 
bits are used.

Control Word Mask
Provides a mask for the control word connection. In the absence of a connection, this provides a control 
word.

Control Word
Determines which of the four output channels are to receive audio from the output highway. The highest 
order four bits are automatically set to zero. The lease significant bit corresponds to output channel A on 
the RIU.

Individual Gain Connections
Provides connections for the individual gains.

Individual Gain Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the individual gain connections. In the absence of gain connections, these pro-
vide the gains themselves.

Individual Gains
Indicates the multiplicative factor for the output audio for each audio channel that it is routed to.

Overall Gain
Multiplier for the output signal before it is multiplied by the individual gains.
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Local RIU

The local RIU feeder controls local mixing of inputs to outputs on an RIU. It is used to provide local mix-
ing of external audio signals and for sidetone control. 

By mixing the sidetone locally, only one output highway needs to be used if two channels at the RIU are 
going to have different sidetones but the same output otherwise.
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RIU Number
Specifies which RIU is to have the local sound mixing.

RIU Audio Input
Determines which audio input is to be routed to the audio outputs.

Control Word Connection
A connection to an 8 bit control object which determines the control word. Only the 4 least significant 
bits are used.

Control Word Mask
Provides a mask for the control word connection. In the absence of a connection, this provides a control 
word.

Control Word
Determines which of the four output channels are to receive audio from the audio input. The highest order 
four bits are automatically set to zero. The least significant bit corresponds to output channel A on the 
RIU.

Individual Gain Connections
Provides connections for the individual gains.

Individual Gain Scale Factors
Provide scale factors for the individual gain connections. In the absence of gain connections, these pro-
vide the gains themselves.

Individual Gains
Indicates the multiplicative factor for the output audio for each audio channel.

Overall Gain
Multiplier for the audio input signal before it is multiplied by the individual gains.
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Internal Controls
Math Function

The math function objects provide table lookups or mathematical functions within the model. Three types 
of math function are supported, single, double and triple variable, i.e. function of input X, function of 
input X and Y or function of input X,Y and Z. This object is connected to a list of different math functions 
described in the “Functions” section of this manual.

Each of these functions is a stack orientated calculation, with the first variable on the top of the stack, and 
the last at the bottom. The discrete functions can be grouped together to form more complicated function, 
all of which place their results on the stack, thus allowing the result of one function to be the input for the 
next.
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Input X Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the first variable to be used by the math function.

Input Y Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the second variable to be used by the math function.

Input Z Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the third variable to be used by the math function.

Input X,Y,Z Scale Factor
Scale factor for variables before application of selected function.

X Value
First variable used in function, appears a top stack element.

Y Value
Second variable used in function, appears as second stack element.

Z Value
Third variable used in function, appears as third stack element.

Function value
Value after function evaluation.

Function Connection
Connection to the function that will act on the input value(s).

Function gain
Scaling factor for function output.
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Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall gain control of the math function result from elsewhere in 
the model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Gain
Overall gain of the math function output result. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is 
used as the gain value, otherwise the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Result - Float
Output result of math function, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of math function, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float 
value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 dif-
ference provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of math function, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.
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Signal Function

The signal function is similar to the single variable math function, except that it takes as input either the 
gain of a signal, the noise of a signal, or the signal Tx value (1 if Tx is on, 0 otherwise) or the in-tune ID 
number of a radio receiver.

This object is useful for obtaining radio Tx states, RX signal/noise, marker tone on/off state, and other 
signal object results for use as a control value or for transmission of the state back to the host computer 
via one of the output objects.

The In-tune ID function is used to obtain the DIS ID number of the transmitting radio that a receiver is 
tuned to.
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Gain / Noise / TX Flag / InTuneID
This flag determines if the input value is the signal gain, noise, the TX value or the InTuneID. If it is set to 
TX, the input value is one when the signal is transmitting (has a non zero amplitude) and zero otherwise. 
If it is set to InTuneID, the input value will be set to the ID of the transmitter that the selected receiver is 
receiving and zero otherwise.

Signal Connection
Connection to the signal object that provides the input value.

Input Scale Factor
A scale factor for the input value taken from the Signal Connection.

Input Value
The value of the input to the function in the function connection. 

Function Connection
Connection to the function that acts on the input value.

Function Value
Value after function look-up.

Function Gain
Scaling factor for function output.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall gain control of the math function result from elsewhere in 
the model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.
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Gain
Overall gain of the math function output result. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is 
used as the gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

InTuneID
Output result when in InTuneID mode. Blank when no reception and set to DIS ID number when the 
selected receiver object is receiving.

Result - Float
Output result of math function, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of math function, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float 
value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 dif-
ference provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of math function, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of math function, hex value of the integer value.
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Logic Table

The Logic table object provides a mechanism for combining up to four boolean controls into a single 
function. The four inputs are combined to form a 4 bit number which is used as an index into a 16 value 
array. This array contains floating point values, so that a combination of control functions can be achieved 
in a simple fashion.
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Input Connections
Connection to control object which provide the boolean values to be assembled into a 4 bit index.

Local Inputs
Local input value, or if connection present, logic inversion flag.

Input Values
Boolean inputs to table lookup.

Index Value
Current index value used for table lookup.

Table Values
16 values selected by index value.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall gain control of the result from elsewhere in the model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Gain Value
Overall gain of the output result. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.
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Chain Connection
Control object connection to provide a chaining input value from a logic table elsewhere in the model.

Chain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for chain value.

Chain Value
Chain value to be added to logic table value. This provides a simple way of chaining two logic tables 
together to form an eight bit table lookup.

Result - Float
Output result of logic function, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of logic function, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float 
value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 dif-
ference provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of logic function, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of logic function, hex value of the integer value.
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Integer Table

The integer table provides a simple look up function for integer values.

It takes an integer input from an integer connection to which it adds an offset to get an index. If the index 
is between one and sixteen, the result is determined by the table. If the index is outside this range, the 
result is given by the index out of range value.

The table values are integers.
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Index Connection
Connection to a control object that provides an index value.

Index Offset
Offset value for the index connection.

Index
Current index value used for table lookup.

Table Values
16 values selected by index value.

Index Out of Range Value
If the index is not between 1 and 16, the result is the value given in this field.

Output Offset Connection
Connection to a control object that provides an offset to the output.

Output Offset Shift
Offset value for the output offset connection.

Output Offset
An offset value that is added to the value looked up in the table.
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Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall gain control of the result from elsewhere in the model.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Gain Value
Overall gain of the output result. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Result - Float
Output result of integer table, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of logic integer table, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the 
float value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 
difference provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of integer table, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of integer table, hex value of the integer value.
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Bit to Byte

The Bit to Byte object provides a mechanism for combining up to eight boolean controls into a single 
byte wide value.
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Input Connections
Connection to control object which provide the boolean values to be assembled into an 8 bit byte.

Local Inputs
Local input value, or if connection present, logic inversion flag.

Input Values
Boolean inputs to table lookup.

Byte Value
Current byte value from eight bits.

Gain Connection
Control object connection to provide overall gain control of the result from elsewhere in the model.

Gain Value
Overall gain of the output result. If the gain connection is blank then the gain scale factor is used as the 
gain value, else the gain is the scale factor times the output result of the control object.

Gain Scale Factor
Scaling factor for overall gain control value.

Result - Float
Output result of bit to byte function, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of bit to byte function, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the 
float value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 
difference provides a hysteresis value.
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Result - Integer
Output result of bit to byte function, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of bit to byte function, hex value of the integer value.
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Counter

The Counter provides a general purpose event or continuous ramping function.

In single shot mode it provides an externally triggered function lookup suitable for amplitude or fre-
quency control of signal sources for explosions, touch-down thumps, etc., where a pre-recorded sound 
file is not available or applicable. When set to continuous it provides a table driven modulation of wave-
forms, where the modulation rate is slower than the overall model execution rate (i.e. 0 to 10 hertz).
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Trigger Connection
Connection to another control object (usually a boolean input) which causes counter to run when trigger 
is on.

Local Trigger
Local value for the trigger. If no connection is made this allows the trigger to be left permanently in the 
on position. If a trigger connection is made then this provides an exclusive or function for inverting the 
trigger control state

Trigger
Counter trigger state, either the local trigger or the exclusive or function of the local trigger with the bool-
ean value of the trigger connection.

If in continuous mode the counter runs while this trigger is on, else if in one-shot mode the counter runs 
once for each off to on transition of the trigger.

Pause Connection
Connection to another control object (usually a boolean input) which causes counter to pause when pause 
is on.

Local Pause
Local value for the pause. If a pause connection is made then this provides an exclusive or function for 
inverting the pause control state

Pause
Counter pause state, either the local pause or the exclusive or function of the local pause with the boolean 
value of the pause connection. The counter will pause at its current value when pause is On.
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Duration Connection
Connection to another control object which provides host control over the duration period.

Local Duration Value
Value for duration, or scaling factor for duration connection value.

Duration
Length of time for which counter runs in seconds.

Delay Connection
Connection to another control object which provides host control over the delay period.

Local Delay Value
Value for re-start delay, or scaling factor for delay connection value.

Delay
Delay time (in seconds) when in continuous mode this is the time between the counter ending and restart-
ing again.

Range - Start
Starting value for counter.

Range - End
Ending value for counter.

Counter Value
Counter value used for function look-up.

Function Connection
Function used to convert from counter range to result, used to step through a table or polynomial.

Function Gain
Scaling factor for function output.

Function Value
Counter value after function look-up.

Continuous Mode
If On counter runs continuously while trigger is on, else runs once per off to on transition of trigger.

Count All Mode
If set counter will run through full range after off to on transition of trigger, else counter runs only while 
trigger is on, resetting to zero when trigger is off. 

Result - Float
Output result of counter, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of counter, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of counter, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.
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Result - Hex
Output result of counter, hex value of the integer value.
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Host Inputs
Float Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any single precision real variable.

It also provides a local test mechanism for simulating host inputs. 
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Packet Offset
Offset to input variable from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian and Little Endian formats,

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable used to read data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the ethernet status page.

Float Type
Format of floating point number.

Local Input Value
The current value of the Float being read from the ethernet packet.

Input Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the input variable prior to control function manipulation.

Control Connection
Connection to another control object for overall control of the floating point result.
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Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the control variable.

Control Value
Control value used as the second variable for the function lookup, allowing scaling or offsetting by 
another model control.

Function Connection
Selection of input scaling function. With the input value on the top of the stack and the control value on 
the bottom. The default (no selection) function multiplies the input value by the control value.

Scale Factor
Scale factor for function result.

Initial Value
Initial value loaded either at model load, or on each failure of the host communication link 

NOTE: the initial value mode is selected for the entire model on the model configuration page.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode, and ramping disabled.

Ramp Rate
Rate (in Hertz) at which to change result value between maximum and minimum values. Active only 
when Test mode is on.

Ramp Min. Value
Minimum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Ramp Max. Value
Maximum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value in hexadecimal, a rounding of the floating point result.
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Integer Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any integer variable. The integer can be 1, 2 or 4 bytes long.

A local test mode is provided to override the incoming host integer.
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Packet Offset
Offset to input variable from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian and Little Endian formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable used to read data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the ethernet status page.

Integer Size
Size of integer variable in ethernet packet. Valid sizes, 1,2, and 4 byte integers.

Local Value
The current value of the Integer being read from the ethernet packet.

Local Offset
Offset added to the input integer.

Control Connection
Connection to another control object for overall control of the floating point result.
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Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the control variable.

Control Value
Control value used as the second variable for the function lookup, allowing scaling or offsetting by 
another model control.

Function Connection
Selection of input scaling function. With the input value on the top of the stack and the control value on 
the bottom. The default (no selection) function multiplies the input value by the control value.

Scale Factor
Scale factor for function result.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value, and gain times input integer.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value, hexadecimal format.

Initial Value
Initial value loaded either at model load, or on each failure of the host communication link 

NOTE: the initial value mode is selected for the entire model on the model configuration page.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode - Decimal

Test Value - Hex
Value for result when in test mode – Hexadecimal
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Unsigned Integer Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any unsigned integer variable. The integer can be 1 or 2 bytes long. 

A local test mode is provided to override the incoming host integer. 
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Packet Offset
Offset to input variable from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian and Little Endian formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access.

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the ethernet variable used to read data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the ethernet status page.

Integer Size
Size of integer variable in ethernet packet. Valid sizes, 1,2, and 4 byte integers.

Local Value
The current value of the Integer being read from the ethernet packet.

Control Connection
Connection to another control object for overall control of the floating point result.

Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the control variable.
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Control Value
Control value used as the second variable for the function lookup, allowing scaling or offsetting by 
another model control.

Function Connection
Selection of input scaling function. With the input value on the top of the stack and the control value on 
the bottom. The default (no selection) function multiplies the input value by the control value.

Scale Factor
Scale factor for function result.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value, gain times input integer.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value, hexadecimal format.

Initial Value
Initial value loaded either at model load, or on each failure of the host communication link. 

NOTE: the initial value mode is selected for the entire model on the model configuration page.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode - Decimal

Test Value - Hex
Value for result when in test mode - Hexadecimal.
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Boolean Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any digital boolean variable (either byte or bit wide).

A local test mode is provided to override the incoming host boolean.
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Packet Offset
Offset to input variable from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Bit Offset
Bit in ethernet byte to be used as boolean, 0 is least significant bit, 7 is most significant.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access.

Local Value
The current value of the Boolean being read from the ethernet packet.

Invert Mode
Provides local logic inversion.

Input Value
The current value of the Boolean being read from the ethernet packet after inversion.

Control Connection
Connection to another control object for overall control of the floating point result.

Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the control variable.
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Control Value
Control value used as the second variable for the function lookup, allowing scaling or offsetting by 
another model control.

Function Connection
Selection of input scaling function. With the input value on the top of the stack and the control value on 
the bottom. The default (no selection) function multiplies the input value by the control value.

Scale Factor
Scale factor for function result.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value. 1.0 if input bit true, 0.0 if input bit false.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input boolean.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value in hexadecimal format, a rounding of the floating point result.

Initial Value
Initial value loaded either at model load, or on each failure of the host communication link 

NOTE: the initial value mode is selected for the entire model on the model configuration page.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Mark Space
Mark space ratio for test toggling of output result.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode.

Test Rate
Rate (in Hertz) at which result value is toggled. Active only when Test mode is on.
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8 Bit Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model. It 
pulls 8 bits from anywhere in the receive packet and combines them into a single byte.

A local test mode is provided to override the incoming host values.
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Packet Offsets
Offsets to input variables from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Bit Offsets
Bit in ethernet bytes to be used as input, 0 is least significant bit, 7 is most significant.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Local Input Values
The current values of the bits being read from the ethernet packet.

Bit Names
Names assigned to each bit. These names have no effect on the model operation, and are solely for the 
convenience of the user.

ID's
These numbers are not currently used.
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Invert Flags
Provide local bit inversion.

Input Values
The current values of the bits being read from the ethernet packet after inversion.

Bit Results
Result, after input and inversion, for each bit.

Byte Result
Byte value of the combined 8 result bits.

Control Value Connection
Connection to another control object for overall control of the floating point result.

Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the control variable.

Control Value
Control value used as the second variable for the function lookup, allowing scaling or offsetting by 
another model control.

Function Connection
Selection of input scaling function. With the input value on the top of the stack and the control value on 
the bottom. The default (no selection) function multiplies the input value by the control value.

Scale Factor
Scale factor for function result.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value. The eight bits are converted to a number from 0-255. This 
integer is acted on by the function and multiplied by the scale value to give the Float result.

Result - Boolean
Off if the float result is negative or less than 0.25, On if the float result is greater than 0.75. Between 0.25 
and 0.75 the result is hysteretic - if off, it will stay off until the result float reaches 0.75. If on, it will stay 
on until the float falls below 0.25.

Result - Integer
Output result, a rounding of the floating point result.

Initial Values
Initial values loaded either at model load, or on each failure of the host communication link.

NOTE: the initial value mode is selected for the entire model on the model configuration page.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Value
Value for input bits in test mode, expressed as an integer from 0 to 255.
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Message List 

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the play sound object, allowing 
a sequence of separate sound files to be played.

The list controller maintains an internal pointer into the message list which increments each time the 
sound replay object completes a file replay. This off-loads the host computer from timing tasks associated 
with replaying voice messages consisting of multiple adjacent sound files.

The output from this object can also be transmitted back to the host to allow a list completion value to be 
monitored.

External control of the message is provided by trigger and reset inputs. The trigger provides start stop 
control, while the reset allows for the forced truncation of a currently playing message.

The message list is defined either by the size of the memory area, or by a zero termination index. This 
allows messages shorter than the predefined size to be sent. As a result zero is unavailable as a file index 
code.

Currently the message list object only supports byte wide indexes, i.e., 1 through 255.
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Packet Offset
Offset to start of message list from beginning of ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access.

Message List Size
Maximum size of list allocated in ethernet packet (in bytes). The list can be zero terminated for variable 
length message lists.

Trigger Connection
Control object connection to provide start/stop control from elsewhere in model.

Local Trigger
Local value for the trigger. If no connection is made this allows the trigger to be left permanently in the 
on position. If a trigger connection is made then this provides an exclusive or function for inverting the 
trigger control state.

Trigger
The current trigger state, a value of on starts the list playing. If in continuous mode the list replays while 
this trigger is on, else if in one-shot mode the list replays once for each off to on transition of the trigger.

Reset Connection
Control object connection to provide start/stop control from elsewhere in model.
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Local Reset
Local value for the reset.

Reset
The current reset state, a value of on kills the currently playing list and inhibits the trigger.

Play All Mode
Mode control flag, if set on forces the list to be played in its entirety, if off the list will stop playing when 
the trigger switches off.

Continuous Mode
If this flag is on the message list will be repeated continuously while the trigger is in the on state. When 
the trigger changes to off the list will cease playing, note if the play all flag is set then the list will play to 
completion.

Delay Time
When in continuous mode the delay time provides a space (in seconds) between restarting the playing of 
the list.

Current Message Number
The current value in the message list, i.e. the value to be sent to a play sound file index.

Current Index
The current index into the message list. With 0 being inactive, and 1 being first byte in list.

Result - Integer
Current list object value as a 32bit integer.

Result - Float
Output result of current message list object converted to a floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of current message list object converted to a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital 
comparison of the float value based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, 
above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference provides a hysteresis value.
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Host Outputs
Host Outputs

The host outputs provide objects for connecting any control variable back to the transmission Ethernet 
packet.

Float Output

This provides an interface between a control variable (floating value) in the model and the Ethernet trans-
mission packet.
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Packet Offset
Offset to output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian and Little Endian formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Float Type
Format for floating point number.

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable used to write data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the Ethernet status page.

Output Connection
Connection to control object result to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the output value.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode, and ramping disabled.

Ramp Rate
Rate (in Hertz) at which to change result value between maximum and minimum values. Active only 
when Test mode is on.
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Ramp Min. Value
Minimum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Ramp Max. Value
Maximum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Result - Float
Floating point value to be sent to Ethernet packet.
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Float 8 Output

This provides an interface between eight control variables (floating value) in the model and the Ethernet 
transmission packet. 

The first float value is positioned on the ethernet packet offset defined in the object, with the remaining 
seven values positioned sequentially following the first.

Note: you must allow 8 times the size value bytes in the output packet when using this object.

Packet Offset
Offset to the first output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian, Little Endian, and Encore formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Float Type
Format for floating point number.
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Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable used to write data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the Ethernet status page.

Output Connections (1-8)
Connections to control object results to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode, and ramping disabled.

Ramp Rate
Rate (in Hertz) at which to change result value between maximum and minimum values. Active only 
when Test mode is on.

Ramp Min. Value
Minimum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Ramp Max. Value
Maximum value for result when in test ramp mode.

Result - Float
Floating point value to be sent to Ethernet packet.
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Integer Output

This provides an interface between a control variable (integer value) in the model and the Ethernet trans-
mission packet. 
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Packet Offset
Offset to output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian, Little Endian, and Encore formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable used to write data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the Ethernet status page.

Integer Size
Size of integer variable in Ethernet packet. Valid sizes, 1,2, and 4 byte integers.

Output Connection
Connection to control object result to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Control Scale Factor
Local scale factor for the output value.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode - Decimal or Hexadecimal.

Result - Integer
Output result, integer value.
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Integer 8 Output

This provides an interface between a control variable (integer value) in the model and the Ethernet trans-
mission packet. 

The first integer value is positioned on the ethernet packet offset defined in the object, with the remaining 
seven values positioned sequentially following the first.

Note: you must allow 8 times the size value bytes in the output packet when using this object.
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Packet Offset
Offset to the first output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian, Little Endian, and Encore formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable used to write data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the Ethernet status page.

Integer Size
Size of integer variable in Ethernet packet. Valid sizes, 1,2, and 4 byte integers.

Output Connections (1-8)
Connections to control object results to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode - Decimal or Hexadecimal.

Result - Integer
Output result, integer value.
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Signal 8 Output

This provides an interface between a control variable (signal value) in the model and the Ethernet trans-
mission packet. 

The first signal value is positioned on the ethernet packet offset defined in the object, with the remaining 
seven values positioned sequentially following the first.

Note: you must allow 8 times the size value bytes in the output packet when using this object.
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Packet Offset
Offset to the first output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable, includes Default, Big Endian, Little Endian, and Encore formats.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access.

Actual Ethernet Data Format
Format of the Ethernet variable used to write data, usually same as above, except when default type, then 
the format used is that specified on the Ethernet status page.

Integer Size
Size of integer in Ethernet packet. Valid sizes, 1,2, and 4 byte integers.

Signal Connections (1-8)
Connections to control object results to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Gain/Noise/TX Flags
Defines which signal parameter will be output

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.
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Test Value
Value for result when in test mode - Decimal or Hexadecimal.

Result - Integer
Output result, integer value.
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Boolean Output

This provides an interface between a control variable (boolean value) in the model and the Ethernet trans-
mission packet. 
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Packet Offset
Offset to output variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Bit Offset
Bit in Ethernet byte to be used as boolean, 0 is least significant bit, 7 is most significant.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Output Connection
Connection to control object result to be sent to Ethernet packet.

Invert Mode
Provides local logic inversion.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override output value.

Test Mark Space
Mark space ratio for test toggling of output result.

Test Value
Value for result when in test mode.

Test Rate
Rate (in Hertz) at which result value is toggled. Active only when Test mode is on.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input boolean. 
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Host Morse Inputs
Morse Keyer Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any ASCII string driven Morse code sequence.

It decodes the incoming zero terminated ASCII string into the correct sequence of on/off pulses required 
for Morse code communication. In addition to the usual letters and numbers defined in the Morse code, it 
also includes the characters (* and -) to represent individual dot and dash combinations. The Morse keyer 
has configuration control for the keying rate, whether an end of word space should be placed at the end of 
the string, and whether the current string should always be keyed to completion.
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Packet Offset
Offset to input variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Morse String Size
Maximum size of Morse string allocated in Ethernet packet. The string can be zero terminated for vari-
able length strings. A Size value of zero forces the use of the test string.

Keying Rate Connection
Connection to another control object for overall Morse key rate.

Local Keying Rate
Local key rate or scale factor for key rate connection.

Keying Rate
Morse code key rate in dots per second. (default 8 dots per second = 125 ms per dot).

Repeat Time Connection
Connection to another control object for Morse string repeat time.

Local Repeat Time
Local repeat time or scale factor for repeat time connection.
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Repeat Time
Repeat period (in seconds) for retransmission of Morse code string.

Actual Dot Rate
Morse code dot rate. Note: this is the rate in use by the keyer selected as the nearest rate which can be 
derived by integer subdivision from the model execution rate.

Play All
Mode flag for forcing entire ident string to be completed before starting a new string.

End Space
Mode flag to control whether the Morse string is terminated with an inter-word gap (6 spaces) before re-
transmission.

Invert Mode
Provides local logic inversion of keying.

Current Morse String
Morse code string currently being used.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value in hexadecimal, a rounding of the floating point result.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override Ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test String
Morse code string used when in test mode. 
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Morse Identifier Input

This provides an interface between the host's Ethernet control packet and the object orientated model for 
any 4 character ASCII string identifier sequence.

It decodes the incoming zero terminated ASCII string into the correct sequence of on/off pulses required 
for ident code communication. In addition to the usual letters and numbers defined in the Morse code, it 
also includes the characters (* and -) to represent individual dot and dash combinations. The Morse keyer 
has configuration control for the keying rate, and the repeat rate for the identifier. Packet Offset

Offset to input variable from beginning of Ethernet packet, in bytes.

Ethernet Packet
Ethernet packet used for variable access. 

Current Identifier String
Morse code string currently being used.

Keying Rate Connection
Connection to another control object for overall Morse key rate.

Local Keying Rate
Local key rate or scale factor for key rate connection.

Keying Rate
Morse code key rate in dots per second. (default 8 dots per second = 125 ms per dot).

Repeat Time Connection
Connection to another control object for Morse string repeat time.

Local Repeat Time
Local repeat time or scale factor for repeat time connection.
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Repeat Time
Repeat period (in seconds) for retransmission of Morse code string.

Actual Dot Rate
Morse code dot rate. Note: this is the rate in use by the keyer selected as the nearest rate which can be 
derived by integer subdivision from the model execution rate.

Carrier Wave Mode Connection
Connection to another control object for carrier wave control.

Local Carrier Wave Mode
Local carrier mode flag or exclusive-or function for carrier wave connection.

Carrier Wave Mode
Provides control of carrier wave state during gaps in identifier. When On the identifier has spaces 
appended to the front and back of the string, and the carrier wave is on when not keying Morse string. 
Intended for use with the continuous wave non-directional beacon.

Invert Mode
Provides local logic inversion of keying.

Result - Float
Output result of input, floating point value.

Result - Boolean
Output result of input, as a boolean. The boolean (On / Off) is a digital comparison of the float value 
based on a 0.3 and 0.7 low and high threshold value. Below 0.3 is Off, above 0.7 is On, the 0.4 difference 
provides a hysteresis value.

Result - Integer
Output result of input, integer value, a rounding of the floating point result.

Result - Hex
Output result of input, integer value in hexadecimal, a rounding of the floating point result.

Initial Identifier String
Morse code string loaded at start-up or on host communication fail.

Test Mode
Test mode enable flag allows user to override Ethernet input value. Useful for debug purposes only.

Test Identifier String
Morse code string used when in test mode.
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Global Channels
Global Channels

Global Channels are a method of providing communication between models running on different DSP 
boards within the same DACS.

Normally, when you have models running on two or more DSP boards in a DACS, they act indepen-
dently. You can load and save models to them independently, and all the sounds they process and generate 
will be independent of each other.

Sometimes, however, it's necessary to pass sound from one model to another. This would be the case, for 
example, when you want to have multiple people on an intercom bus, or if you want them to all hear the 
same signal.

Global Channels are used to accomplish this passing of sound back and forth. To use them, your DACS 
must be properly configured.

Additionally to reduce the DSP loading, sounds can be generated on one DSP and passed to the other 
over the global bus.

Setting up the DACS for DSP to DSP communication

In order for the separate DSPs within the DACS to communicate, they must be set up as follows:

1) The hardware should be properly configured. This is done by ASTi before a system is shipped to the 
customer. 

2) In the Model Timing Window manually, designate the master and slaves. Model Builder 3.10 allows 
one master and two slaves, which allows up to three cards to pass sound. The master and slave(s) can all 
intercommunicate. Any DSP that is not designated as a master or a slave will not be able to communicate 
with other DSPs.

-OR-

designate the Master and Slave(s) in the .CFG file. (See SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, Master_DSP and 
Slave_DSP).

3) Set the sample rate of the DSP you've designated as the master in the Model Configuration Window. 
The slaves will all automatically be set to this sample rate. Other than determining the sample rate, there 
is no difference between master and slave DSPs. All models that are communicating must be running at 
the same sample rate.

NOTE: Not all DSP boards need to be communicating. It is perfectly OK to have two boards hooked up 
as a Master/Slave and communicating via global channels, and to have a third board running indepen-
dently at a different sample rate. This might be done, for instance, when simulating communications (sev-
eral boards linked) and Aural Cues (One board, possibly running at a higher sample rate for higher sound 
fidelity) on the same DACS.
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Communicating between DSPs after the DACS is properly set up

Once the DACS is properly configured, there are three ways of sending signals across global channels.

The first way is to designate a global channel in the GLB field of a signal object. Allowed values of global 
channels are 1 through 64 (Earlier versions of Model Builder only allow 31 global channels.). A value of 
zero means no global channel is attached. When a global channel is designated, the sound stream from 
the signal will get sent out on the designated global channel. To receive this signal in another model, use 
the “GlobalIn” signal. This will pull the sound stream off of the global channel for use within the model. 
Only one sound in a given model should be directed to a given global channel. If two sounds from the 
same model are designated to the same global channel, one of them won't be put on. However, if two dif-
ferent cards put sound on the same global channel, the sounds will get mixed together.

The second way to use the global channels is through the Intercom object. To set up an intercom bus that 
operates across DSP boards, create an intercom object in each model and designate them all with the 
same global channel in the “Glb” field of the intercom object. They will all form one intercom bus, and 
any voice or signal sent into the bus in one model can be heard in the other models as well.

The third way to use global channels is indirectly through the Radio objects. In this case, global channels 
are not specifically designated, but used internally by the software as needed. To have radios communi-
cating across DSP boards to different models, attach the radio to a world position. In that world position, 
specify the radio as a “LocalNet” or “DIS” in the “Entity Id” field, and assign an entity ID in the Entity 
Number field. Then designate the radio ID in the RadioID field of the radio object. All radios communi-
cating over the local net must have a unique combination of entity ID and radio ID for them to be mod-
eled properly. All radios designated in this way will be able to communicate between models in separate 
DSP boards.

As an example for the third case, suppose you have two models, A and B, running on two DSP cards. 
Suppose also that each model has two radios, and all the radios should be able to communicate. Suppose 
that the radios in model A are both on the same aircraft, while the radios on model B are separate ground 
stations.
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The diagram below demonstrates how these radios could be assigned entity and radio ID's:

The two radios in model A would have ID's 100:1 and 100:2, and the radios in model B would B 101:1 
and 102:1 (The ID is given as entity ID:radio ID). Each radio has a unique combination of entity and 
radio ID's, so all the radios would be able to communicate (provided they are on the same frequency, in 
range, etc.)

Note: If you are set up to run DIS or HLA Radios, you do not need to set up the Local Net. Radios on 
other boards will automatically communicate with each other in this case.
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World Position Objects
Geodetic World Position

The Geodetic World Position object provides a simple location feature for radio and transmitter position-
ing. The World positions of the transmitter and receiver are used to compute diminishing power with an 
inverse square law, as well as occulting by the earth for line of sight transmissions. The model of the earth 
is a smooth ellipsoid (model WGS84).

The Geodetic World position comes in two flavors - Geodetic float and geodetic 32 bit. The Geodetic float 
specifies the latitude and longitude as float variables, while the 32 bit express them as 32 bit integers. The 
32 bit integer world position provides smoother connection when a world position goes from 360 to 0 
degrees (i.e. crosses the international date line).
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Latitude Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the Latitude in degrees.

Longitude Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the Longitude in degrees.

Altitude Connection
Connection to another control object which provides the altitude in meters.

Lat./Long./Alt. Offsets
Offsets for position variables. If the connection fields are empty, the offsets become the position values.
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Lat./Long./Alt. Values
Latitude in degrees. Longitude in degrees. Altitude in meters.

Entity Number
Specifies the DIS entity ID of the simulated entity which the attached radio object is associated with.

Exercise Number
Specifies the exercise number which the attached radio object is associated with. Radios can only com-
municate with other radios with the same exercise ID. The exercise ID is required for all world positions, 
whether or not DIS is being used.

NOTE: An exercise number of zero is INVALID.

Entity ID
Specifies whether the radio or transmitter connected to the world position is communicating only within 
the model, to other models in the same DACS (Local Net), to other DACS via DIS or over HLA.

If one of these nets is specified, the entity ID will consist of three numbers: the Host, Site and Entity IDs. 
The Site and Host numbers can come from 1 of 2 places; either the values displayed in the DIS Protocol 
Status window (which are themselves either derived from the system IP address, or explicitly set in the 
configuration file), or they may be inherited from a connection to an 'Entity' object. The Entity ID is given 
in the World Position object. In addition, the connected object will also be given an exercise ID.

Geocentric Posn (X,Y,Z)
The X,Y,Z values, in meters from the center of the Earth, corresponding to the given Latitude, Longitude, 
and Altitude.
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Geocentric World Position

The Geocentric World Position object provides a simple location feature for radio and transmitter posi-
tioning. The World positions of the transmitter and receiver are used to compute diminishing power with 
an inverse square law, as well as occulting by the earth for line of sight transmissions. The model of the 
earth is a smooth ellipsoid.

The Geocentric World position is identical to the Geodetic World Position, except that the input values for 
the position are given in terms of X, Y and Z meters from the center of the Earth.

If the world position is 0,0,0 (i.e. the center of the Earth), then the ranging effects of any attached radio 
will be turned off, and the radio will clearly receive all transmissions on its frequency.
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X,Y, and Z Connections
Connections to other control objects which provides the X,Y, and Z coordinates.

X,Y, and Z Offsets
Offsets for position variables. If the connection fields are empty, the offsets become the position values.

X,Y and Z Values
The position, given in meters, relative to the center of the earth. If a radio is placed at (0,0,0) (i.e. the cen-
ter of the earth), the ranging will be turned off and the radio will receive any signal broadcast on its fre-
quency, regardless of its power or position.

Geocentric Posn (X,Y,Z)
The X,Y,Z values, in meters from the center of the Earth. These are the same as the X,Y, and Z values.

Other Fields
The remaining fields are identical to the ones in the geodetic world position objects.
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Entity

The Entity object is used in DIS to attach a radio transmitter or receiver to an external DIS entity. The 
world position of the radio is taken from the world position of the DIS entity as the new position informa-
tion comes in over DIS. This allows the radio simulation of an object to be run on the DACS while the 
position and other information is being simulated elsewhere on DIS.
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Connections
Connections to other control object that provides the site number, Host/Application number, Entity Num-
ber, Radio ID, and Exercise Number.

Offsets
Provide offsets for the Site number, Host/Application number, Entity number, Radio ID and Exercise 
Number. If any of the connection fields are empty, the offset provides the value.

Site Number Connection
This provides the Site number of the DIS entity that the entity object is attaching to.

Host /Application Number Connection
This provides the Host/Application number of the DIS entity that the entity object is attaching to.

Entity Number Connection
This provides the Entity number of the DIS entity that the entity object is attaching to. The Site, Host, and 
Entity Number uniquely specify one DIS entity.

Exercise Number Connection
This provides the Exercise number of the DIS entity to which the entity object is attached.

NOTE: An exercise number of zero is INVALID.
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Default Position Connection
This provides a connection to a world position object, which specifies the position of the entity before any 
DIS packets have arrived given its location.

The entity ID and exercise numbers specified in the attached world position object are ignored.

If a radio is attached to an entity object with no default position, and no entity PDUs are being received 
over the network, then the radio will not transmit or receive any signals.

Entity ID
The word (none, Local, HLA, DIS) determines whether the entity ID is a Local, HLA, or DIS. The num-
ber specifies the entity ID.

This object will normally only be used for DIS. The specifying of ID numbers for Local Net and HLA 
radios should be done through the world position object.

Current Geocentric Position
Current position of the specified entity. This value is from the last DIS packet received with the entity's ID 
and position information, or from the Default Position if no packet has yet been received, or if the last 
packet times out.
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RIU Digital I/O
RIU Digital Output

The RIU digital output allows the software to drive a digital output on the RIU. Each RIU has four single 
bit digital outputs.

For information on the wiring of the digital output, see the Operations and Maintenance manual.
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RIU
Determines which RIU the digital output is being sent to. The RIU number is set by a rotary switch on the 
RIU, and can range from 1 to 16. If this value is zero, no RIU will receive the Digital Output.

Digital Out Channel
Determines which digital output channel is being driven. Digital Out channel 0 is the digital output on 
channel A of the RIU. Channel 3 is the digital output on channel D of the RIU.

Output Connection
Connection to a control object which determines the value to be driven.

Test Mode
If the test mode is on, the digital output is driven from the test mode and the output connection is ignored.

Invert Flag
If on, the invert flag logically inverts the value of the Output connection before sending it to the digital 
output.
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RIU Digital Input

The RIU digital input object provides access to the digital inputs on the RIU. Each RIU has 4 single bit 
digital inputs, numbered 0 to 3. In order for an RIU digital input to be read, an RIU audio input object for 
the RIU must be put in the feeders list. Note: Not all systems employ the use of RIUs. 
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RIU
Determines which RIU the digital input is being read from. The RIU number is set by a rotary switch on 
the RIU, and can range from 1 to 16. A value of zero tells the object not to take input from any RIU, so 
the Local Value will just remain at the Initial Value.

Digital In Channel
Determines which digital input channel is being read. Di channel 0 is the digital input on channel A of the 
RIU. Di channel 3 is the digital input on channel D of the RIU.

Di channels 4 through 10 are only accessible on custom packaged RIUs.

Local Value
The local value being read from the RIU. If the RIU is not on the TDM ring, or if an RIU analog input 
feeder for the RIU has not been put in the feeders list, the local value will be taken from the initial value. 
The value will be either ON or OFF.

Invert Flag
Logically inverts the local value.

Result
The final result for the object. Four values are given - float, boolean, integer, and Hex. The appropriate 
format will be used depending on where the object is attached. (e.g., if the object is plugged into a gain, 
the float value will be used.)

Test Mode
Overrides the local value from the RIU. The test mode is set to OFF when the model is loaded.

Initial Value
The initial value is loaded into the local value at start-up. It may also be loaded when the RIU fails, based 
on the initialize inputs flag set in the model configuration window.
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PIU Input/Output
PIU Digital Input

The PIU digital input object provides access to the digital inputs on the PIU which communicates with 
the RIU via one of the two RIU serial interfaces (ports). In order for a PIU digital input to be read, an RIU 
audio input object for the RIU must be put in the feeders list. Note: Not all systems employ the use of 
PIUs. 
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RIU
Determines which RIU the PIU is attached to. The RIU number is set by a rotary switch on the RIU, and 
can range from 1 to 15. A value of zero tells the object not to take input from any RIU, so the Local Value 
will just remain at the Initial Value.

Port
Reflects which RIU serial port (A or B) the PIU is connected to and which PIU of the multidrop chain is 
to be used. The PIU number is set by jumper setting and can range from 1 to 7.

Digital In Channel
Determines which PIU digital input channel is being read. Although the actual number of PIU digital 
inputs is dependent on the hardware capabilities, valid software values are 0-24.

Local/Input Value
The local/input value being read from the PIU. If the associated RIU is not on the TDM ring, or if an RIU 
analog input feeder for the RIU has not been put in the feeders list, the local value will be taken from the 
initial value. 

The value will be either ON or OFF.

Invert Flag
Logically inverts the local value

Result
The final result for the object. Four values are given - float, boolean, integer, and Hex. The appropriate 
format will be used depending on where the object is attached. (e.g., if the object is plugged into a gain, 
the float value will be used.)

Test Mode
Overrides the local value from the RIU. The test mode is set to OFF when the model is loaded.
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Initial Value
The initial value is loaded into the local value at start-up. It may also be loaded when the RIU fails, based 
on the initialize inputs flag set in the model configuration window.
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PIU Analog Input

The PIU analog input object provides access to the analog inputs on the PIU which communicates with 
the RIU via one of the two RIU serial interfaces (ports). In order for a PIU digital input to be read, an RIU 
audio input object for the RIU must be put in the feeders list.
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RIU
Determines which RIU the PIU is connected to. The RIU number is set by a rotary switch on the RIU, 
and can range from 1 to 15. A value of zero tells the object not to take input from any RIU, so the Local 
Value will just remain at the Initial Value.

Port
Reflects which RIU serial port (A or B) the PIU is connected to and which PIU of the multidrop chain is 
to be used. The PIU number is set by jumper setting and can range from 1 to 7.

Analog In Channel
Determines which PIU analog input channel is being read. Although the actual number of PIU digital 
inputs is dependent on the hardware capabilities, valid software values are 0-64

Local Value Connection
The local connection value being read from the PIU. If the associated RIU is not on the TDM ring, or if 
an RIU analog input feeder for the RIU has not been put in the feeders list, the local value will be taken 
from the initial value. The value will be either ON or OFF.

Local Scale Value
Multiplier for Local value connection.

Result
The final result for the object. Four values are given - float, boolean, integer, and Hex. The appropriate 
format will be used depending on where the object is attached. (e.g., if the object is plugged into a gain, 
the float value will be used.)

Test Mode
Overrides the local value from the RIU. The test mode is set to OFF when the model is loaded.

Initial Value
The initial value is loaded into the local value at start-up. It may also be loaded when the RIU fails, based 
on the initialize inputs flag set in the model configuration window.
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PIU Digital Output

The PIU digital output allows the software to drive a digital output on the PIU.

For information on the wiring of the PIU digital output, see the Operations and Maintenance manual
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RIU
Determines which RIU the PIU is connected to. The RIU number is set by a rotary switch on the RIU, 
and can range from 1 to 15. If this value is zero, no RIU will receive the Digital Output.

Port
Reflects which RIU serial port (A or B) the PIU is connected to and which PIU of the multidrop chain is 
to be used. The PIU number is set by jumper setting and can range from 1 to 7.

Digital Out Channel
Determines which PIU digital output channel is being driven. Although the actual number of PIU digital 
outputs is dependent on the hardware capabilities, valid software values are 0-64.

Output Connection
Connection to a control object which determines the value to be driven.

Test Mode
If the test mode is on, the digital output is driven from the test mode and the output connection is ignored.

Invert Flag
If on, the invert flag logically inverts the value of the Output connection before sending it to the digital 
output.
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Functions
Table Function

The table function provides a single function look-up in a table with up to 32 breakpoints (floating point). 
The breakpoint table is editable on-line, and is stored as part of the model. A single table is reusable in 
several parts of the same model.

An interpolate control allows the table to provide single variable straight line interpolation of data, or 
non-interpolated, stepwise changes in data.

The top of stack value is replaced by its corresponding value from the table.
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Interpolate
Interpolate On enables straight line interpolation of data.

X Values
X axis values for table lookup.

F(X) Values
Function values for each x value breakpoint in table.
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Polynomial

The polynomial function provides a simple third order expansion from the input value (X) with user 
definable factors.

F(X)= A.X 3 + B.X 2 + C.X + D

The result is held between the upper and lower limits. 

The top stack value is replaced by its polynomial value.
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A value
X cubed scale factor.

B value
X squared scale factor.

C value
X scale factor.

D value
Constant offset value.

Upper Limit
Maximum value for F(X).

Lower Limit
Minimum value for F(X).
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Scale and Limit

The scale and limit function provides a simple first order expansion from the input value (X) with user 
definable factors, limited between an upper and lower limit.

F(x) = M*X + C

The result is held between the upper and lower limits. 

The top stack value is replaced by its scaled value.

M value
X scale factor.

C value
Constant offset value.

Upper Limit
Maximum value for F(X).

Lower Limit
Minimum value for F(X).
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Log / Antilog

The log and antilog functions provide the log and antilog (base 10) of the input value on top of the stack.

The top stack value is replaced by the function result. 
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X Scale Factor
Scale Factor for the input (X) value.

Result Scale Factor
Scale Factor for the result.

Upper Limit
Maximum value for F(X).

Lower Limit
Minimum value for F(X).
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Lag Filter Function

The lag filter provides a simple slew-rate limiting filter which is useful for fade-in and fade-out effects.

The filter function is defined as:

Y N = Y N-1 + K(X N - Y N-1)

Where 

X N = new input value

Y N = new output value

Y N-1 = last frame's output value

K = Attack const If X N > Y N-1 

K = Decay const If X N < Y N-1 

The result is held between the upper and lower limits. 

The top stack value is replaced by its filtered value.
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Attack constant
Filter attack rate constant.

Decay constant
Filter decay rate constant.

Upper Limit
Maximum limit value for filter accumulation to prevent saturation of integrators.

Lower Limit
Minimum limit value for filter accumulation to prevent saturation of integrators. 
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Adder/ Subtracter/ Multiplier

The basic math functions provide simple addition, subtraction, or multiplication of two input variables.

These functions have no configurable parameters.
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Divider

This basic math function provides a simple division of two input variables.

Inverse
Inverts normal division of X by Y, i.e. F(X,Y) = X/Y else F(X,Y) = Y/X, where X is top of stack, and Y is 
second on stack.

Upper Limit
Maximum value for F(X).

Lower Limit
Minimum value for F(X).
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Random Number

Provides a simple random number addition or multiply factor for the top stack value. The random number 
is limited between upper and lower limits, and is added to the input value. A multiply flag allows the ran-
dom number to be used as a scale factor for the input value.

Multiply
Controls whether the random number is added to the input value or multiplied by the input value. If set to 
“*” then F(X) = Random Number * X, otherwise F(X) = Random Number + X.

Random Maximum
Maximum random number value.

Random Minimum
Minimum random number value.
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Comparator and MaxMin

The comparator function provides a simple comparison of the top stack input with a set threshold. The 
top stack element is then replaced by a value dependent on the threshold comparison.

The maxmin function compares the top two values of the stack and returns either the maximum or the 
minimum, depending on the flag value.
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Threshold
Threshold for input value comparison.

Greater Value
Output value when input greater than threshold.

Lower value
Output value when input less than or equal to threshold.

Flag
If the flag is set to Maximum, the MaxMin function returns the greater of X and Y.

If the flag is set to Minimum, the MaxMin function returns the lesser of X and Y.
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Switch

The switch is similar to the comparator, except that it takes its outputs from the Y and Z values (the sec-
ond and third values on the stack) instead from fixed fields.

Threshold
Threshold for input value comparison.

Y Scale Factor
Scale factor for the Y value.

Z Scale Factor
Scale factor for the Z value.

> or <=
If this field is >, then the function value will be Y times the Y scale factor if X is greater than the thresh-
old, otherwise it will be Z times the Z scale factor.

If this field is <=, then the function value will be Y times the Y scale factor if X is less than or equal to the 
threshold, otherwise it will be Z times the Z scale factor.
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Function Group

The function group provides a mechanism for producing more complicated functions based on the exist-
ing simple functions. The group is a list of functions that act upon the eight element deep stack. Each 
function operates on the top stack elements, then passes its resulting stack on to the next function. The 
order of operation is that of the function list with the top function acting on the stack first.
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The function group list has no configurable parameters.
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Swap / Duplicate

The swap and duplicate functions are only available inside of a function group. They provide simple stack 
manipulation, for duplicating the top stack element, or for swapping the top two elements.

The function group list has no configurable parameters.
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System Configuration
Configuration Files

What is a Configuration file?
There are two conceptual levels at which the user defines the application-specific features of the ASTi 
DACS.

One of these pertains to the actual cues generated, and their routing to the various user microphones and 
speakers. This level, in principle, is a function of the platform being simulated, the specific tank, aircraft, 
or submarine etc. This is referred to as the overall “Custom Model”. It is comprised of several individual 
“models” running on each DSP.

The other level of customization, being addressed in this chapter, is related to the system installation, 
such as the Host Ethernet interface, or the model iteration rate. This area of user-specific configuration is 
termed the “System Configuration” and is modified using special “System Configuration Commands”. 
These configuration details are, in general, not a direct function of the platform being simulated.

The System Configuration File is an ASCII text file containing system wide configuration commands 
which are used to set Model Builder's internal variables

Saving System Configuration Files
Within Model Builder the user is able to make changes to these System Configuration files on the relevant 
interactive pages, as described in the following sections of this chapter, and observe the results immedi-
ately, as with changes to the custom model. However, in order to save changes to System Configuration 
files, the user cannot just save the relevant page changes, but must edit the System Configuration file 
using System Configuration Commands. The list of System Configuration Commands and their associ-
ated syntax, is listed at the end of this chapter. The various pages that present System Configuration data 
are discussed in the next sections

Using the Configuration file
The Model Builder can be configured to your system requirements using a configuration file. This is an 
ASCII text file containing system wide configuration commands which are used to set Model Builder's 
internal variables. 

When Model Builder is initiated using the MB command, an additional parameter may be appended to 
the command line to define the configuration file to be used during initialization.

E.g. MB_Aircraft, where a configuration file Aircraft.cfg is the required configuration file.

If no parameter is specified, Model Builder uses the configuration file DEFAULT.CFG.

An example configuration file is shown below

Configuration file commands
Each command consists of a single line of ASCII text of the form 

[Command] = [parameter]

The command line parser is case insensitive, and the square brackets [_] are not part of the command line.

The semi-colon can be used on a line to place comments against commands. All characters after the ; are 
ignored by the command parser.
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Sample Configuration File
Model1 = engines.mdl

Model2 = comms.mdl

Number_DSPs = 2

Sound_directory = ..\sounds22\

Ethernet:Local_Raw = 00-00-00-00-00-01

Ethernet:Raw_Source = 00-00-00-00-00-02

It should be noted that all configuration files have a .CFG suffix

The configuration file can be used to specify:

• The Ethernet address and mode parameters. 

• The DIS address and mode parameters. 

• The HLA address and mode parameters. 

• The sound models to be loaded automatically. 

• The default directory where the soundfiles are stored. 

• The number of DSPs in the system. 

• The dll to be loaded and its supporting files. 

System Configuration Pages
The pages listed below are those in which the user is given access to the system configuration parameters. 

• Model Timing Window

• Ethernet D.I.S. Protocol Window

• Ethernet Control Window

• Ethernet Status Window

• Model Configuration Window*

• Cell Interface 

The commands and readouts for these pages are dealt with individually, page by page in the following 
sections.

* Note: This is the only instance where system configuration parameters are presented on a custom 
model. The model configuration window is described in detail in the menus section at the beginning of 
this manual.
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Sound Model Configuration file commands

Model
Command String; MODEL[N] = <path><filename>

Where [N]=Model number. Maximum value is equal to the number of DSP cards in the DACS

And where <path> = Standard DOS convention

And <filename> = Standard 8 character DOS convention

The Model line allows you to specify the sound model that will be loaded on system start-up. 

The default: values are:

Model1 = untitled.mdl

Model2 = untitled.mdl

Model3 = untitled.mdl

Model4 = untitled.mdl

Notes: If no path is given, the system attempts to load the model from the directory that the Model 
Builder command was issued. If the specified model is not found, the system reports an error message.

DSPGain
This command sets the pre-amp gain for individual DSP Input Channels. This command only applies to 
Waveform Synthesizer DSP cards. RIU pre-amp gains are set using hardware jumpers on the individual 
RIU units.

Command String; DSP<integer#>GAIN<channel #>= <Decimal Number>

Where <integer#> = index number of the DSP card being set (Card 1 through 8) and,

Where <channel#> = channel number (1 through 8) of DSP for which the gain is being set. (i.e. each DSP 
card contains eight input/output audio channels.) and,

where <Decimal Number> = YYY Decimal number in range 1 through 1000 that represents the selected 
gain.

When no DSP card number is specified then the gain applies to all DSP cards in the DACS. Similarly, 
when no channel number is specified the gain value applies to all eight channels.

E.g. DSPGAIN=10 sets all pre-amp gains to 10 for all channels on all DSPs

E.g. DSP2GAIN=10 sets all pre-amp gains on DSP card # 2 to 10 for all channels on all DSPs

E.g. DSP1GAIN3=50 

DSP1GAIN4=50 

sets pre-amp gains to 50 for channels 3 and 4 on DSP1

Default value is DSPGAIN=1 
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Model_Rate
Command String; MODEL_RATE = <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number> = YYY Decimal number that represents the selected iteration rate for the 
model in Hz ranging from 1 to 100 Hz

Default value is MODEL_RATE =24.

Sound_Directory
Command String; SOUND_DIRECTORY = <Path>

Where <Path> = path to directory in which all soundfile are stored.

Default value is no path. i.e. current directory.

Where different models (running in different DSPs) need different values then the model number should 
be appended to the command string. e.g.

Format: Sound_Directory1 = [path]

Sound_Directory2 = [path]

Sound_Directory3 = [path]

Sound_Directory4 = [path]

Number_DSPs
Command string; NUMBER_DSPS = <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number> = Y Decimal number. Allowable values 0 through 6.

The Number _DSPs command defines the number of DSPs present in the hardware configuration. This 
configuration command is used to disable error messages from non-existent DSPs, and to prevent the sys-
tem error code sent back to the host from detecting a non-existent DSP.

The Default value is determined by the system count of DSP cards that it detects

Notes: To run Model Builder stand-alone on a PC rather than the target hardware, use Number_DSP = 0. 
Model Builder generates DSP interrupts from the PC timers instead of the DSPs. The model will run at a 
fixed 17.5 Hz rate.

Master_DSP
Command String; MASTER_DSP =<Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number> = Y Decimal number. Allowable values 0 through 6.

Sets the master DSP for multiple DSPs chained together via their communication ports.

Default value: MASTER_DSP =0

Note: Value of zero disables Master DSP communication.
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Slave_DSP
Command String; SLAVE_DSP =<Decimal Number> [ , <Decimal Number>]

Where <Decimal Number> = Y Decimal number. Allowable values 0 through 6.

If multiple slaves are being used the command would like SLAVE_DSP =2,3

Sets the slave DSP or DSPs for multiple DSPs chained together via their communication ports. In most 
cases, only three DSP cards can be linked, with one master and two slaves.

Default: SLAVE_DSP =0

PreLoad
Command String; PRELOAD= <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number> = YYYYY Decimal number. Allowable values 0 through 32000.

Sets the number of 512 byte sectors of a sound file that are preloaded into the disk cache. One second of a 
16 kHz sampled sound file occupies 32 sectors of disk space.

Default: value is: PRELOAD=1000

Sound_Extension
Command String; SOUND_EXTENSION= <File Extension>

Where <File Extension> = .AAA DOS file extension type. 

Allowable values:

.asd = ASTi sound files (this is a legacy sound file format)

.au = SUN sound files

.snd = NEXT sound files

Default setting is: SOUND_EXTENSION= *.au
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AI_Address (Only for MB 3.x)
Command String; AI_ADDRESS=<Hexadecimal Number> [,<Hexadecimal Number>]

Where <Hexadecimal Number> = YYY Decimal number 100 through 3FF

The word default may also be substituted instead of the hexadecimal number. It is recommended that this 
form be used in case the addresses of the card(s) change.

This command enables operation of up to two AI cards in the DACS. Hence, two fields are provided in 
the command line, one for each card in the system.

Example: AI_ADDRESS = Default

will set card one to the address $208.

Example: AI_ADDRESS = Default, Default

will set card one to the address $208 and card two to the address $108.

If the command is not included, Model Builder will not look for an AI card. If the line is included and 
there is a problem with the board or the board is not installed an error message will appear in the Model 
Builder application software.

DI_Address (Only for MB 3.x)
Command String; DI_ADDRESS=<Hexadecimal Number> [,<Hexadecimal Number>]

Where <Hexadecimal Number> = YYY Decimal number 100 through 3FF. The word default may be sub-
stituted instead of the hexadecimal number. It is recommended that this form be used in case the 
addresses of the card(s) change.

This command enables operation of up to two DI cards or the DI section of up to two DI/DO cards in the 
DACS. Hence, two fields are provided in the command line, one for each card in the system.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default

will set card one to address to $200.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default, Default

will set card one to address $200 and card two to address $100.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default

DO_ADDRESS = Default

will enable the DI and DO section on one DI/DO card in the DACS.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default, Default

DO_ADDRESS = Default, Default

will enable the DI and DO section on two DI/DO cards in the DACS.

If the command is not included, Model Builder will not look for a DI card. If the line is included and there 
is a problem with the board or the board is not installed an error message will appear in the Model Builder 
application software.
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DO_Address (Only for MB 3.x)
Command String; DO_ADDRESS = <Hexadecimal Number> [,<Hexadecimal Number>]

Where <Hexadecimal Number> = YYY Decimal number 100 through 3FF. The word default may be sub-
stituted instead of the hexadecimal number. It is recommended that this form be used in case the 
addresses of the card(s) change.

This command enables operation of the DO section of up to two DI/DO cards in the DACS. Hence, two 
fields are provided in the command line, one for each card in the system. This command should be used 
in conjunction with the command DI_ADDRESS = to enable both the DI and DO sections on the DI/DO 
cards installed in the DACS.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default

DO_ADDRESS = Default

will enable the DI and DO section on one DI/DO card in the DACS and set the card address to $200.

Example: DI_ADDRESS = Default, Default

DO_ADDRESS = Default, Default

will enable the DI and DO section on two DI/DO cards in the DACS and set card one to address $200, 
card two to address $100.

If the command is not included, Model Builder will not look for a DI/DO card. If the line is included and 
there is a problem with the board or the board is not installed an error message will appear in the Model 
Builder application software.

Enabling ID cards in MB 4.x
The handling of the ID cards in ModelBuilder changed between the 3.x and 4.x versions.

Enabling Analog Input Card
localio = on
localio:analog = n*

Enabling Digital Input Card
localio = on
localio:digital = vmicn*

Enabling Digital Input/Output Card
localio = on
localio:digital = n*

n* is the number of cards of that type being used. The maximum number is z per type of card.
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Enabling dlls in Model Builder 4.x
This section actually entails several commands for enabling a dll and invoking its supporting files.

General format:

Cell = on
Dll1 = xxx.dll, yyy.inin, z
Cell:paths = aaa.pth

The “dll1” command loads the specific dll (Radio HHT, SINCGARS, Intercom HHT), the support file 
yyy.ini (Initial operator RX-TX states, Radio fregs, etc.) and specifies the number of operators z.

The “cell:paths” command specifies the data routing between the dll, model, RIU and serial device. The 
standard name is “default.pth.” ASTi normally configures this file for the user.

Further examples of this command can be found in the HHT manual on ASTi’s website at: http://
www.asti-usa.com.
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NONSTANDARD Commands

The following commands are not for general customer use. They should only be used with the oversight 
of an ASTi engineer. The effects of these commands are not guaranteed, and may change without notice.

Byte_Order
This command is not for general customer use.

Command String; BYTE_ORDER = <Type>

Where <Type> = LITTLE_ENDIAN or BIG_ENDIAN

This provides the start-up default for the input objects, which defines the byte order of the incoming host 
data on all of the available interfaces. Little_Endian is used by Intel based equipment which has the least 
significant byte of a word at the lower address, Big_Endian is the Motorola form with the most significant 
byte at the lower address.

The default setting is: BYTE_ORDER = LITTLE_ENDIAN

Global_Dsp 
This command is not for general customer use.

Command String; Global_Dsp = <number>

Where <number> is an integer from 1 to 5 indicating the number of cards on the global DSP bus.

CODEC_Sync 
This command is not for general customer use.

Command String; CODEC_Sync = <state>

Where <state> is ON or OFF.

Forces the CODECs of the cards on the Global DSP bus to take their CODEC clock from the global bus. 
This command would only be set to OFF under the direction of an ASTi engineer, otherwise this com-
mand should not be used.

Default setting: CODEC_Sync = ON

Maintenance_Page 
This command is not for general customer use.

Command String; Maintenance_Page = <state>

Where <state> is ON or OFF.

Causes an extra “maintenance page” to appear in the main menu, for help with trouble shooting. No 
information appears on the maintenance page which does not appear elsewhere - it is merely gathered in 
one place. 
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DIS Configuration Commands
DIS Protocol Status

The DIS Protocol Status Window indicates the state of the DACS connection to the DIS network. In nor-
mal use, the user definable fields will be defined in the configuration file. The configuration file com-
mands are given below.

Local Address
Gives the IP address of the DACS for DIS purposes. This address does not need to be the same as the IP 
address used in the host interface.

DIS Ports RX/TX 
IP ports for sending and receiving DIS packets. See the UDP_Port, TX_UDP_Port, and RX_UDP_Port 
configuration commands.

Local ID Site and Host
Determines the DIS site and host numbers for the DACS. These numbers are usually the last two numbers 
of the IP address (e.g. for IP address 192.42.172.186, the site would normally be 172 and the host 186). 
The site and host set here determine the site and host numbers for the DIS information from the DACS. 
An object in a model can use a different site and host ID through a connection to the Entity control object.

Subnet Mask
See the configuration command Subnet_mask.

DIS TXPDUs rx/tx
Indicates the number of transmitter PDUs that have been sent and received. A transmitter PDU contains 
the transmitter information of the radio broadcasting, with links to the signal PDUs.
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DIS SIGPDUs tx/rx
Indicates the number of signal PDUs being sent and received. The signal PDUs contain the actual voice 
information. In the rx display the left field indicates the number of signal PDUs received by the system, 
the right field indicates the total signal PDU activity on the network.

Note: only signal PDUs 'received' by in-time radio receivers will be accepted for processing by the sys-
tem.

DIS Packets tx/rx
Total number of DIS packets sent and received.

DIS RXPDUs
Indicates the number of receiver PDUs being sent and received. DIS receivers send out PDUs with their 
world position to aid in monitoring the DIS exercise.

DIS RX Errors PDU/ck
Indicates the number of bad DIS packets received. ck indicates the number of packets received with bad 
checksums.

UDP packets tx/rx
Total number of UDP packets sent and received. In the rx display, the left field indicates the number of 
UCP packets received by the system while the right indicates...

DIS 
Indicates the current status of the DIS interface. Toggles between run and freeze. Second part of the line 
indicates current Rx mode for DIS traffic. See configuration command DIS:Rx_Mode.

ARP Reply rx/tx
Indicates the number of ARP requests for an Ethernet address received and replied to.

ARP Request rx/tx
Indicates the number of ARP requests for an Ethernet address that have been sent out, and the number of 
replies received.

Receive Counters
Various counters for monitoring DIS network activity and problems. RX byte count is the number of 
bytes of data received over DIS. The RX good count is the number of good packets received over DIS. 
The rest of the counters indicate errors.

Transmit Counters
Various Counters for monitoring DIS network activity and problems. The TX byte count is the number of 
bytes of DIS data sent out over the DIS network by the DACS. The good frame count indicates the num-
ber of good packets sent out over DIS.

The TX collisions counts the number of times that the DACS and another computer attempted to start 
sending a packet at the same time. If this is incrementing a lot it may indicate the network is heavily 
loaded. Occasional collisions are normal and to be expected.
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Multicast Sigs1 IP
Multicast TXs IP1

Multicast Rxs IP1

Multicast Mode
The choices are “single” or “Add Exercise.” In single model the PDUs for all DIS exercises are put into 
the same multicast group. When Add Exercise is selected different multicase groups are used for each 
active DIS exercise. 

DISENTplus
Indicates the number of entity PDUs received by the system. The right field indicates the presence of 
valid entity PDUs on the network. The left side of the counter indicates that the entity PDUs belong to 
radio objects in the molde(s). Both counters will increment when there are valid entity PDUs and their 
DIS identifiers match radio objects in the model.

1. These fields go along with the “Broadcast PDUs” field when in multicast model. Unless otherwise specified the TX, 
RX, Signal and Entity PDUs will be on the group specified by Broadcast IP. MB does permit the user to split out the TX, RX, 
Signal, and Entity PDUs to their own multicast groups if necessary. The commands for accomplishing this are specified later.
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DIS Options Window
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PDUs/Pkt
This can be set to single or multiple. See the configuration command Single_PDUS.

PDU Timeout
Determines the number of seconds a PDU packet is considered valid after it is sent. See the configuration 
command Time_Out.

Moving
When a transmitter or receiver moves more than a certain amount, it sends out a new transmitter (or 
receiver) PDU to indicate its new position. If it doesn't move in the amount of time (in seconds) specified 
in this field, a transmitter (or receiver) PDU is sent out anyway. 

The amount of movement required to trigger the sending of a new transmitter or receiver PDU is given by 
the PDU Position Delta.

Protocol Version
DIS protocol being used. See the Protocol configuration command. 

PDU Posn Delta
When a transmitter or receiver moves by more than the amount given in this field in one frame, then a 
new transmitter PDU will be generated and sent out. If the position change from frame to frame does not 
exceed this field in the time specified in the Moving field, a transmitter PDU will be sent out anyway.

RX Sample Delay
This determines how long a received signal PDU is held before sound playback is commenced. The time 
is given in number of samples. This is done to prevent gaps in the sound from occurring due to differences 
in the amount of time different packets take to travel over the network.
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DIS Exercise
Filters incoming DIS PDUs based on the exercise ID. If set to zero, all incoming exercise ID's are 
accepted.

This feature is a legacy to earlier versions of model builder. Currently, the exercise ID number is deter-
mined for each transmitter and receiver individually in the World Position Object or Entity Object.

DIS Exercise RX1@
If this is a positive number, the exercise ID is taken from the RX1 ethernet packet sent from the host com-
puter.

This feature is a legacy to earlier versions of model builder. Currently, the exercise ID number is deter-
mined for each transmitter and receiver individually in the World Position Object or Entity Object.

Zero Entity ID
Determines whether an entity ID of zero is considered valid or invalid.

UDP Check Sum tx/rx
The tx field determines whether a checksum for the DIS packets should be generated or set to zero. The rx 
field determines whether the checksum of incoming packets should be checked for validity or ignored.

MuLaw/CVSD samples Max/Min
Determine the maximum and minimum number of sound samples each DIS signal PDU generated by the 
DACS will contain.

See the configuration commands CVSD_Samples and MuLaw_Samples.

TX Gateway
This is the IP address of a gateway on the DIS network. 

CVSD Encode Cecom:
Sets the Encoding type field in the signal PDU for signals sent with Cecom compatible CVSD. The 
default is 2. This should be set for compatibility with other systems using Cecom CVSD.

CVSD Encode CCTT:
Sets the Encoding type field in the signal PDU for signals sent with CCTT compatible CVSD. The default 
is 7. The default standard is for radios to be CCTT compatible.

CVSD Encode Mil Std 188 Sets the Encoding type field in the signal PDU for signals sent using the Mil 
Std 188 encoding scheme. This scheme does use CVSD encoding and compression but it does not use the 
same level adjustments as CCTT or Cecom.

Sincgars Length
Sets the data format for the Cecom encoding scheme. The possible choices are 8 byte or 16 byte with 8 
byte as the default value.
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DIS Configuration Commands

DIS
DIS=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF. The Ethernet DIS driver can be disabled by setting DIS=Off. The 
default value is DIS=ON.

DIS:Single_PDUS
DIS:SINGLE_PDUS=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF.

In single PDU mode the DIS driver will only allow a single PDU per Ethernet packet. This mode exists to 
force compatibility with other manufacturers products that will only accept single PDU/Ethernet packets. 
With this mode disabled (Off) the DACS will transmit multiple PDUs in a single Ethernet packet when 
this is appropriate (i.e. when there is more than one active transmitter in the DACS). This mode makes 
marginally better use of the available bandwidth. The default value is: DIS:SINGLE_PDUS=OFF.

DIS:TX_UDP_Checksum
DIS:TX_UDP_CHECKSUM=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF.

If <Mode>=off, no checksum is computed for outgoing packets and the checksum field of outgoing 
packets is set to zero. The default value is DIS:TX_UDP_CHECKSUM=OFF.

DIS:RX_UDP_Checksum
DIS:RX_UDP_CHECKSUM=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF.

If <Mode>=off, the checksum is not computed for incoming PDUs. If <Mode>=on, the checksums of 
incoming packets are computed and compared to the checksum in the header. If they are different, the 
packet is rejected. The default value is DIS:TX_UDP_CHECKSUM=OFF.

DIS:UDP_Checksum
DIS:UDP_CHECKSUM=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF.

Sets TX_UDP_Checksum and RX_UDP_Checksum to <Mode>. The default value is 
DIS:TX_UDP_CHECKSUM=OFF.

DIS:RX_Delay
DIS:RX_DELAY=<Samples>

... where <Samples> is in the range 160 to 800, inclusive.

Sets the RX sample delay, in samples. This is the amount of time between when a signal PDU is first 
received and when playback of the signal begins. The time is given in sound samples. The purpose of the 
delay is to prevent gaps in the signal stream due to variations in the packet propagation time across the 
network. The default value is DIS:RX_DELAY=160.
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DIS:Zero_Entity
DIS:ZERO_ENTITY=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is VALID or INVALID.

Determines whether a zero entity ID is considered valid or not. This only applies to received packets. Any 
transmitter modeled in Model Builder with an entity ID of zero will not transmit over DIS. The default 
value is DIS:ZERO_ENTITY=INVALID.

DIS:Broadcast_IP
DIS_BROADCAST_IP=<IP Address>

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. The Broadcast command sets the outgoing 
PDU destination address. The default value is: DIS_BROADCAST_IP=255.255.255.255

DIS:Local_IP
DIS:LOCAL_IP=<IP Address>

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. This command sets the local IP address of 
the DACS on the DIS port. This is used as the source IP address for all IP packets on the DIS port.

The default value is: DIS:LOCAL_IP=0.0.0.0. Note: 0.0.0.0 is an invalid IP address. For DIS to 
work, this IP address must be set to a specific value.

DIS:Subnet_Mask
DIS:SUBNET_MASK=<IP Address>

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. This command sets the subnet mask bits 
for determining IP broadcast addresses (e.g., 255.255.255.0 for class C network). The default is the cor-
rect subnet mask for the local IP address based upon device class.

DIS:UDP_Port
DIS:UDP_PORT=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 0 through 65535, inclusive. This command sets both the 
source and destination UDP port addresses. The default value is: DIS:UDP_PORT=6994.

DIS:TX_UDP_Port
DIS:TX_UDP_PORT=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 0 through 65535, inclusive. This command sets the desti-
nation UDP port addresses This is the port address of the DIS “service” within the destination devices 
that are used to filter incoming data packets by their UDP destination port address. The default value is 
DIS:TX_UDP_PORT= 6994.
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DIS:RX_UDP_Port
DIS:RX_UDP_PORT=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 0 through 65535, inclusive. This command sets the 
receiver UDP Port address. This is the port address of the DIS “service” within the DACS that will be 
used to filter incoming data packets by their UDP destination port address. The default value is 
DIS:RX_UDP_PORT=6994.

DIS:Protocol
DIS:PROTOCOL=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is 3, 4 or 5. This command sets the revision level of DIS standard for 
interoperability. Using 3 sets the protocol to DIS 2.0.3, 4 sets the protocol to DIS 2.0.4, and 5 sets the pro-
tocol to DIS IEEE. The default value is DIS:PROTOCOL=4 (DIS 2.0.4).

DIS:Samples
DIS:SAMPLES=<Decimal Number>[,<Decimal Number>]

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 32 through 480, representing either a fixed value if a sin-
gle entry, or a minimum value if followed by a second entry...

... and where [<Decimal Number>]is the optional second entry in the range 32 through 480 repre-
senting a maximum value. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

This command sets the maximum (and minimum) number of audio samples allowed in the signal PDU. If 
a single value is entered, the number of audio samples is fixed. This feature allows interoperability with 
other manufacturers that do not provide field flexibility. This command is valid for all compression types.

The default values are DIS:SAMPLES=200,480.

DIS:Mulaw_Samples
DIS:MULAW_SAMPLES=<Decimal Number>[,<Decimal Number>]

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 32 through 480, representing either a fixed value if a sin-
gle entry, or a minimum value if followed by a second entry...

... and where [<Decimal Number>]is the optional second entry in the range 32 through 480 repre-
senting a maximum value. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

This sets the maximum (and minimum) number of audio samples allowed in the signal PDU for Mulaw 
compressed signals. If a single value is entered, the number of audio samples is fixed. This feature allows 
interoperability with other manufacturers that do not provide field flexibility.

The default values are DIS:MULAW_SAMPLES=200,480.
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DIS:PCM16_Samples
PCM16_Samples=<Decimal Number>[,<Decimal Number>]

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 24 through 240, representing either a fixed value if a sin-
gle entry, or a minimum value if followed by a second entry...

... and where [<Decimal Number>]is the optional second entry in the range 24 through 240 repre-
senting a maximum value. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

This sets the maximum (and minimum) number of audio samples allowed in the signal PDU for PCM-16 
compressed signals. If a single value is entered, the number of audio samples is fixed. This feature allows 
inter-operability with other manufacturers that do not provide field flexibility.

The default values are DIS:PCM16_Samples=100,240.

DIS:CVSD_Samples
DIS:CVSD_SAMPLES=<Decimal Number>[,<Decimal Number>]

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 256 through 3840, representing either a fixed value if a 
single entry, or a minimum value if followed by a second entry...

... and where [<Decimal Number>]is the optional second entry in the range 256 through 3840 repre-
senting a maximum value. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

This sets the maximum (and minimum) number of audio samples allowed in the signal PDU for CVSD 
compressed signals. If a single value is entered, the number of audio samples is fixed. This feature allows 
inter-operability with other manufacturers that do not provide field flexibility.

The default values are DIS:CVSD_SAMPLES=800,1600.

DIS:Time_Out
DIS:TIME_OUT=<Decimal Number>[,<Decimal Number>]

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 1 through 32000.

The first number sets the maximum period in seconds that can elapse before an entity PDU is considered 
invalid. For example, if a transmitter PDU is timed out, the DACS presents the operator with the audio 
effects of no received carrier signal at that frequency.

The second number sets the maximum amount of time between new transmitter PDUs being sent out. The 
transmitter PDU gives all the transmitter frequency, power, and other transmitter information, and is sent 
out whenever any of the transmitter parameters change or when the transmitter object moves more than 
the PDU position delta, in meters. If no changes occur before the time out, a new transmitter PDU is sent 
anyway. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

The default value is DIS:TIME_OUT=5,2 (in seconds).
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DIS:RX_Mode
DIS:RX_MODE=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is OWN_ADDRESS, BROADCAST, MULTICAST, ALL_MULTICAST, or PROMISCU-
OUS. Note: On the DIS Control Page, this field is toggled between these settings.

OWN_ADDRESS will read only those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address in the header 
of the incoming transmission packet.

BROADCAST will read those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address and Broadcast 
Address in the header. 

MULTICAST will read those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address, and Broadcast 
Address, and Multicast addresses in use.

ALL_MULTICAST will read all of the above packets plus all Multicast addresses.

PROMISCUOUS will read every packet and should only be used for debug purposes.

The default value is DIS:RX_MODE =BROADCAST.

DIS:Site
DIS:SITE=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is the Site Address for the own device. The Site Address is the same for 
all PDUs emanating from the DACS. The default value is DIS:SITE=1.

DIS:Application or Host
DIS:APPLICATION=<Decimal Number>   (or)

DIS:HOST=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is the Host or Application Address for all PDUs emanating from the 
DACS. The default value is DIS:APPLICATION=1.

DIS:Exercise
DIS:EXERCISE=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is the network filter such that only DIS packets for this exercise are 
received through the network driver. A value of zero allows all exercises through this filter.

Set this to zero if the DACS is to support multiple exercises simultaneously.

Note: This feature is obsolete. Exercise ID should be set individually for each object through the world 
position object or the entity object. The default value is DIS:EXERCISE=0.
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DIS:Exercise_Offset
DIS:EXERCISE_OFFSET=<Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number> = YYYY

The host computer for the simulation entity to which the DACS platform is connected has the ability to 
remotely set values for Exercise filter. This command identifies the number of bytes by which the Exer-
cise number is offset from location zero in the Ethernet packet transmitted to the DACS from the simula-
tor host.

A value of -1 disables the host control of the exercise filter.

Note: This feature is obsolete. Exercise ID should be set individually for each object through the world 
position object or the entity object. The default value is DIS:EXERCISE_OFFSET= -1.

DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type
Note that this command string is subject to change. Contact ASTi for latest information.

DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type=<Decimal Number>,<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> are in the range 1 through 255. 

This command assigns the DIS Signal PDU audio data encoding type number to the two existing CVSD 
encoding schemes. The first decimal field assigns the encoding type number for the original CECOM 
SRM CVSD encoding method. The second field assigns the encoding type number for the CCTT SRM 
CVSD encoding method. 

This feature is required to enable the DACS to inter-operate with either the CCTT SRM or the original 
CECOM SRM, as these two systems currently use a different CVSD encoding scheme but use the same 
value of 2 in the Signal PDU encoding type field. The DACS uses a value of 2 (as specified in the DIS 
standard) and an arbitrary value of 7 to define and differentiate the second encoding type. 7 is currently an 
unassigned encoding type number in the DIS standard. 

To provide default interoperability with the original CECOM SRM encoding scheme use the following 
command line:

DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type=2,7

To provide default interoperability with the CCTT SRM CVSD encoding scheme use the following com-
mand line:

DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type=7,2

The default value is: DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type=2,7.

DIS:CCTT_CVSD_Encoding
DIS:CCTT_CVSD_Encoding=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF. This command is an alternative to the DIS:CVSD_Encoding_Type 
command string. For interoperability with CCTT versions of the SRM, set the following:

DIS:CCTT_CVSD_Encoding=ON

The default value is: DIS:CCTT_CVSD_Encoding=OFF.
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DIS:Zero_Pad
DIS:Zero_Pad=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is VALID or INVALID. This determines whether zero padding in the PDU is valid or 
invalid. If non-zero padding is considered invalid, set:

DIS:Zero_Pad=VALID

The default value is:DIS:Zero_Pad=VALID.
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Terrain Configuration Commands

Enabling the Terrain Interface (See also Application Note 16)
Terrain=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF. This enables the “Terrain” menu under “DisNetwork” and allows the 
DACS to communicate with a terrain server. The default value is: Terrain=OFF.

Specifying the Number of Terrain PDUs in a Packet
Terrain:PDUs_packet=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 1 to 16, inclusive. The default value is:Ter-
rain:PDUs_packet=16.

Specifying the UDP Ports for the Terrain Interface
Terrain:udp_port=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 0 to 65535, inclusive. This sets the TX and RX UDP 
ports to the same value. The default is: Terrain:udp_port=55000.

Alternately, you can set the TX and RX UDP ports separately using:

Terrain:tx_udp_port=<Decimal Number>

Terrain:rx_udp_port=<Decimal Number>

Setting the Terrain Packet Transmit Rate
Terrain:rate_divider=<Decimal Number>

This command sets the maximum rate at which the DACS send packets to the terrain server.  This is sim-
ply the model rate divided by <Decimal Number>.  If <Decimal Number> was 10, then one 
packet would be sent out for every 10 model frames.

Setting the Terrain Gateway
Terrain:gateway=<IP Address>

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. This commands sets the gateway IP 
address for the terrain server interface. The default value is: Terrain:gateway=0.0.0.0.

Setting Up External Pathloss Queries
Terrain:request=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is OFF, LOS, OTH, or ALL.

This command controls the conditions under which the DACS will send requests for path loss values. If 
this value is set to OFF, no requests will be sent. If it is set to LOS, then requests will be sent out for in-
tune radio pairs, for which the receiving radio is in "Line-Of-Sight" mode. If set to OTH, requests will be 
sent out for radios in "Over-The-Horizon" mode. Setting this value to ALL, will cause Model Builder to 
send requests for all in-tune transmitter receiver pairs, regardless of whether they are in "Line-Of-Sight" 
or "Over-The-Horizon" mode. Default value is: Terrain:request=ALL.
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Setting Up Internal Pathloss Queries
Terrain:pathloss=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is OFF, LOS, OTH, or ALL.

This statement controls the conditions under which Model Builder will apply its own internal loss calcu-
lation to the received power of a radio. For "Line-Of-Sight" radios, Model Builder computes free-space 
loss, fresnel diffraction effects, and occulting by the smooth ellipsoidal (WGS-84) earth for in-tune trans-
mitter/receiver pairs. This flag will control whether or not an internally-computed loss will be applied to a 
given type of radio. If it is set to LOS, Model Builder will apply internally-computed losses to "Line-Of-
Signt" radios. If it is set to OTH, Model Builder will apply internally-computed losses to "Over-The-Hori-
zon" radios. If it is set to ALL, Model Builder will apply internally-computed losses to all radios. If it is 
set to OFF, Model Builder will not apply any internally-computed losses to any radios. Default value is: 
Terrain:pathloss=ALL.
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DIS Bridge Configuration Commands

Enabling the DIS Bridge Interface (See also Application Note 26)
Dis_bridge=<Mode>

... where <Mode> is ON or OFF. This enables the “Bridge TDL” submenu under “DisNetwork.”  
Enabling this feature permits radios in the model to pass data messages. The default value is: 
Dis_bridge=OFF.

Setting the DIS Bridge UDP Ports
Dis_bridge:udp_port=<Decimal Number>

... where <Decimal Number> is in the range 0 to 65535, inclusive. This sets the TX and RX UDP 
ports to the same value. The default is: Dis_bridge:udp_port=53100.

Alternately, you can set the TX and RX UDP ports separately using:

Dis_bridge:tx_udp_port=<Decimal Number>

Dis_bridge:rx_udp_port=<Decimal Number>

DIS Bridge Local IP
As you can see this value is in yellow and cannot be set from this page. The value shown is for the Host 
Interface Local IP.  

Setting the DIS Bridge Transmit IP address
Dis_bridge:broadcast_ip=<IP Address>[,<Multicast Address>]

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. If you need to do simultaneous broadcast 
and multicast routing of the signal PDUs then supply the <Multicast Address> (also dotted-quad) 
of the multicast group you wish to join. Note: Use a comma to separate the entries.

Setting the DIS Bridge Gateway
Dis_bridge:gateway=<IP Address>

... where <IP Address> is in dotted-quad notation (e.g., YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY) with decimal num-
bers. Each field must be in the range 0 through 255, inclusive. This commands sets the gateway IP 
address for the tactical data link bridge interface. The default value is: Dis_bridge:gate-
way=0.0.0.0.
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Ethernet Configuration
Overview of Ethernet Header Conventions and Message Passing

Introduction
Before proceeding to the detailed explanations of the System Configuration pages which relate to the use 
of Ethernet, a brief overview of some basic Ethernet concepts is in order to give the less familiar reader 
some kind of context for the various configuration options. This overview only touches upon those proto-
cols of relevance to the user of the DACS in a training environment and ignores most of the complexity 
and detail that underlies the use of Ethernet for networking. The actual data transmitted in an Ethernet 
packet is preceded by the following (possible) sequential header data.

First Header
Ethernet Header - 14 bytes of data. Source and Destination Physical Addresses

(6 bytes each), Type, or Length (2 bytes).

Second Header
I.P. Header - 20 bytes. Contains Source and Destination I/P Addresses.

Third Header
UDP Header - 8 bytes. Contains Receiver and Transmitter port Addresses.

Fourth Header
DIS PDU See current DIS standards

The hierarchy of Ethernet protocols can be regarded as the layered series of communication options as 
shown in the diagram on the next page.
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The Ethernet Header

This is primarily of significance in raw mode when there is no alternative to the use of the basic Physical 
Addresses.

The Physical Addresses are unique to every Ethernet card sold and are not user reprogrammable.

The Ethernet Header contains the following 14 bytes of data:

Destination field =6 bytes hexadecimal XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX. This is the Physical Address of the 
device to which the packet is to be routed. Broadcast mode is designated by FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF.

Multicast mode is designated by 01-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX

Source field = 6 bytes hexadecimal XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX. This is the Physical Address of the device 
originating the packet. This address will change if a packet is routed via other intermediate devices.

Length/Type Field = 2 bytes hexadecimal= XX-XX. Type of packet protocol being used. E.g. Raw or (08-
00) for I/P mode.

On 802.3 networks this is a length field containing the number of bytes in the packet.

If Raw mode is used, then everything in the packet after the first 14 bytes is data, including the areas dis-
cussed below as I/P and UDP headers. Even in the Raw mode the device can filter the incoming Ethernet 
packet by the transmitter source physical address.

The I/P Header

The next 20 bytes are the I/P header information. 

The I/P Source Address is usually used to supersede the Physical Address of the workstation on the net. 
This allows the station to retain an address that is independent of the Ethernet card that is being used to 
connect to the network.

The fourth and fifth word of the header, respectively are the Source and Destination I/P Addresses These 
are 32 bit addresses with the decimal field configuration: YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY. where each field must be 
in the range 0 through 255

The Destination Address is a standard 32 bit IP address that contains the information to uniquely identify 
the network and a specific host on that network.

Although an IP address contains a network part and a host part, the format of these parts is not the same 
for every IP address. The three main classes of address are A, B, and C. In a class A network the first 8 
bits of the 32 bit word identify the network and the remaining 24 bits identify the specific host within that 
network. For class B it is 16 bits and 16 bits respectively, and for class C, the first 24 bits are used to des-
ignate the network, with the remaining 8 bits used for the host address. 
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UDP Header

The User Datagram Protocol gives application programs direct access to a datagram. This allows applica-
tions to exchange messages over the network with a minimum of protocol overhead.

The UDP header contains two consecutive 16 bit fields within the first 32 bit word that define the Source 
(transmitter) port and Destination (receiver) port respectively. The format of these is decimal YYYY.

These port addresses denote the software application or “service” within the device which is the source 
of, or the destination for, the data packet.

For instance, the user may wish to assign multiple receiver port (RX) identities to various “Models” 
within the same DACS in order to provide different aural cue or communications models for multiple 
simulation entities. When Model Builder attaches model parameters to fields within the Ethernet packet, 
the data is configured to a specific receiver port address from 1 to 8. (RX1-RX8) each with a unique port 
address.

Similarly, within a given simulation exercise the simulators will usually all share a common IP. RX port 
address or “service”. For example the I/ITSEC '95 DIS UDP Port address was 6995. This means that any 
device participating in the DIS demonstrations will assign the Destination Address of 6995 to any data 
that is being broadcast to other participants in the demonstration. Similarly, the simulators will filter all 
external data upon that port address when importing Ethernet packets into their own application.

Model Builder allows the DACS user to specify up to eight receiver (Rx) port addresses; the default val-
ues for RX1 through RX8 are addresses of 10,000 through 10,007 respectively.
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Ethernet Control Window

The Ethernet Control Window shown here (page 1 of 2) will be explained in three sections.
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Ethernet Run State
This field can be toggled between Run and Freeze.

Protocol
This indicates which Ethernet protocol is in use. It toggles between IP only, Raw, and IP+RAW. Raw 
mode is a legacy for backwards compatibility to older versions of model builder, and should not be used 
in new systems.

Local IP Address 
This is the IP address of the local device.

Local Physical Address 
This is the PA address of the DACS.

Subnet Mask IP
This dotted-quad IP is the part of the network settings that limits the list of available IP addresses reach-
able by the ethernet card.

Incoming Address Filter
This field can be toggles between different options: Own_Address+Broadcast/Own_Address+Broad-
cast+Multicast/Own_Address+Broadcast/All Multicast/Promiscuous.

Transmitter Destination -IP Address
This is the address of the device to which the transmitter packet will be addressed. 

Transmitter Destination- Physical Address
This is the physical address of the device to which the transmitter packet will be addressed.

Transmitter ID-Track Host Mode
When in Track Host Mode the Model Builder software automatically enters the IP address of the source 
device as the Transmitter Destination Address.
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Port ID
This column shows the port addresses from 1 to 8 within the own-device.

RX(N) Byte Order
This column indicates the mode of the header information

RX(N) Header Offset
The offset position (in bytes) in the received header, from which the header/data commences (in excess of 
the standard 14 bytes).

RX(N) Port Address
The IP address assigned to this port within the own-device.

RX(N) Ethernet Source
The physical Ethernet address upon which incoming packets are filtered. The DACS will receive packets 
on the UDP port only from a host with the specified physical address. This field applies only when Raw 
mode is in use.

RX(N) Checksum
Flag that controls whether the DACS performs a UDP checksum check on incoming packets from the 
host.

RX(N) Fail Counter
The number of frame cycles that must elapse without a packet being received on the UDP port to trigger a 
time-out.

RX(N) Cycle Counter
Counter that increments each time a frame cycle has elapsed.
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RX Packet Count
The number of packets received.

Time-out Count Check
The number of frames elapsed on the time-out counter since the last packet.

TX Byte Order
This column indicates the mode of the header information (Little_Endian/Big_Endian) for the packet 
transmitted to the host.

TX Header Offset
The offset position (in bytes) in the transmitted header, from which the header/data commences (in excess 
of the standard 14 bytes).

TX Port Address
The IP address assigned to the destination address for the transmission packet.

TX Length 
The number of bytes in the transmitted data packet (including header).

TX Type Code
This field contains user defined type data.

TX Rate Divider
The number of frame cycles that elapse between packets transmitted from the DACS to the host. The rate 
at which packets are transmitted to the host will be the model rate divided by the value of this field.

TX Checksum Enable
Flag that controls whether DACS generates a UDP checksum for packets transmitted to the host.

TX Packet Count
The count of Transmitter packets sent to host.

TX Error Code Location
The offset position in the transmitted header from which the data commences.

Error Code
The code of any errors that have occurred. This code is written to the TX error code location in the TX 
buffer.

Once an error has occurred and this field has a non zero value, new error codes are locked out and the 
same error code is sent repeatedly. To allow new error codes, set this field back to zero. This field can also 
be manually set to check the transmission of the error code to the host computer.
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UDP, MBP and RAW RX/TX Good Packet Counts
These fields at the bottom of the page are self explanatory. Their main purpose is to indicate general activ-
ity levels.

RX/TX Image Files
Sets the name of the Ethernet image files that will be loaded upon initialization to preload the buffer.
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Ethernet Status Window
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The Ethernet Status Window indicates the state of the Ethernet link to the host computer in more detail 
than the control window. Much of the information in the status window is repeated from the Ethernet 
Control Window.

Networking Information
Repeated from Ethernet Control Window.

UDP Packets Tx/Rx
User Data Protocol Packets received and sent. When a “ping” command is received by the DACS over the 
internet, the receive counter is incremented. When it replies to the ping, the tx counter is incremented.

MBP Packets Tx/Rx
Model Builder Protocol Packets received and sent. When the HF or Terrain Servers on Telestra sends a 
MBP packet to the DACS, the receive counter is incremented. When the DACS sends an HF path loss 
request to the HF or Terrain Servers, the transmit counter is incremented.

ICMP Packets Rx/Tx
Internet Control Monitoring Packets received and sent. When a “ping” command is received by the 
DACS over the internet, the receive counter is incremented. When it replies to the ping, the tx counter is 
incremented.

IGMP Packets Tx/Rx
Internet Group Management Protocol Packets received and sent. IGMP packets provide a mechanism by 
which the DACS creates, joins, and leaves multicast groups. When the DACS receives an IGMP packet, 
the receive counter is incremented. When the DACS sends an IGMP, the transmit counter is incremented.

ARP Reply Rx/Tx
In the IP protocol, the host computer will send out an ARP request to get the Ethernet address of the 
DACS. When the DACS receives this request and replies to it, the host can send packets to the DACS.

ARP Request Rx/Tx
When the DACS sends an ARP request to get the Ethernet address of the host computer, the tx counter is 
incremented. When it receives a reply, it updates the TX destination Ethernet address and increments the 
rx counter. This is used when the DACS is sending control data back to the host computer.

Transmit Counters
Indicates the activity of packets being sent from the DACS to the host computer. Used for trouble shoot-
ing problems with the transmission of packets over the Ethernet network.

Receive Counters
Various counters used for troubleshooting problems with receiving packets over the Ethernet link.

TX Collisions
Indicates the number of times the DACS attempted to send out an Ethernet packet at the same time 
another computer was attempting to use the network. A large number of collisions indicates a heavily 
loaded network.
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Ethernet Configuration Commands

Ethernet
Command string; Ethernet=<Mode>

Where <Mode>= ON / OFF

The Ethernet host interface can be disabled by setting Ethernet = Off.

The default value is Ethernet = ON

Ethernet:Local
Command string; Ethernet:LOCAL=<Physical Address>

Where <Physical Address> is entered in the format XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX where each field is a pair of 
hexadecimal numbers separated by a dash.

OR

Command string; Ethernet:LOCAL=<IP Address>

Where <IP Address> = YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY Where each field is a decimal number in the range 0 
through 255 separated by periods.

The Local command sets either the IP (Internet Protocol) address or the physical Ethernet address. If the 
address is a valid IP address then the system will operate in IP mode, else the system will work in a raw 
physical mode with the address string being decoded as a six byte hexadecimal physical address.

Default: Ethernet:LOCAL= 0.0.0.0

or: Ethernet:LOCAL= ROM address of Ethernet hardware.

When used as a physical address the local command overrides the physical address of the Ethernet card in 
the DACS. This allows the user to configure the physical address of the sound system to any value and 
remove the need for any network address changes if the Ethernet board ever needs to be replaced.

Warning: To prevent problems associated with broadcast and multicast logic it is recommended that the 
first two digits in physical Ethernet address be zero i.e. Local = 00-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX.

Note: If this command is not used then the ROM address in the Ethernet card will be used as a local 
address. However since currently there is no support for automatic address resolution, this address will 
need to be added to the host computer network database. Should the Ethernet module fail and need to be 
replaced the new modules address will now need to be overridden by the old address or the host database 
will need to be updated. We recommend that this local address be overridden as part of the system design 
to ensure that maintenance personnel need to undertake no software changes when resolving hardware 
problems.

Note: A Physical Address of all zero should be avoided as some networks treat this as a broadcast 
address.
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Ethernet:Local_IP
Command string; Ethernet:LOCAL_IP= <IP Address>

Where <IP Address> = YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY Decimal number where each field can be 0 through 255.

This command sets the local IP address of the own device. This address supersedes the PA address to 
make the own device address independent of the physical Ethernet card.

The default value is: Ethernet:LOCAL_IP= 0.0.0.0

Ethernet:Subnet_Mask
Command string;Ethernet:SUBNET_MASK=<IP Address>

Where <IP Address> = YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY (Decimal number where each field can be 0 through 255.)

This command sets the subnet mask bits for determining IP broadcast addresses.

The default is the correct subnet mask for the local IP address based upon device class.

Ethernet:Local_Raw
Command string; Ethernet:LOCAL_RAW=<Physical Address>

Where <Physical Address>= XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX Hexadecimal numbers where each field can be 0 
through FF.

This command sets the local Physical Address of the own device.

The default value is the PA of the installed Ethernet card

Ethernet:IP_Mode

Command string; Ethernet:IP_MODE=<Mode>

Where <Mode>= IP_ONLY or

<Mode>= RAW_ONLY or

<Mode>= IP_RAW

This command forces the Ethernet protocol into IP mode (Internet Protocol), including UDP, ARP, and 
ICMP. The IP+RAW mode allows both IP and raw packets to be received into RX1 throughRX8

Default: Ethernet:IP_MODE = IP_ONLY

Note: With this command it is possible to set a subnet mask that does not agree with the network class 
specified in the local IP.
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Ethernet:RX_Mode
Command string; Ethernet:RX_MODE=<Mode>

Where <Mode> = OWN_ADDRESS or 

<Mode> =BROADCAST or

<Mode> = MULTICAST or 

<Mode> =ALL_MULTICAST or 

<Mode> =PROMISCUOUS 

OWN_ADDRESS will read only those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address in the 
header of the incoming transmission packet.

BROADCAST will read those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address and Broadcast 
Address in the header. 

MULTICAST will read those PDUs with the own-device Ethernet Physical Address, and Broadcast 
Address, and Multicast addresses in use.

ALL_MULTICAST will read all of the above packets plus all Multicast addresses.

PROMISCUOUS will read every packet and should only be used for debug purposes.

Note. On the Ethernet Control Page this field is toggled between these settings.

The default value is Ethernet:RX_MODE =BROADCAST

Ethernet:RX[N] _RAW_Source
Command string; Ethernet:RX[N]_RAW_SOURCE=<Physical Address>

Where [N] is an optional suffix to RX,

and where <Physical Address> = XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX Hexadecimal number.

This sets the Ethernet Physical Address upon which incoming packets will be filtered.

If n is 1 through 8 then this filter is set only for the receiver port with the specified index. If no index num-
ber is used then the filter address is valid for all receiver ports

The default value is Ethernet:RX[N]_RAW_SOURCE=FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF. i.e. all incoming sources.

Ethernet:RX_Header
Command string; Ethernet:RX_HEADER= <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number>= YY

This gives the DACS a value for the byte offset that will be used for all incoming packet headers to 
account for longer headers than the standard 14 byte physical layer. Example: A value of 4 would move 
the zero input offset down to the 18th byte in the packet.

The default value is Ethernet:RX_Header = 0
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Ethernet:RX[N]_UDP_Port
Command string; Ethernet:RX[N]_UDP_PORT=<Address>

Where [N] is an optional suffix to RX,

and where <Address>= YYYYY Decimal Number

This is the port address of the “service” within the DACS that will be used to filter incoming data packets 
by their UDP destination port address

This sets the UDP Address upon which incoming packets will be filtered.

If n is 1 through 8 then this filter is set only for the receiver port with the specified index. If zero is used 
then the UDP filter address is valid for all receiver ports

The default values are 10,000 through10,007

Ethernet:RX[N]_Byte_Order
Command string; Ethernet:RX[N]_BYTE_ORDER=<type> 

Where [N] is an optional suffix to RX,

and where <Type> = Little_Endian or Big_Endian 

This provides the start-up default for the input objects, which defines the byte order of the incoming 
Ethernet packet. Little_endian is used by Intel based equipment which has the least significant byte of a 
word at the lower address, Big_Endian is the Motorola form with the most significant byte at the lower 
address. 

The default setting is: Ethernet:RX[N]_BYTE_ORDER=Little_Endian

Ethernet:RX[N]_Fail_Count
Command string; Ethernet:RX[N]_FAIL_COUNT=<Number>

Where <Number> = YYYYY, a number from 0 to 65535 that represents the number of iteration periods 
necessary to trigger the counter, and where [N] is an optional suffix to RX that specifies the port to which 
the count applies. If no suffix is used, the count is set for all ports.

The count sets the maximum delay that can occur before an error message is returned to the host com-
puter. This period is defined by the number of iteration frames that must elapse. A value of 0 means that 
there is no error message generated. The missed frame count is used for re-initializing the model control 
parameters. When the missed packet count, which increments once per model frame, reaches this value, 
the initial values are reloaded into the control inputs. The control inputs remain frozen in their initial state 
until a valid packet is received from the host computer, at which time the host fail counter is reset to start 
another time-out cycle.

The default value is 99.
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Ethernet:TX1_Length
Command string; Ethernet:TX_LENGTH=<Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number > =YYYY

This sets the length of the transmit packet back to the host computer (in bytes). This includes the fourteen 
bytes for source, destination and length fields that make up the physical link level Ethernet header. A 
value of zero disables the transmission of a data packet from the DACS back to the host computer. The 
minimum value for N is 60 and the maximum is 1500. Note: The packet transmission is synchronous with 
the model execution rate (e.g. 30 Hz) and asynchronous with the Ethernet reception.

The default value is Ethernet:TX_LENGTH=0

Ethernet:TX1_UDP_Port
Command string; Ethernet:TX1_UDP_PORT=<Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number > =YYYY in the range 0 to 65535

This command sets the outgoing Ethernet UDP Destination Address (Transmission port number) to 
which the Transmission data packet will be routed. The primary application for the transmitter packet is 
to return error information back to the simulation host computer.

The default value is Ethernet:TX1_UDP_PORT=10000.

Ethernet:TX_Header
Command string; Ethernet:TX_HEADER= <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal number> = YY

This allows a byte offset to be added to all transmit packet offsets to account for longer headers than the 
standard 14 byte physical layer. Example: A value of 4 would move the zero input offset down to the 18th 
byte in the packet.

The default value is Ethernet:TX_HEADER = 0

Ethernet:TX_Destination_IP
Command string; Ethernet:TX_DESTINATION_IP=<IP Address>

Where <IP address>= YYY.YYY.YYY.YYY. Decimal number

This command sets the destination address for the transmit Ethernet packet as an IP address.

The default value is:

Ethernet:TX_DESTINATION_IP=0.0.0.0 (i.e. no valid IP address)
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Ethernet:TX_Byte_Order
Command string; Ethernet:TX_BYTE_ORDER=<Mode>

Where <Mode> = LITTLE_ENDIAN or BIG_ENDIAN

This provides the start-up default for the output objects, which defines the byte order of the outgoing 
Ethernet transmission packet. Little_endian is used by Intel based equipment which has the least signifi-
cant byte of a word at the lower address, Big_Endian is the Motorola form with the most significant byte 
at the lower address. 

The default value is:

Ethernet:TX_BYTE_ORDER=LITTLE_ENDIAN

Ethernet:TX_Error
Command string; Ethernet:TX_ERROR= <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number>= YYYY

The DACS provides a system status/error code which can be inserted into the transmit packet. The 
TX1_Error Code command specifies where the error code byte is located in the packet. A value of -1 dis-
ables the error code, a value between 0 and 1500 specifies which packet byte will be overwritten by the 
error code. Note: this offset is the same as the offsets used for the input objects, i.e. offset 0 is the first 
byte after the 14 byte link level header.

The default value is: Ethernet:TX_ERROR=-1

Ethernet:TX_Destination_Raw
Command string; Ethernet:DESTINATION_RAW=<Physical Address>

Where <Physical Address>= XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX The hexadecimal six byte address

This command sets the destination address for the transmit Ethernet packet as a Physical Address.

The default value is:

Ethernet:DESTINATION_RAW=FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF (broadcast address)

Ethernet:TX_Type
Command string; Ethernet:TX_TYPE= <Hexadecimal Number>

Where <Hexadecimal Number> = XX

This command sets a user defined value into the transmit packet's protocol type field. A value of zero 
enables the use of the type field in the Ethernet header, as an IEEE 802.3 length field.

The default value is Ethernet:TX_Type = 0
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Ethernet:Track_Source
Command string; Ethernet:TRACK_SOURCE=<Mode>

Where <Mode> = ON or OFF

This command sets the outgoing Ethernet IP or Raw Destination Address (Transmission port number) to 
that of the incoming source. This mode is referred to as “Track_Source” on the Ethernet Control Window 
page.

The default value is: Ethernet:TRACK_SOURCE=ON

Ethernet:TX_Image
Command string; Ethernet:TX_IMAGE= <File Name>

Where <File Name> = <PATH> <FILE_NAME>

Sets the name of an Ethernet image file that is loaded into the TX buffer at initialization.

The default value is no filename.

Ethernet:TX_Rate
Command string; Ethernet:TX_RATE= <Decimal Number>

Where <Decimal Number>= YYYY. Decimal number between 1 and 1000.

This command sets the interval at which the transmission packet is sent back to the host. The number 
entered into the variable field represents the number of frame iterations between transmission packets as 
represented by the System or Master Model Rate. This is shown as the Division rate on the Ethernet Con-
trol page.

For example, if the system model rate is set to 30, setting the Tx rate value to 2 will force the DACS to 
transmit packets at a 15Hz rate instead of a 30Hz rate.

The default value is Ethernet:TX_RATE= 1
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Cell Network Commands
Overview of Cell Conventions and Message Passing

Introduction
Before proceeding to the detailed explanations of the Cell Route Configuration pages which relate to the 
use of Cell traffic, a brief overview of some basic cell routing concepts is in order to give the less familiar 
reader some kind of context for the various configuration options. This overview only touches upon those 
protocols of relevance to the user of the DACS in a training environment and ignores most of the com-
plexity and detail that underlies the use of Ethernet for cell traffic networking. 

Eight Cell queues are provided in the Model Builder architecture. These queues provide basic family type 
paths for cell input/output from various components of the hardware, and consist of:

Model Builder traffic
Used for system wide functions such as resetting the DIS timer. 
mbx1

Ethernet interface traffic
eth1 
eth 2 

UDP interface traffic
udp1 
udp2

Model cell traffic
mdl1 
mdl2 
mdl3 
mdl4 
mdl5 
mdl6 

DSP Control traffic

This feature is provided for highly advanced control of the hardware, and as a rule should not be used 
unless under the strict supervision of ASTi. 

dsc1 
dsc2 
dsc3 
dsc4 
dsc5 
dsc6 
DSP1-6
DLL 8
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Cell Ethernet Status
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The Cell Ethernet Status Window indicates the state of the Ethernet cell link to other network computers 
as listed in the route table.

Networking Information
Various fields operate as described in the Ethernet Control Window section of Chapter 28.

UDP Packets Tx/Rx
User Data Protocol Packets received and sent. When a “ping” command is received by the DACS over the 
internet, the receive counter is incremented. When it replies to the ping, the tx counter is incremented.

MBP Packets Tx/Rx
Model Builder Protocol Packets received and sent. When the HF or Terrain Servers on Telestra sends a 
MBP packet to the DACS, the receive counter is incremented. When the DACS sends an HF path loss 
request to the HF or Terrain Servers, the transmit counter is incremented.

ICMP Packets Rx/Tx
Internet Control Monitoring Packets received and sent. When a “ping” command is received by the 
DACS over the internet, the receive counter is incremented. When it replies to the ping, the tx counter is 
incremented.

IGMP Packets Tx/Rx
Internet Group Management Protocol Packets received and sent. IGMP packets provide a mechanism by 
which the DACS creates, joins, and leaves multicast groups. When the DACS receives an IGMP packet, 
the receive counter is incremented. When the DACS sends an IGMP, the transmit counter is incremented.

ARP Reply Rx/Tx
In the IP protocol, the host computer will send out an ARP request to get the Ethernet address of the 
DACS. When the DACS receives this request and replies to it, the host can send packets to the DACS.

ARP Request Rx/Tx
When the DACS sends an ARP request to get the Ethernet address of the host computer, the tx counter is 
incremented. When it receives a reply, it updates the TX destination Ethernet address and increments the 
rx counter. This is used when the DACS is sending control data back to the host computer.

Transmit Counters
Indicates the activity of packets being sent from the DACS to the host computer. Used for trouble shoot-
ing problems with the transmission of packets over the Ethernet network.

Receive Counters
Various counters used for troubleshooting problems with receiving packets over the Ethernet link.

TX Collisions
Indicates the number of times the DACS attempted to send out an Ethernet packet at the same time 
another computer was attempting to use the network. A large number of collisions indicates a heavily 
loaded network.
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Cell Routines & Paths

Routes List
This shows the input and output path for each of the queues provided by Model Builder. Pressing the key-
pad + and - keys cycles between each of the eight queues, allowing specific information on these to be 
displayed. 

Selecting the desired route with the up and down arrows, and then pressing enter displays the next Route 
screen which shows the parameters associated with each of the defined routes. These windows are useful 
tools for verifying that the proper route table files have been entered, or for verifying that Model Builder 
has correctly determined the unentered values. 
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Path
Each of the routes shown in the master routes list includes one input, and the ability to output to up to 
eight parallel paths simultaneously.

Family
The Family field is determined by Model Builder based on the source and destination of each of the paths 
described in the *.pth file.

VPI
This field shows the VPI as defined by the user in the *.pth configuration file.

VCI
This field shows the VCI as defined by the user in the *.pth configuration file.

Port
This field shows the port defined by the user in the *.pth configuration file.

IP
The IP field indicates the calculated or defined IP number used by Model Builder for the selected path.

UDP
The port field indicates the calculated or defined UDP number used by Model Builder for the selected 
path.

CNT
This field shows the total number of packets which have been transmit from/to the selected path. After 
255, this counter resets to zero and continues its count.

Lost Cell Buffer

This buffer shows all data which has originated from a path, but which does not have a corresponding 
destination or cells that have been received with UDP checksum errors. This buffer updates continuously 
as new `lost' data is received. 
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DLL Status Window
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The DLL status windows, consisting of three pages, accessed via the page up and page down keys, pro-
vides critical information regarding each of the DLLs loaded into the system. Model Builder is able to 
support up to 8 simultaneously loaded DLLs. However, since each DLL can be written to support multi-
ple instantiations, a much larger numbers of panels or terminals can be supported. While the graphic 
above shows only page 1 of the DLL status screens, the text below describes each of the fields on all three 
pages. 

Put No. (page 1)
Describes the number of cells transmit from the selected DLL since Model Builder started.

Get No. (page 1)
Describes the number of cells received by the selected DLL since Model Builder started.

Vers. (page 2)
Describes the version of the running DLL, as read from the DLL executable file. 

Library File (page 2)
Describes the name of the running DLL, as read from the DLL executable file. 

Error (page 3)
Provides a numeric indication of error as defined by the DLL executable file in use. 

Credit (page 3)
Displays the number of credits consumed by the selected DLL. This value will vary depending on the 
total number of panel instantiations defined by the *.ini file and the type of dll loaded. 

Config File (page 3)
Displays the DLL *.ini file defined by the Model Builder configuration file in use.
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